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Intro duction

When this book was published in Italy j ust before the 1 9 94
elections which brought Berlusconi' s short-lived right-wing
alliance to p ower , it took the country by storm , s elling over
20 0,0 00 copies in a yea r , m aking it the overall bestseller in
Italy . It remained the bestseller in the non-fiction category
for m any months thereafter . As Norberto Bobbio himself
points out , if Italians were lqpking for assistance on how to
vote in Italy' s dramatically changed political landscape ,
they would have been sorely disappointed: the b o ok i s
purely concerned with an analytical di§iinction, a n d its
relevance goes far beyond Italy and its political vicissitudes .
The paradox which the author points out is tha t , while the
left/right distinction is increasingly being challenged in
Italy , the Italian parliamentary s cene has s hifted from a
spectrum of parties dominated by the centre to a more
polarized system in which two coalitions face each o ther , a
stark choice between left and right . Such a situation is , of
course , familiar in English-speaking countries which have a
marked preference for the first-past-the-post electoral
system (Italy abandoned proportional representation in
favour of this system before the last elections ) . In many
ways , Italy has acted as a barometer for Western Europe in
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the post-war period , reflecting general trends in a more
acute form. When the Marxist left ' s star was rising in the
late sixties and early seventies , it seemed to rise higher in
Italy ; and when apathy and a general disorientation on the
left took over in the eighties , Italy seemed to outperform
other countries in its cynicism and its contempt for a
political system whose corruption was becoming increasing
ly clear . While the left has been weak in America for some
time , this trend towards the s uppression of the left/right
distinction through an atrophy of the left is a more recent
development in Europe.
The eighties witnessed Republican control of the White
House and C onservative dominance in Britain ; and in 1982
Helmut Kohl became chancellor of West Germany, a position
he still holds . As a leading economist commented on the
British situation : ' Conservatism was not only hege
monic , . ; . it seemed the only game in town anywhere.Ol Even
where the . left retained the reins of power, it was not in a
radical mood , and where it was in opposition , its socialism was
increasingly muted. Everywhere the right appeared to have
taken the initiative , and when the decade culminated with the
dramatic demise of communism , it was perhaps not altogether
surprising that some people began to talk with euphoria of ' the
end of history' and the final victory of a particular form of
state - namely, the capitalist 'liberal' democracy . This trend
continues, and today we see the left alliance in Italy , which is
dominated by the ex-communists , being led by an ex-Christian
Democrat technocrat and university lecturer, with a pro
gramme of cuts in public spending, privatizations and greater
flexibility in the work-force .
Norberto Bobbio sets out in this book , first to refute the
idea that the left/right distinction is in any way a thing of
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the p a s t , and then to argue for his own definition of that
distinction .

The challenge t o the left/right distinction and its survival
In times when the left and the right appear evenly balanced
with a more or les s equal possibility of holding the allegi
ance of large sections of society and therefore attaining
power. the question of whether the distinction is relevant
does not really arise . But when either the left or the right
becomes so powerful that it seems to be 'the only game in
town ' , then both have their reasons to connive in the
destruction of the left/right distinctio n . The dominant side
clearly has an interest in arguing that ' there is no real
alternative' . Less obviously , the weaker side also has an
inte� est in rejecting or at least playing down the difference.
as can be seen from the tactics currently being adopted by
some p arties of the left . If it feels that its traditional policies
have attracted so much public opprobrip m , it may decide to
recycle itself as something totally new, s omething which goes
beyond the traditional distinction (neither left nor right , or
combining the positive values of both sides to produce a
modern , innovative movement) . While it is clearly the right
which has been in the as cendant in the eighties and nineties ,
Bobbio emphasizes that there have been periods in history
when it was the right that wished to dis solve itself in order
to surviv e . After the fall of Fascism , there was a wave of
s upport for collectivist ideals. p articularly in those coun
t ries which had experienced Nazi occupation . In order to
become a powerful force in p olitics , such traditionalist
p arties a s the Italian Christian Democrats had to cast
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themselves as neither left nor right , and p ay at least lip
service to such values as social cohesion .
The fact that all these claims to have superseded the
left/right distinction fail to materialize once the parties in
question move from the realm of rhetoric to that of practi
cal politics begs the question of why the distinction has
proved so enduring . The first and most important point
here is that 'left ' and ' righ t ' are not absolute terms, as
Bobbio discusse s at length in chapter 5. There is a clear
example of this fundamental characteristic in British p oliti
cal history: Chartism is rightly considered a left-wing move
ment of the first half of the last century , but fifty years after
its demise, its demand for universal manhood s uffrage
would have been les s than radical in light of the incipient
suffragette movement, and would now appear downright
reactionary . The simple fac t is that what is left or right in
one period is not necess arily so in another. This is proof not
of their emptiness as political term s , but simply of their
relativity . Left and right do not represent two s ets of fixed
ideas , but rather an axis which shifts considerably from one
generation to the next. All words change their meaning
slightly over time , but while socialism , fo r instance , is
anchored to some form of common ownership , the left/right
distinction existed before socialism became a maj or force in
European politics , and continued to exist in countries which
claimed to have adopted s ocialism as the basis for their
economic systems .
The distinction has also proved enduring because politics
is by its nature antithetical , and the development of demo
cracy has assisted the formation of parties and the growth of
bipartisan systems , or at least the polarization around two
main political block s . B obbio often refers to the distinction
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as a dyad , by which he means a distinction covering the
whole of the political universe (everything in politics must
be either left or right) whose twin components are antithe
tical (nothing in p olitics can be both left and right at the
s ame time) .
The left/right metaphor originated in the French National
Assembly of 1789, and proved extremely appropriat e . Left
and right represent a spatial dyad with which we are all
familiar (an object must be either on our left or on our
right , and cannot be both ; furthermore , there is an area
directly in front of us where it is not very clear whether the
obj ec t in question is on the left or the right , and this can be
equated with the centre) ; but there is no reason to believe
that history could not have come up with an alternative
metaphor, and indeed the relative po sitions of the French
deputies in relation to the president were only chance
(although the position of mo re conservative nohles to the
right was perhaps a reflection of their dwindling privilege s ) .
Clearly the s uccess of left and right is due not to the felicity
of the metaphor, whatever its forcefulnes!" hut to the fun
damental n ature of the p olitical distin�tion which it has
come to express .

The nature of the distinction
Having defended the distinction, Bobhio then moves on to
argue that the left tends towards equality and the right
tends toward s inequality . This theory has caused consider
able debate in the Italian press , and the alternative propo
sals are disc ussed in detail in Bobhio ' s ' Reply to the Critics'
at the end of the hook . A more recent example will suffice
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to demonstrate the simplicity and effec tivenes s of Bob
bio ' s suggested criterion for the dis tinction. When Ales
sandro Pizzorno , a university professor, was interviewed
in February 199 5, he expres sed his disagreement with
the equality/inequality criterion, and suggested inclu
sion/exclusion in its place .2 T he attraction of such a distinc
tion in a world of increasing economic p olariz ation is cle a r .
The e ssential ques tion for Piz zorno is membership o f a
collective identity , but Bobbio ' s response was that although
inclusion/exclusion is a valid distinctio n , it is only partial ,
and i s in any case entirely covered by the equality/in
equality distinction . Awarding full citizen ' s rights to immi
grants could be seen as an example of inclusion , but it also
means that society no longer perceive s a difference of na
tionality as j ustifying a different allocation of citizens '
rights , and is therefore also egalitarian.3 Inclusion/exclu
sion c overs discrimination between discrete groups , but
cannot deal with more graduated distinctions . Free health
care is clearly an egalitarian policy , because it gives those
with lower incomes access to an essential service , but it is
not inclusion. Pizzorno put forward his criterion because of
a p articularly pres sing problem in the late twentieth cen
tury , but practically accepted the limitations of his own
argument when he admitted that ' historically B obbio is
right ' .
Few political philosophers who have dealt with this s ub
ject h ave failed to note the close association between
equality and the fundamental concept of justic e . Bobbio
argues that j ustice relates to two principles : legality ( a d
herence to the law) and equality (treating like as like) .
While j ustice is a n ideal , equality is a reality. I n the seven
ties he wrote :
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It is not in itself either j ust or unj ust that two billiard b alls are
perfectly the same [uguali]. The realm of the applica tion of justice ,
or rather socially and politically significant equ alities, is to be
found in social relations between individuals and other indivi
duals, groups and other groups, or in dividuals and the group,
according to the traditional distinction which goes back to Aris
totle, between retributive justice (which involves relations between
the parts) and distributive j ustice (which involves relations
between the whole and the parts or vice versa). 4

Before exammmg Bobbio ' s criterion any further , it is
necessary to clarify the meanings of 'equality ' and 'in
equality ' , and , as we are dealing with a translation, to be
sensitive to the original Italian and how this may differ from
the English. While in Italian there is nothing strange in
stating that billiard-balls are uguali, in English to say that
they are equal is nonsensical . An Italian dictionary will
give the first meaning of uguale as 'identical' or the same
ness of two or more obj ects , while an English one will
start with ' of the s ame value or amount� . This ambivalence
has informed much of the debate over the nature of
equality , and poses the important quest� on of whether the
opposite of equality is 'inequality' or ' difference' . 5 Trans
lation h a s spre a d debates , terms and ambivalences from one
language to another , particularly in the field of political
philos ophy , and ' difference' is now proposed as an opposite
to 'equality' in English , principally as an anti- or post-so
cialist value . The confusion surrounding these terms ,
whereby equality , as the supposed opposite of difference , is
identified with uniformity and a single world-view , has
become the justification for the 'post-modernist' equation
of the left with totalitarianism . This has been countered by
arguments that equality and difference are entirely com
patible .6
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The question of whether the opposite of ' equality ' i s
' difference' o r 'inequality ' i s essentially a matter o f how
you define 'equality ' . Bobbio makes clear that only in
dogmatic utopian theories does equality ever mean ' e qu ality
for everyone in everything' , an imposed or regimented
' sameness ' across society , which appears to be something
similar to ' simple equality' as defined by Michael Walzer .
In fact, just as Bobbio argues that 'equality for everyone in
everything' is so impractical as to be meaningless, s o Walzer
states that 'equality literally understood is an idea ripe for
betrayal' .7 "Bobbio has invented the word egualitarista for
the advocate of this rigid formal equality , and t have
translated this as ' egalitarianist', which seemed the logical
parallel neologism in English.
E galitarianism can therefore be divided into a kind of
utopian regimentation and a more pragmatic appro ach
which asks three fundamental questions : Between whom ? In
what? On what basis? All social organization involves ele
ments of equality and inequality , and the difference be
tween left and right is a question of degree within a
particular cultural and historical context . While in
equality may be considered the opposite of this pragmatic
equality , difference could be considered the opposite of
regimented equality. Difference is a positive quality , par
ticularly in the affluent West , because it implie s the free
dom of each individual to develop his or her particular
nature.
Norberto Bobbio is at pains to point out that feminism is
not about difference , but is in fact a classic example of an
egalitarian s truggle. Women won the right to vote bec ause
society acknowledged that there was no difference between
men and women in the fields of politics and citizens hip
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which could j ustify their disqualification from voting rights .
Other forms of disqualification have gradually been
removed , a n d , leaving aside the question of how much
remains to be done , most people would agree that this
egalitarian s truggle has given women m ore freedom to de
velop their own individual natures than in the past. Thus
egalitarianism too could fairly claim to create c onditions
for individual choice. B obbio quotes Massimo C acciari , a
leading Italian philosopher, who argues precisely this :
'Equality is a part of our quality of life , like income , the
environment and public services . . . . Equality makes
diversity possible, and makes it possible for every one to
count as a person , quite unlike that abs tract totalitarian
idea of equality which means the elimination of those who
are not the s ame. '8
Freedom is about the individual and the individual ' s
ability to be different or autonomous within clearly defined
limits which fall s hort of the state of nature . While equality
is a s ocial good, freedom is an individmll good, as Bobbio
convincingly argues ( ' I am free' is an intelligible statement ,
while ' I am equal' is not). Freedom may be claimed by
both left and right , but one of the central arguments of
this book is that freedom does not belong exclusively to
either .

The other distinction
Bobbio divides the political universe along two fundamental
axes : the previously discussed distinction between equality
and inequality , as expres sed by the terms 'left ' and ' right' ,
and the distinction between liberty and authoritarianism.
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The ideal of liberty is the other great ideal which has guided
Europe since the Enlightenment . 9 Liberty , in the modern
sense , represents a complete break with the p as t and with
the organic concept of the state , the Aristotelian model
whereby the whole is more important than the p arts.
Bobbio is unusual on the left in perceiving individualism
not as a negative value , but as a product of the m odern
state , the rej ection of the organic concept of the state and
the development , however imperfect , of human rights .
Without going into all the c ategories of human rights which
Bobbio has defined elsewhere ,t° it will be sufficient for this
argument to state that the two p rincipal c ategories are
libertarian rights and social rights , which to some extent are
in conflict with each other . The left , which is generally
associated with s ocial rights , has long a ccused the right of
breaking up the community through its over-emphasis on
the individual's libertarian rights a t the expen se of the
community's wider interests ; while the right has accused the
left of the s ame thing, on the grounds that it is suppo sed to
have undermined religion and traditional v alues, which
bind society together . This latter argument is rather weak
because, as B obbio points out , there are plenty of right-wing
atheists and left-wing believers ; the ass ociation of the right
with traditionalis m is understandable , but often misleading.
More recently , the right has come up with the more coher
ent argument that the implementation of social rights in the
modern welfare state has undermined the sense of com
munity by removing an individual's personal responsibilit y
for his family and community . Leaving aside the question
able c oncept of a previous golden age in which the c o m
munity cared for all its weaker member s , it is certainly true
that the welfare state tends to treat each citizen as an
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individual . It raises taxes from the individual at national
level, and distributes benefits to the individual, usually in
accordance with clearly defined national criteria . According
to Bobbio , increasing individualism relates to the abandon
ment of the o rganic concept of the state and the rise of
human rights and democracy , wherein the individual citizen
exercises his political power in the total isolation and pri
vacy of the polling b ooth . The rise of individualism there
fore relates not to the left/right distinction , but to the
-distinction between liberty and authoritarianism . Once re
ligious freedom had been accepted in the wake of the
religious wars following the Reformation , the wholly organic
state and the homogeneous community it governed ceased to
exist in their purest forms . The process has continued since
then , and b�th the left and the right feel an undoubted sense
of loss , the former because of a weakening in social cohe
sion , the latter because of a weakening in s ocial hierarchy .
In spite of that shared sense of loss , neither the moderate
left nor the moderate right would wish to. return to a truly
organic concept of the state. In any case, community in its
more positive sense is a purely cultural phenomenon, and it
is difficult to see how it could ever be imposed (at best it can
be encouraged) .
It is thus an essential aspect of Bobbio ' s thought that the
modern political universe is made up of two entirely separ
ate axes : left/right and liberty/authoritarianism . The rise of
liberty in its current , individualistic sense is the great
achievement of the modern era , and although it is not part
of the left/right distinction , it is its cause , because through
the establishment of the rules for a democratic political
contest , it has allowed the alternation of government be
tween the left and the right .
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Moderates and extremists
In Bobbio ' s theory , the two axes in politics combine to
produce four c atego ries : the extreme right, the . moderate
right , the moderate left and the extreme left . The extremists
are authoritarian , and do not accept the rules of demo
cracy, and although the moderate left and moderate right
disagree over the question of equality , they accept the same
rules for the political game.
Obviously the political spectrum could be further fra g
mented , especially if the centre is taken into account. How
ever, these are B obbio ' s main categories , and he makes
clear his distrust of the centre , which wields disproportion
ate influence by holding the balance of power , and is often
opportunist. On this point , he recently cited the example of
the Italian Socialist Party , an indeterminate political force
which allied itself with the right at national level and the left
at local level where this would give them political offic;e .
The equation of extremis m with authoritarianism is prob
ably the most contentious aspect of Bobbio ' s model. B y
shifting between extremism i n the sens e o f autho ritarianism
and extremism in the sense of extreme policies , he implies
that an extreme egalitarian or inegalitarian position neces
sarily involves contempt for the rules of democracy . He takes
several historical examples of extreme egalitarian views ,
particularly in relation to private property ; and according
to his model, the proponents of these views must also have
been authoritarian . Yet one of them at least was a thorough
going democrat : Winstanley coupled his extreme egalita
rianism with a belief in universal suffrage , yearly
parliaments and absolute religious freedom , while Cromwell
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had more moderate views on the left/right axis , but never
believed in u niversal suffrage or religious freedom, and
ended up a dictator. Part of the p roblem may he the
application of the model to a historical period in which
democracy as we now understand it was itself a revolution
ary demand . However, in defence of Bobbio ' s model, it
could be argued that Winstanley was more democratic be
cause he did not enj oy political power , and that if he had
had the opportunity to impose his ideal society , he could
only have done so by force . Although he was an enlightened
revolutionary in that he did not believe that you could force
men to be free, he did dedicate The Law of Freedom to
C romwell with the words : 'You have the power . . . to act
for common freedom if you will: I have no power . 'll Win
stanley was c ertainly aware of the army ' s political import
anc e , and it is a matter of p ure historical speculation what
he would have s aid or done , had the diggers become a
serious political force . It certainly seems logical to suppose
that the further one ' s political po sition�oves to the left or
the right of the general consensus over the right mix of
equalities and inequalities in any given age or s ociety , the
more difficult it would become for that po sition to be
enacted through the democratic proces s . On the o ther han d ,
a distinction h a s t o be drawn between a political thinker
who describes an ideal society, although he knows that there
is little chance of it becoming reality in the immediate
future , and the revolutionary who wishes to impose his ideal
s ociety tomorrow , whether or not society agrees with him .
The question of consensus is clearly pivotal when it comes
to democracy . One could quite reasonably s upport the
collectivization of agriculture , while abhorring the brutal
way in which Stalin went about it. During the Second World
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War and after it , many countries took the quite extreme
egalitarian measure of rationing staple products; but while
undoubtedly an irritant , this was not perceived as op
pressive, because it enj oyed consensus .
One last note of caution in judging the possible extremism
of an egalitarian measure concerns the question of scarcity
in an economy (as in the case of rationing) . Most people
would recoil at the idea of a society in which everyone had
to wear the s ame clothes , the egalitarian measure which
most deprives citizens of their individuality (a common
feature in literary utopias and anti-utopias ) . However, in an
extremely impoverished country , even this Draconian
measure, which smacks of prison and army barracks , could
find some j ustification in that where res ources are scarce ,
they h ave to be distributed rationally and efficiently 80 that
all citizens can acquire such an essential commodity as
clothing , however drab .
As a society becomes more affluent, equality can shift
from being an equal lack of choice to a n equal freedom of
choice . This takes us back to C acciari ' s c ontention that
equality engenders freedom and to Walzer' s concept of
' complex equality ' . Clearly , inequality alters too in the shift
from economic s cardty to affluence .

The relevance of Bobbio 's left and right
It would be impos sible in a short introduction like this to do
justice to the complexity of Bobbio ' s views on human rights ,
democracy, equality and liberty . This book deals primarily
with the last two , but the first two are never far below the
surface . Liberty can only survive where there are both
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democracy and human rights , and the latter must be posi
tive rights recognized in law and preferably upheld by a
constitution . If equality is perceived on a global scale , its
task has barely begun , and that view parallels the view on
human rights expressed by Bobbio in The Age of Rights .
In the twentieth century , and perhaps for much longer ,
the history of Western Europe has involved a general trend
towards equality , which continues to this day . Of cours e ,
there have been set-back s , periods of rapid change and
periods of c omplacency . It is even argued that equality or
near equality has already been achieved in some indus
trialized countrie s . However , Bobbio emphasizes in his con
clusion that , apart from the persistence of clear inequalities
in the West , particularly in the economic field, the widening
gap between the Third World and the West continues to
present the left/right dichotomy in its starkest form .
The relevance of this book to the left in Europe could not
be more apparent. In Britain, the strategy of ' New Labour'
seems almost modelled on B obbio ' s definit�on of a third way
based on submerging the left/right distinction and s omehow
transcending it - an often repeated tactic which, according
to Bobbio , can never actually be put into practice, whatever
its efficacy as a means of s urvival when the other side
appears to be particularly in the ascendant. However , sup
pression of one ' s political identity is no guarantee of success
at the polls : Alleanza Democratica , the left-of-centre coali
tion in Italy presented a programme which included drastic
cuts in public spending , privatization , federalism and direct
elections for the executive , but lost an election it had
previously been expected to win . The electoral advantages
of dramatic policy shifts for tactical reasons have yet to be
proved.
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Left and Right is not a moral tract , but the defence of a
pair of analytical categories and an investigation of the
criteria on which it is based. Once that distinction has been
reasserted , it is then possible to make an individual choice
between the two , a choice that is primarily moral . This book
also reasserts the belief that humanity has choices and the
ability to create its own future ; while the oppo site argu
ment , which claims that the left has been defeated defini
tively or is simply obsolete , means that there is no real
choice for the electorate , other than that between different
groups of technoc rats whose efficiency and honesty may
differ but whose fundamental approach is the s ame . De
struction of the left/right distinction leads to alienation fro m
the political system , a s c a n be seen i n the United S t ates ,
which tends more than Europe towards an indistinct bip a r
tisan s ystem . Ultimately , it would also undermine the demo
cratic systems and related human rights which, whatever
their limitations , constitute the part of our often cruel and
wasteful history that we , as Europeans , can be proud of.
Allan Cameron

Prefa ce to the Firs t
Italian Edition

Never has so much been written against the traditional
distinction between left and right, which is now thought to
have run its course and to be completely without meaning,
always supposing it had one in the past. 1 At the time of
writing this work j ust beforeJhe Italian general election , the
political scene is witnessing an unprecedented polarization
between two alliances which proclaim themselves to be on
the left and the right , and are preparing to battle fiercely
for government of the country under these two banners .
S o do left and right still exist? And if they still exist and
hold the field , how can it be said that they have lo st all their
meaning? If they are still meaningful, then what is their
meaning?2
For m any y e ars , I have been collecting material on this
topic , which has fed an endless debate , and given rise to the
most varied and contradictory theorie s . Yet I fully realize
that this collection is like a few drops in an immense ocean .
Many of the pages of this book were written s ome time a go
and never p ublished , although the theories they put for
ward have been p resented in seminars and public debate s .3
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The current confusion has been added to by the fact that
the significance of ' left' and ' right ' , the two keywords in
this politic al debate , is continually being rej ected on the
basis of varying arguments , yet we still do not seem to be
able to do without them . Even today , these two words are so
charged with emotional significance a s to inflame s pirits on
both sides , and are used to laud one side or vilify the other.
I felt therefore , that this was a favo urable moment to look
over these idea s , put them in order, add a few notes and
publish them .
While performing this task, I have attempted to avoid the
influence of changing opinions, which are often extem
porized in newspaper or magazine articles . If you were to
listen to these, you would run the risk of not understanding
why the left/right distinction has survived in spite of s o
many refutations o r , indee d , the loves and hates which
continue. to keep it alive .4 I have examined success ive argu
ments for and against advanced by the various adversa ries ,
the j us tifica tions which from time to time are used in favour
of either the demise or the survival of the distinc tion ,- and
the criteria invoked by those who have defended it . I have
given particular attention to those writers who have de
veloped a pers onal, well-documented analysis t o justify
their criterion .
A s a conclusion to t h e interpretations and ob s ervations
gradually developed throughout the book , I have explained
in the last two chapters5 what in my opinion is the irredu
cible , inescapable core of the dichotomy , which is therefore
constantly recurring, as well as being ideal, hist o rical and
existential. I have examined things with a certain detach
ment , and do not set about making a j udgement . I do not
ask myself who is right and who is wrong, becau s e I see no
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point in confusing a historical assessment with my personal
opinions , although I make no secret of which side I feel
closer to.
N. B.
Turin, February 1994

1

A Challenge to the
Distinction

1 ' Left' a n d ' right' are two antithetical terms which for
more than two centuries have been used habitually to sig
nify the contrast between the ideologies and movements
which divide the world of political thought and action . As
antithetic al terms, they are mutually exclusive , and together
they are exhaustive within that eminently conflict-riven
universe . They are exclusive in the sense that no doct�ine or
movement can be both left-wing and right-wing at the same
time . They are exhaustive in the sense that a d octrine or
movement can only be either left-wing or right-win g , at least
as far as the more rigid application of the twin definition is
concerne d , as we shall see later .
The antithetical pair, left and right , can be put to descrip
tive, axiological or historical use , as I have often said of
what I call the 'great dichotomie s ' which divide up every
field of knowledge . They are descriptive in that they can
s ummarize two sides of a conflict , evaluative in that they
can express a positive or negative value-j udgement of one
side or the othe r , and historical in that they can indicate the
passage from one phase to another in the p olitic al life of a
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nation . Their historical u s e can , in turn , b e either descrip
tive or evaluative.
The opposition between left and right represents a typi
cally dyadic way of thinking, which has been variously
explained in psychological , s ociological , historical and even
biological terms . There are examples in all fields of thought ;
the all-inclusive distinction or dyad dominates every disci
pline . In s ociology it is s ociety/community , in economics
market/planned , in law public/private , in aesthetics classi
cal/romantic , and in philosophy transcendent/immanent .
Left/right is not the only distinction in the political sphere ,
but it i s encountered everywhere .
There are distinctions in which the two constituent terms
are antithetic al, and others in which they are complemen
tary. The former interpret a universe as a composition of
divergent entities which opp o se each other , whereas the
latter interpret a harmonious universe composed of conver
gent entities which tend to'fuse into a superior whole . The
left/right pair belongs to the first type . Given that triadic
thought is often generated from dyadi!i thought or repre
sents , as it were , a development from it , the transition from
one to the other will differ according to whether the dyad
one starts from consists of antithetical or complementary
terms . I n the first case the transition occurs through a
dialectical synthesis or negation of the negation , in the
second case through composition .
The following reflections arise from the assertion that
there is no longer any relevance to the distinction between
left and right which , over the two centuries since the French
Revolution, has been used to divide the political universe
into opposing c amps , an as sertion which has been made
repeatedly in recent years , to the point of becoming a cliche .
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It is now de rigueur to quote Sartre who , it appears , was
one of the first to argue that left and right were empty
vessels . They are no longer supposed to have any heuristic
or classificatory value , and emphatically no evaluative ap
plication. Often they are referred to with a cert ain irrita
tio n , as though they represent one of the many linguistic
traps which political debate can fall into.
2 There are various reasons for this opinion which is
gaining increasing currency , and countless examples could
be produced every day. Let us look at a few .
The first doubts about whether the distinction h a d disap
peared , or at least ceased to have the same descriptive force ,
arose from the so-called crisis of ideology , and therefore the
pointlessness of contrasting the ideologies involved. The
objection which can easily be raised is that ideologies have
not disappeared at all, but are still very much with us . The
ideologies of the past have merely been replaced by others
which are new or claim to be new. The ideologic al tree is
always green. Besides , it has been shown repeatedly- that
there is nothing more ideological than declaring t he demise
of ideologies . Then again 'left' and ' right' are not j ust
ideologies . To reduce them to purely ideological expres sions
would be an unj ustifiable simplification : they indicate oppos
ing programmes in relation to many problems whose solution
is part of everyday political activity . These contrasts c on
cern not only ideas, but also interests and j udgements on
which direction society should be moving in ; they exist in all
societies, and it is not apparent how they could disappear.
Naturally , one could reply that such contrasting positions
exist , but they are not the same as those encountered when
the distinction was created , and during the period of its
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success these positions have changed so much as to make the
old names anachronistic and therefore misleading.
Recently it has been argued that , since the concept of a
left wing has been so drastically emptied of its descriptive
powers as to be one of the leas t informative expressions in
political usage , the time has come to replace the old pair of
terms with a more appropriate one : that of progressives and
conserv atives. l But s ome have taken a more radical stance ,
rej ecting any residual dichotomy in their vision, and ar
guing that this last dichotomy is one of those 'follies ' of
political j argon, which we must free ourselves from in order
to form new groupings , based not on positions , but on
problems .2
3 Secondly , it is argued that the division into two distinct

and opposing political camps has become inappropriate ,
and the resulting p olitical spectrum insufficient , in the
increasingly complex political world of large-scale societies ,
particularly large-s cale democratic societies which tolerate
and indeed presuppose the existence of a multitude of
'
pressure groups and interest groups which compete with
each other ( and which on occasion opp o se each othe r , and
on other occasions make common cause with each other ;
they converge on some p oints and diverge on others , like
dancers j oining together and then turning their backs in an
elaborate choreography) . Basically , the objection is that in
a multi-faceted democratic society , in which many forces
are at play , which agree on some points and not on others ,
and permit a great v ariety of alliances , problems cannot be
posed in antithetical form as one thing or another : either
left or right , and if it is not left�wing, it must be right-wing,
or vice vers a .
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This obj ection strikes home, but it is not decisive. The
dis tinction between left and right does not at all preclude,
even in everyday language, the existence of a c ontinuous
spectrum which j oins the left and the right, or of intermedi
ate po sitions where the left meets the right. Thes e positions
make up a central area between the extremes which is well
known as the 'centre' . If one wanted to flirt a little with the
terminology of logic, one could say that while the dyadic
concept of politics can be defined as the excluded middle,
according to which politics is divided into just two parts,
which are mutually exclusive , with nothing in between them,
a triadic concept can be defined as the 'included middle ',
according to which there is an intermediate space between
the left and the right which is neither one nor the other.
In the first case, the two terms, which have an ' either .. . or
.. . ' relationship, are contradictory; whereas in the second
case, in· which the intermediate area can be expressed as
'neither .. . nor . . . ', they are opposite s . No prohlem then :
black and white are divided by grey, and day and night are
divided by dus k . Grey takes nothing away from the distinc
tion between black and white, and dus k takes nothing away
from the distinction between day and night.
4 The fact that in many democratic s ystems with high levels

of pluralism the 'included middle ' can become so a11embracing as to relegate the left and the right to the extreme
margins of the political system does not in any way invali
date the original antithesis . As the centre is defined as
neither left-wing nor right-wing and cannot be defined in
any other way, its very existence and raison d'etre are
based on this antithesis. The duration of dusk v a ries ac
cording to the season and the latitude, but its duration in
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no way affects the fact that its definition depends on the
definition of day and night .3
Identification of this intermediate space allows for a more
graduated interpretation of the political system , as the
centre which is closer to the left , the centre-left , can be
distinguished from the centre which is closer to the right,
the centre-right. E qually , on the left , one c an distinguish
between a moderate left which tends towards the centre and
an extreme left which is opposed to the centre , and on the
right , a right wing which is attracted towards the centre and
a right wing which distances itself so much from the centre
as to be equally opposed to the centre as to the left . If it is
then c onsidered that whatever way the centre is divided up
there is still a centre which remains intact and could be
defined as the centre of the centre , a spectrum emerges with
a range of positions .
It need hardly be said that fragmentation of the political
sys tem is assisted by the adoption of proportional repre
sentation . This fragmentation c an he clearly seen in a
chamber of dep uties shaped like an a .p,phitheatre, in which
the v arious positions are represented, moving from the
extreme right to the extreme left . However, the distinction
which divides the elected representatives in each sector i s
still b etween left and right . While i n the British parliament,
one has to sit either on the left or on the right, reflecting the
great left/right antithesis , representatives in a parliament
like the Italian Montecitorio are graded from right to left
(or vice vers a ) . However , the nostalgia for a first-past-the
post electoral system (whether based on one or two ballots)
which has arisen in recent years and has led to repeated
attempts at reform and a referendum, reflects a desire to
return to a bipolar politic al system. This campaign , which
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has finally achieved success through an act of parliament , is
proof enough that a dichotomous interpretation of politics
persists even in a fra gmented s ystem , whatever views might
be expressed , and leaving aside all doctrinal a rguments .
Besides , what better proof could there be of the persistence
of this dichotomy than the presenc e , even where there is
pluralism , of a left wing which tends to perceive the centre
as the right wing in disguise and a right wing which tends to
perceive the same centre as a cover for the left which does
not wish to show its true colours .
5 Allow me another digression: the 'included middle ' is not
the same as the 'inclusive middle ' . The 'included middle '
attempts to find its own space between two opposites , and
although it inserts itself between them , it does not eliminate
them , but draws them apart, prevents them from coming
into contact and brawling, and dispenses with the s tark
choice between left and right by providing an alternative .
T h e 'inclusive middle ' tends to go beyond the two opposites ,
incorporating them in a higher synthesis , and therefore
cancelling them out . In other word s , left and right cease to
be two mutually exclusive totalities like two side s of a coin
which cannot both b e seen at the same time ; they become
two parts of a whole , a dialectic totality . This can be
distinguished from a mechanical totality , which consists of
a combination of compatible parts that j oin together pre
cisely because they are compatible , and from an organic
totality , in which the individual parts are a function of the
whole , and therefore not antithetical but convergent in
relation to the centre . Dialectical unity , on the o t her hand,
entails a synthesis of two opposing parts , one of which is
the assertion or thesis and the other is the negation or
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antithesis . This synthesis is not a compound , and represents
something entirely new . While the 'included middle' could
be expressed by the formula ' neither . . . nor . . . ' , the 'inclusive middle ' could be abbreviated to 'both . . . and . . . ' .
In political deb ate the 'inclusive middle' is us ually
presented as an attempt at a third way - that is to say, as
something which transcends the politics of left and right ,
unlike the centre , which is simply in between the left and the
right. In p ractice , the third way is in the centre ; but in
theory , it claims not to be a compromise between two
extremes , but to supersede them both , and therefore it
accepts and suppresses them at the same time (in contrast
to the 'included middle ' , which rej ects and separate s ) . It is
not, then , a mediated third, but a transcended third , where
the first and second entities are brought together in their
interdepe ndence and suppres sed as unilateral assertions ,
rather th an being separated and left to survive in opposition
to each other. Every middle entity p
ence of the other two entities , but the 'included middle'
realizes its own es sence by driving the Ijl, out , and the 'inclu
sive middle ' by feeding off them. The 'included middle' is
essentially p ractical politics without a doctrine , whereas the
'inclusive middle' is essentially a doctrine in search of a
practical politics , and as s oon a s this is achieved , it reveals
itself as centrist .
The history o f political thought - o r perhaps I should say,
political fantasy - can produce thousands of examples of
such third ways . I have insisted on this point , perhaps more
than necessary , because the c risis of the left has led to the
recent success of the ideal of liberal socialism, which is a
typical expression of 'inclusive middle ' thought. A triadic
combination is always the product of a crisis , and hence a
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fear that an antithesis has exhausted its historic al vitality .
Every form of synthetic thought is somewhat paradoxical ,
because it attempts to bring together two opposing sets of
ideas , which have always proved to be incompatible , and
therefore alternatives . The paradox is justified by the fact
that all forms of synthetic thought always prove to be
fruitless once they are put into practice unilaterally .
Another example of this synthesis of opposites occurred
on the right , in an equally serious period of crisis . This was
the ideology of the conservative revolution which followed
the First World War as a response by the right to the
subversive revolution which had brought the left to power
in one vast country , and threatened to spread elsewhere .4
For the purposes of our argument here concerning the
opposition between left and right and its pos sible dis appear
ance, the theory of the 'inclusive middle ' can be interpreted
as the synthesis of opposing positions with the intention in
practice of saving whatever can be saved of one ' s own
position by drawing in the opposing position and thus
neutralizing it .
6 A third reason for rej ecting the traditional opposition
between left and right and claiming its demise is the view
that it has lost a great deal of its descriptive valu e , because
the continuous development of society and the creation of
new p olitical problems (political in the sense that they
require solutions through the traditional instruments of
political activity - that is to say , activity aimed at collective
decisions which, once they are taken , become binding on
the entire community) have produced movements which
cannot be categorized in terms of the traditional opposition
between left and right , as claimed by the movements
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themselves . The most interesting current example is that of
the Greens . Are the Greens on the left or the right? If we
use the criteria usually adopted for making this distinction ,
it appears that sometimes they are on the left and sometimes
on the right , or that they are neither left-wing nor right
wing. The G reens could be defined as a transversal move
ment , which has become a political buzz-word , albeit a
pej orative used in another context . This is because green
issues run through all the enemy camp s , and pas s effort
lessly from one camp to another , thus proving that in
practice there is a third way of subverting the dyad , in
addition to being in the middle ( the centre) and going
beyond ( synthesis ) . This moving through the spectrum en
tails a reduction in the authority of the dyad , rather than
its rej ection or obsolescence .
The best proof of the ubiquity of the green movement is
the fact that all parties have adopted the ecological theme
without c hanging any of their traditional political baggage .
They have perhaps merely added to i t . No one today would
dare to challenge the rights of nature , which are perhaps an
unconscious anthropomorphization of the natural world .
These are the rights which nature should expect of hu
manity , and this relationship implies duties which humanity
must accord to nature (without entering into the a rgument
of whether a right p recedes an obligation , or vice versa) .
There are various explanations for this radical s hift in
attitude to nature (particularly in the West) from a percep
tion of nature as something purely to be dominated and as
a passive instrument of human needs to the idea of nature
(even inanimate nature) as a subject, or at least an obj ect
which should not be used arbitrarily , but within the dictates
of reaso n . According to a somewhat metaphysical or reli-
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gious interpretation , nature belongs to the world not cre
ated by man , and , like man , is a free agent within it , a c ting
alongside other free agents . A more p ragmatic and utilita
rian p oint of view asserts that since man is obliged to live in
a finite universe whose av ailable resources for survival are
limited, these resources should be used with due c onsidera
tion to their eventual exhaustion . Given these different
philosophies based on opposing value systems a n d c oncepts
of the worl d , it i s quite possible that the spread of ecologic a l
movements will not make the traditional left/right split
anachronisti c , but tha t , instead, this split will be repro
duced within the various ecological movements , which are
already troubled by internal divisions , despite their recent
appearance. It is a question of whether human b eings h ave
a duty to other beings besides themselves , or to other
human heings , in particular to future generatio n s ; or, in
other words , whether these restrictions are impo sed on
humanity from outside or are imposed by humanity on
itself. This ques tion will introduce a distinctio n between
right-wing greens and left-wing greens, and h a s in ' p art
already done s o .
7 Huma n ity ' s dramatically increased ability n o t only to

exploit nature and subject it to its own needs , but als o to
manipulate it and deflect it from its normal course ,
has created moral and legal problems (such as bio - ethics)
which will increasingly require political decisions (as pre
viously defined) ; and as these will be completely different
from any decisions taken in the past, it appe ars that,
whatever their true nature , they will not fall into the tradi
tional categories of left and right , which arose when these
problem s were unknown to political movements . As these
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problems are eminently moral , responses to them have
reflected either laxity or severity , a distinction which gener
ally divides the moral worl d . However, this dis tinction does
not fit well with the distinction between left and right . Is
laxity left-wing or right-wing? Is s everity left-wing or right
wing?
There is severity on the left and laxity on the right , and
also vice versa . The two dichotomies c annot be superim
posed . The most problematic example of this cro�s-over is
the question of abortion . In general , the abolition of abor
tion is part of the right-wing political programmes, and the
left is prevalently pro-abortion . It has been p ointed out to
me that this attitude appears to contrast with one of the
general definitions of the left : that the left defends the wea k .
It could b e argued that of the mother and t h e foetus , the
foetus is the weaker of the two . In reply , it can be argued
that it is undoubtedly weaker than the mother , but that the
mother is weaker than the father , who , in most cases, has
forced her to become pregnant . It is no coincidence that the
p ro-abortion campaign was strengthened enormously by the
spread of feminism , which has been favoured by left-wing
partie s .
8 B u t these are all

secondary arguments . T h e p rincipal
reason for challenging the left/right distinction is much
more imp ortant from a historical and political p oint of view .
The two tet:ms of an antithetical distinction support each
other: if t here were no right wing, then there would be no
left win g , and vice vers a. In other words , the right exists
because there is a left , and the left exists because there is a
righ t . C o nsequently , proving the irrelevance of this distinc
tion does not require proof of its inappropriateness (i . e .
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there is no point in dividing the political world on the b a sis
of opposing ideologies if there are no more ideologies ) , its
deficiency (i .e. it is insufficient to divide the political world
into two poles when it has been shown that there is a middle
entity - whether it is intermediate or at a higher level does
not matter) , or its anachronism (i . e . new political pro
grammes , problems and movements have entered the p oliti
cal scene since the distinction was created , fulfilling a u seful
role ) . It is quite sufficient to diminish the authority of one
of the terms and cease to recognize its existence : if all is
left-wing, then there is no right win g , and conversely , if all
is right-wing, then there is no left wing.
Two terms in a n antithesis do not always have equal force ;
nor i s it necessarily the case that one is always stronger than
the other . Their respective force c a n change according to
the point of view and according to the criteria used to
measure, it. There are pairs in which the stronger term
remains the s ame : in the distinction between war and peac e ,
i t is w a r which, s o far , h a s remained the stronger term , and
the proof is that peace has traditionally been defined as
non-war , as something that c o mes after a war (as in Gro
tius ' s De Jure Belli ac Pacis or Tolstoy ' s War and Peace) ;
and i n the distinction between order and dis order , the
stronger term is order. In the antithesis between left and
right, which is restricted to the political sphere , the respect
ive force of the two terms is not established once and for all ;
it depends on the period and the circumstances , unlike in
biology , followed by religion and ethic s , where right is
considered the s tronger term. In Italian history , the right
was predominant after Unification ; but this was followed
by a period in which the left was p redominant . The two
parts continue to exist , and base their raison d 'etre on the
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existence of the oth e r , even when one prevails over the
other , and the scales tip more and more in fav our of one or
the other . When Fascism, which was considered a right
wing movement , came crashing down (and rightly so for the
maj ority of world opinion) , the star of the left rose so high
that the right seemed to have dis appeared , or at least to
have lost so much of its standing as to put into question its
s urvival .
In a situation of that kind , it is not at all surprising
that s ome of the minority groups and movements which ,
according to established political terminology , would have
been defined as right-wing , started to argue that the tradi
tional left/right distinction no longer had any useful func
tio n , that it had become obsolete , and that the political
struggle had to go beyond left and right. It should be noted
that this alleged obsolescence of the left/right distinction
was presented as its total repudiation and distortion , rather
than as a synthesis which incorporated two opposites
and , by incorporating them , hrought out the truth of each.
It is clear that in a situation in whI ch one becomes s o
predominant a s to leave little room for th e other to b e taken
seriously as a political force , undermining the left/right
distinction becomes an obvious expedient for hiding
one ' s own weakness. ' Has the right heen defeated?' 'But
what is the point of posing the question in these terms ' ,
asks the defeated side , 'if the distinction between left
and right has run its course ? ' In a universe in which the two
opposing p arts are interdependent , in the sense
that existence of one presupposes the existence of the other ,
the only w a y to invalidate the adversary is to invalidate
oneself. Where the whole has become what was previously a
part , the distinction has completed its tas k ; everything
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must be started anew, and the distinction mus t be tran
scended .
9 Every day we are now fin ding evidence that the strong
and weak parts have been inverted in the left/right distinc
tion, following the dramatic events of recent years which
have dissolved the c ommunist regimes (for many y ears they
were held up as the relentless advance of the left in the
world , or were considered by those who had fought a gainst
them as the most radical expres sion of the left and the most
extensive historical implementation of the ideas and cam
paigns of the left) . The left is on the way down , and the right
is on the way up . Now the argument that the old distinc
tion should be put in the attic is mainly being put b y groups
and movements which claimed to be left-wing when the wind
of history appeared to be blowing in their direction , and
which were considered , j udge d , condemned and slandered
as such by their adversaries . Until not so long ago , you
could still ask the question : Is there still a right wing? After
the fall of the communist regimes , the same malicious ques
tion c an be heard in an inverted form : Is there s till a left
wing?
I don't think anyone would be able to list all the con
ferences and public debates that have taken place in recent
years in response to this question , such as : ' The C risis of
the Left' , ' Doubts on the Left and About the Left ' , ' The Left
in Difficulty ' , or ' The Death Throes of the Left ' . The
problem can best be summed up by the English title of a
conference held in Turin in December 1 9 92 , which used the
pun ' What is left? ' The responses varied from the radically
n egative opinion that 'The left no longer exist s ' or 'The left
has been buried under the ruins of the S oviet E mpire ' to the
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hopeful , positive conviction that ' If the left is understood in
its o riginal meaning, then the collapse of the Bolshevik
system is a triumph for the left which will reopen the
possibilities b uried under a tyrannical system in 1 9 17 . ' 5
The collapse of the S oviet system did not b ring about the
end of the left , but simply the end of a left-wing movement
over a specific historic period. This much-debated aspect
begs the question of the many varieties of left-wing or, for
that matter, right-wing . 6 Clearly the argument that there
are many varieties of left wing supports the traditional
left/right distinction , and the dyad will survive its current
crisis . It has been correctly pointed out that the first
democratic elections in Eastern Europe occurred without
the competing parties dividing into parties of the left and
the right . But even those who have used this argument as
clear proof of the disappearance of the left/right distinction ,
hav� had to recognize the anomalous ness of the transition
from totalitarianism to democracy , and admit that when the
democratic institutions are more establishe d , it is quite
probable that the p arties will again group around the traditional pole s . 7
1 0 Finally , the las t , and perhaps most decisive , reason for
rejecting the left/right distinction does not refer to two
conflicting p arts of a whole which stand or fall together (if
there is no right wing, then there is no left wing) . It is the
claim that the two labels have become purely fictitious , and
that the left-wing and right-wing movements , faced with the
complexity and novelty of current problems , say more or
less the s am e things , formulate more or less the same
programmes for consumption by their electorates , and pro
pose the same immediate ends . According to this argument ,
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left and right n o longer have any reason t o exi s t , not
because at a certain stage one has excluded the o ther , but
because there are no longer the (alleged) differences which
would merit the distinction of different names . These names
therefore end up engendering a false belief in a distinction
which in reality no longer exists , and provoking artificial
and misleading disputes. This is particularly true of the
political conflict in Italy , where one increasingly hears the
opinion from observers not involved in the fray that there
is little reason for s uch persistent animosity , because the
opposing sides are a rguing for the same things ; or, rather ,
that the left i s in such difficulty that it has adopted the ideas
of the right in order to revamp itself, thus invalidating the
traditional differentiation.8
As c ould be shown by other accounts , this confusion on
the left and denial of their own existence does n o t en tirely
correspond to reality . For a definitive response , I refer the
reader to the final chapters in which I attempt to resolve
these doubts .

2

E xtremists and
Mo derate s

1 Whether or not the arguments against the left/right dis
tinction examined so fa r are correct , one eminently verifi
able fact appears to corroborate them , and facts are always
more stubborn than even the most s ubtle arguments . The
fact we are faced with is the way that thinkers , who are held
up as models to be lived 'by , and the .chosen few maitre a
penser drift from right to left , or vice vers a , according to
the wishes of their own disciples . It wil( be sufficient here to
refer to the most spectacular examples. Nietzsche , who
inspired Nazism (we are not concerned here with whether
this inspiration derived from an incorrect interpretation o r ,
as I believe , one o f the pos sible interpretations ) , n o w often
flanks Marx as a father of the new left . Carl Schmitt , who
not only inspired but for a period provided theoretical
guidance to the Nazi state , has been rediscovere d , at lea st
in Italy , and honoured especially by left-wing scholars be
cause of his opposition to Hans Kelsen, the maj o r demo
cratic �heoretician in the great constitutional debate of the
Weimar Republic . Heidegger's sympathies with Nazism
have been thoroughly documented, even tho u gh his ad-
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mirers (on the left and the right) deny this or attempt to
play it down ; yet he is now considered to be the interpreter
of our time , not only in Italy , but also and especially in
France by philosophers who claim to be on the left . As i s
well known , there has been an attempt i n the opposite
direction , by a few theoreticians of the neo-Fascist right , to
appropriate the thought of Antonio Gramsci . Although this
attempt proved to be somewhat elusive and short-lived ,
there was a current called ' right-wing Gramscism ' among
those who tried to give the right a new image and a new
dignity .
C ontrasting interpretations of an author a re by no mean s
new, although they a r e more evident i n this difficult period
for the traditional ideologies and the subsequent doctrinal
confusion. George Sorel is the most famous precedent,
which can explain the apparent paradox . The author of
Reflections on Violence played an inspirational role for
left-wing movements , and this led to the creation of Italian
revolutionary syndicalism which had a few - v ery few moments of glory in the history of our socialist movement .
In latter years he became an admirer of both Mussolini and
Lenin , and many of his followers in Italy became Fascist s .
His greatest admirers in Italy were two honest conserva
tives , Pareto and Croce , who have been given various
labels , hut could never be defined as ' left-wingers ' . I have
already referred to the conservative revolution, and Hitler
defined himself in an article for Volkische Beobachter of 6
J une 1 9 3 6 a s ' the most conservative revolutionary in the
world ' . Less well known is Alfredo Rocco' s speech to the
Italian parliament in which he asked ' to be rec o gnized a s
the antithetical conservative revolutionary ' (but the state
ment shows that he was perfectly aware of the p a radox) .
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The example of a revolutionary conservative like Sorel ,
and particularly the last two examples of conservative re
volutionaries , allow us to question the way in which positions
both of the left and the right (according to a declaration or
interpretation mad e after the event) have been used to
inflict another blow on the left/right distinctio n . We are now
faced with a completely different p roblem , which needs to
be considered , especially in view of the importance I give it
in the final chapte r . What the revolution and the counter
revolution have in common has nothing to do with their
belonging to two opposing sides traditionally termed left and
right . If this w e re the c a se , then people would be right to
say that we s hould abandon terms which can no longer
distinguish between antithetical cultural and political
positions . What revolutionary and counter-revolutionary
writers , and their respective movements , really have in
common is that within the opposing sides they both belong
to the extremist , rathe}':. than the moderate , wing. The
distinction between extremism and moderation does not
coincide with the left/right distinction ; in that it answers to
a fundamental criterion which is entirely different .
As s oon a s one considers the problem , it becomes immedi
ately clear that the distinction between extremist and
moderate has very little to do with the nature of the ideas
professed , but rather concerns their radicalizatio n , and
therefore different s trategies for their implementation in
practice . This explains why revolutionaries (on the left) and
counter-revolutionaries (on the right) can tap into the same
writers , because they s hare them not as thinkers of the left
'
or the right , but as extremist s of either the left or the right ,
who are thus distinguished from moderates of the left or the
right . If the distinction between left and right is different
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from the distinction between extremists and moderates , this
means that the opposing ideologies can have points of con
tact and agreement at their extreme s , even though they are
still quite distinct in terms of the political programmes and
final objectives which define their position vis-a-vis the
left/right distinction . Ludovico Geymonat, who c alled him
self an extremist (of the left) on the occasion of the s o-called
refoundation I of the Italian communist Party , entitle d a
collection of his political writings Against Moderatism.2 In
his opinion , the moderate parties which ",ere established
after the Liberation represent the s o-called constitutional
spectrum , which runs from the communists to the C hristian
Democrats , and they renounce revolutionary change of the
society inherited from Fascism and are happy with democ
racy . The neo-Fascist Solinas wrote in the extreme right
wing magazine Elementi: ' Our tragedy today is moderatism .
Moderates are our principal enemy . Obviously the mo der
ate is a democrat . '
These two quotations clearly demonstrate that a left-wing
extremist and a right-wing extremist share a rej ec tion of
democracy (they s hare an object of hate , if not one of love) .
Their rej ection of democ racy brings them together , not
because of their position on the political spectrum , but
because they occupy the two extreme points of that s pec
trum . The extremes meet. 3
2 The rejection of democracy is not the only point of

contact between the 'opposing extremes ' . From a philo soph
ical point of view - that is to say , a more general interpre
tation of the wori d and history - there is a s tr ong
anti-Enlightenment element in every form of political ex
tremism. I refer not only to the anti-Enlightenment of
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historicist origin , which found expression in a politically
conserv ative current from Hegel to C roce and a politi
cally revolutionary current within Marxism (Italian
Marxism has always been historicist) , but also to an irra
tionalist anti-Enlightenment current which is particularly
s ignificant at the moment . This irrationalist , anti
E nlightenment current c an be divided into a religious
curren t , which includes such writers as De Maistre and
Donoso C o rtes , who are often much respected today , and a
vitalist current , which includes Nietzsche and S orel. It is
this latter current , which combines best with the left ,
while the former , fideistic current , is cons ciously and irre
ducibly traditionalist and reactionary, precisely because it
o rigina ted as a ' reaction' to the breakdown in the
s acred historical order thought to have been created and
guided by an inscrutable Providence , and was a re
evaluation noli altum sapere sed time ( ' do not know any
thing but fear ' ) , as against Kant 's sapere aude ( ' know how
to be b old ' ) .4
If we look at the question in terms of the philos ophy of
history - that is , the forms and methods by which we
interpret historical development (progress or retrogression?
cyclical o r stationary movement?) - we find that moderat
ism is gradualis t , and believes that action s hould be guided ,
metaphorically speaking, by growth of an organism from its
embryo according to a pre-established order; whereas ex
tremism has a catastrophic vision , whatever its obj ectives .
Extremism interprets history as progres sing by sudden
leaps forward and clean breaks , which leave room for
human intelligence and forcefulness (in this sense it is les s
determinist than moderatism) . The ' c atastrophe' of the
October Revolution (an event produced by a conscious
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collective will) could only b e remedied by the counter
revolutionary 'catastrophe' (the warning signals of incipient
' action
Italian Fascism were the squadre d 'azione
squads ' ) : communism and Fascism feed into each othe r . The
theory of opposing extremisms (which for moderates are not
opposing but analogous) was substantiated on a small scale
during the peri od of Italian terrorism , the so-called years of
lead , during which Italian society was kept in a continuo us
state of alarm by terrorist acts perpetrated by b oth ex
tremes of the political spectrum . On the much grander scale
of universal history , this theory of extremes is the b asis for
the historical deb ate over the ' E uropean civil war' , in
which , according to Nolte , a protagonist , Bolshevism and
Fascism (or Nazism) are interlinked , the latter being an
inversion of the former , the reaction which follows the
action , the revolution in reverse , but still a revolution , the
catastrophe which follows the catastrophe .
-

3 Naturally there is no sense in asking oneself which of

the two concepts of history is the true one : b o th are the
product of historical 'prophec y ' (in the sense that they
are based not on facts or conj e ctures , but on premonito ry
signs and extrapolations over long periods) . This is histo ry
whose metho d of evaluation is not the extent of the truth ,
but the extent of its power to engender action ; it thus has
nothing to do with the history of historians , which teaches
nothing. In o ther words , the more history is explanatory on
the basis of data and hypotheses , the less it is instructive .
At the very mos t , one can a dmit that various historic al
interpretations are themselves historically determined .
The history of last century was mainly peaceful, and during
that period, Europe carried through the first industrial
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revolution, which was never a revolutio n in the true sense
of the w ord , and never appeared to be catastrophic . Indus
trializa tion was accompanied by and interdependent with
an unprecedented development in the applied (or techno
logically useful) sciences . The nineteenth century therefore
favoured the idea of gradual progress , with various irre
versible stages which had to be pas sed through , as ar
gued by such diverse figures as Kant , Hegel, C omte and
Marx , whatever form their prophetic history took in a
century which produced countless examples of prophetic
his tory .
The twentieth century , however , p resents a very different
picture : the first two total, world wars in the history of
humanity and a third war without armies actually fighting
(but still threateningly drawn up on the battlefield) , com
munist revolutions in Rus sia and China , the violent creation
of Fascist regimes and their equally violent demise , the
rapid proce s s of decolonization following the Second World
W a r , and the disintegration of the communist world , which
was n o less rapid and unpredictable . �apere aude has now
assumed a ' demonic face ' . This century has therefore en
couraged the antithetical vision of historical upheaval , or
catastrophe . which has even raised the fea r of an end to
history , or, if not an end, then an irreparable degradation
of beneficent nature (irreparable for human destiny) . This
historical view, which is even shared by les s apocalyptic
observers who wish to be impartial , is taken as evidence of
the end of the modern era, which has been characterized by
the idea of progress , and the birth of a new era which has
for the moment been designated as 'post-modern ' , though
one hopes that a more appropriate and meaningful name
will eventually be coined.
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4 The extremists o n opposing sides also have much in

common on moral questions and in their doctrines of virtue ,
and have similar reasons for opposing the moderate s : the
heroic , warrior virtues of courage and boldnes s , as against
the virtues of prudenc e , tolerance, calculating reason
and patient mediation , which extremists consider dis taste
fully commercial . However , the latter virtues a re essential
in market relations and in that more wide-ranging market
of ideas and conflicting interests which constitutes the es
sence of democracy , given its reliance on compromis e . It is
hardly surprising that extremists of both the left and the
right despise democracy for the virtues it fosters and re
quires for its survival . Their terminology agree s in defining
democracy as 'mediocracy' , meaning government both by
the middle classes and by mediocrities . Democ ratic medio
crity was a typically Fascist theme , but it can be found in
revolutionary radicalism of any form . Piero Gobetti ' s asser
tion is a particularly good example : ' Outside government , a
reason ably capable mediocracy , which decides in advance
that it can assume the role of assisting the people , attempts
to corrupt direct action with reforms and conciliation , and
to deceive rebels with conciliatory proposals which retain
their enlightened and educative role . ' 5 Mediocrity is thus
associated with reformism , the peaceful resolution of con
flict and , more generally , a pragmatic view of politics
and political conflict. I happened to read an article hy a
left-wing writer who spoke of ' the idiocies of contractual
ism' (a s tatement which practically made me leap out of my
chair) .
This contrast between the wardor and the merchant in
evitably leads to the j ustification of violence, or p o s sibly
even its exaltation : for the revolutionary left , it is the
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purifying violence which finally resolves humanity ' s prob
lems , acting as the 'midwife of history ' (Marx) , and for the
reactionary right , violence is the ' only way to clean up the
world' (Marinetti ) , to quote j ust one of countle s s , monoto
nous examples .
5 Although the radical rej ection of democracy a s a practice

and a value system is not the only p oint of contact between
extremists of left and right , it is certainly the most persist
ent and significant. B efore Fascism came to power for the
first time in Italy , as a response to Bolshevik threat , it first
appeared as a radical ideology in France towards the end of
the nineteenth century , and was itself partly a response to
the Paris C ommune , a revolution which was not only threat
ened , but attempted, altho ugh it was a general experiment
in a revolution that could never be . In an impo rtant study
of the history of French F a scism , Ni droite ni gauche ,6 the
birth of this ideology , correctly defined as p re-Fascist , is
typified by a fierce reaction against bourgeois democracy ,
which was equal and symmetrical to t h e same reaction by
maximalist socialism . For both sides the scapegoat was
s ocial democracy - or , in other words , the moderate version
of the left , because it had accepted the rules of bourgeois
democracy and had s ubsequently been corrupted by it.
In spite of all these similarities , which j ustify the use of the
same writers by both side s , and allow Barres to claim that
' S orel was the intellectual father of Fascism' , Fascism and
communism still represent the great antithesis between right
and left in this century . S trangely , not only have they failed
to eliminate the distinction , they have made it even sharper.
This is , I repeat , very strange . The only explanation , in my
opinion, is that the criterion whereby one distinguishes
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between left and right does not coincide with the one where
by one distinguishes between left and ri ght within the two
camps themselves - that is to say, between the extremist and
moderate wings . The fact is that Fascism and communism
are mutually exclusive , in spite of their common enemy ,
democracy , whose rules allow the left and the right to
alternate in government . They are mutually exclusive be
cause they reproduce in a specific form the p rincipal fea
tures of what so far has typified the left and the right (which
we will discuss later) .
6 Of the many third ways discussed , there has even been

one proposed between socialism and liberalism , but no one
has ever conceived of one b ridging communism and Fas
cism, because it would be inconceivable . The one thing that
they have in common , which is to intensify the principal
features of their ideology and take them to their extreme
conclusions , is precisely what makes them doctrinally irre
concilable and in practice incompatible . An alliance between
Fascists and conservatives , or the extreme right and the
moderate right is possible , albeit in a situation of force
majeure ; and Italian Fascism came to power as the result of
just such an alliance . On the opposite side , a similar alliance
between communism and socialism was only m o o ted in the
popular democracies , and accomplished somewhat more
fully in united action by Italian s ocialists and communists
after the Liberation . An alliance between communists and
Fascists would be a historical absurdity . The difference
between extremism and moderatism mainly concerns
method, whereas the antithesis between left and right
mainly concerns values . The difference over values is
stronger than the one over method s . This explains why in a
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s erious historical crisis , an alliance between extremists and
moderate right-wingers can have some succes s , as occurred
with the Fascist regimes , where the moderate right felt
obliged to accept the s upremacy of the extreme right. This
kind of alliance would not be possible b etween right and left
extremists , because they would disagree on values , not
method s . Similar constraints explain why at the end of the
S econd World War , the fear of a return to the pre-war
sta tus q uo induced the socialists , at the cost of a painful and
destructive split , to ally themselves with the communists that is to s ay , the extreme left .
Of course , there was one spectacular example of an al
liance between F a scism and communism : the non-aggression
pact and p artition to the mutual advantage of Hitler ' s
Germany and Stalin ' s S oviet Union , b u t i t w a s essentially a
short-lived tactical alliance , which had no ideological conse
quences other than the formation of a few small groups of
Nazi Bolsheviks , who were 'lJOlitically insignificant . 7

3

The Left/Right

Distinction S urvives

1 The terms 'left ' and ' right ' continue to be very much

part of political terminology , in spite of all the arguments
from various quarters which are used to challenge it ; and
although the arguments have not changed , they are m o re
frequent in these confused times . The people who use
the words 'left' and ' right' do not appear to be u s ing
words unthinkingly , because they understand e ach ,o ther
perfectly .
A great deal of the debate between political writers o ver
the last few years has centred around the question : 'Where
is the left going? ' D eb ates on ' the future of socialis m ' or ' the
rebirth of the right ' have become so frequent as to be
repetitive and tedious . The old left is constantly being
reassessed in order to found a new left (but it is s till the
'left ' ) . Alongside the old defeated right has appeared a 'new
right' which seeks vengeance . Democratic s ystems with sev
eral parties are still perceived as semicircles r a n ging fro m
right to left , or vice versa . Expressions such a s 'the right in
parliament ' , 'the left in parliament' , ' right-wing govern
ment' or ' left-wing government' have not lost a ny of their
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meaning. Within the parties themselves , the currents which
compete for the leadership in various periods and situations
are still defined by the old names of 'left ' and ' right ' . W hen
we discuss politicians , we have no hesitation in labelling
them as left-wing or right-wing. For example , Occhetto is on
the left and B erlusconi on the right.
There has always been a Christian Democrat left . The
leadership of the Movimento S ocialel has recently been
taken over by a faction (led by Pino Rauti) which claimed
that it wished to move to the left . E ven in such a minuscule ,
lifeless party as the Liberal Party ,2 the leaders have always
been divided between a left and a right.
The terms 'left ' and ' right' were little used , or used with
great care , during the breakup of the Italian communist
Party ; but this was due to the fact that only the word ' left '
h a d positive connotations within a p arty which assumed a
leading role within the international left-wing movement .
Neither of the factions contending for the leadership wo uld
willingly have accepted being defined as the right of the
party . It would in fact be difficult to e s iablish which faction
was the left and which the right , be � ause the old guard
which could be considered the right on the grounds that
c onservatism is right-wing and change left-wing could at the
s ame time be considered the left on the grounds of its
greater commitment to the struggle against capitalism . On
the other hand , the more innovative faction could claim to
be the left of the party because it is more favourable to
change , but its programme could be considered more right
wing according to traditional criteria .
We are faced with a paradox : at the same time a s this
proliferation of writings which cast doubt on the left/right
distinction , rej ect it or often ridicule it for the reasons
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examined in the previous chapte r , this same dis tinction now
has greater currency than ever before in Italian politi c s
and culture . T h e reason for this i s the referendum
which rej ected the electoral system which has until now
obstructed the alternation of governments which is essen
tial to good representative government , and a dopted the
first-past-the-post system . It is now hoped that this reform
will bring about a drastic reduction in the number of
partie s , a definitive end to centrist governments, and the
introduction of the much-hoped-for alternation between
governments . But alternation between whom? Naturally, we
are talking about alternation between left and right , o r ,
more specifically , between a n alliance formed around the
Partito Democratico della Sinistra3 (which means the Demo
cratic Party of the Left) and another alliance consisting of
the Northern League , Alleanza Nazionale (ex-Movimento
Sociale Italiano) and B erlusconi ' s Forza Italia .4 The former
can only be defined as the left , and the latter as the
right. The fact that not all those in the first alliance want to
be labelled left-wing , and not all those in the second alliance
want to be labelled right-wing (everyone choo s e s the label
which brings in the most votes) does not in any way disprove
the fact that Italy is moving towards a political system with
a more well-defined division between left and right . 5
2 It is not at all surprising that a dyad, or dicho tomy , is the

most common way of representing the political world , which
is , by its very nature , antagonis tic and divided into oppos
ing sides (partie s , interest group s , factions , and in interna
tional relation s , peoples and nations) . We can e asily recall
some famous historical examples : patrician s/plebeians ,
Guelphs/Ghibellines and Whigs/Tories.
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War , an essential dichotomy (mors tua vita mea) , is the
most extreme manifestation of the ' friend/enemy ' distinc
tion , which in turn is the most abstract way of representing
politics as something antagonistic . There is no room for a
third party in war , whether it is external or internal . A
third pa rty can only appear as an intermediary to end
hostilities and establish peac e . War , like a duel, can only
have two contendents (it does not matter whether they have
allies) , and one side must win , and one side must lose . A war
in which there are neither winners nor losers is a war which
has not fulfilled its purpose . T hird p a rties who do not get
involved are defined as neutral, in that they do not s upport
either side , and are not involved in the hostilities . From the
moment they become involved in the conflict , they become
allies of one side or the other. There can only ever be two
sides to the conflict , however many the allies .
Given the single great dichotomy between friend and foe ,
the inevitable reduction � f conflicts t o two opposing sides ,
or the attraction of various p otential contendents towards
just two poles , which could be ternied bipolarization , is
b ased on the principle that the friend of my enemy is m y
enemy , whereas the enemy o f my enemy is m y friend . Where
there are only two possible positions , and one must either
b e a friend or an enemy (for this best expresses a polarized
view of p olitics) , there are four pos sible combinations for
polarizing more than two initial contendents: a friend can
b e either the friend of a friend or the enemy of an enemy ,
and an enemy can be either the enemy of a friend or the
friend of an enemy . Seemingly unnatural coalitions and
alliances , both in international relations and between par
ties within a single state , are in reality the natural conse
quence of dichotomic logic . This dichotomy , which is clearly
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expressed in war , a n extreme example o f human relations ,
is also found in traditional religious and metaphysic al per
ceptions , including those of the natural world (light/dark
ness , order/chaos and ultimately , God/Devil) .
3 It was pure accident that the names given to the two
political poles were ' left' and ' right' . As is well known , the
use of these two words goes back to the French Revolution ,
at least as far as national politics are concerned. I t is an
extremely banal spatial metaphor , whose origin w a s pure
chance , and whose sole function was to name the dichotomy
which has prevailed in politics for two centuries , and h a s
prevailed because i t i s essential. T h e name could change ,
but the original, essential dichotomy would remain .
The domination of the left/right distinction right up to the
present day , in spite of repeated challenges , does not pre
clude the existence of other spatial metaphors , which are
less comprehensive and c oncern particular situations. A
high/low distinction is used for the upper and lower houses
of the British parliament , for the higher and lower clergy in
the ecclesiastical hierarchy , and for an extremely u seful
theory of government whereby p ower proceeds from bottom
to top or from top to bottom . According to a hierarchical
view of politics (which exists alongside the antagonistic one) ,
there is an in front/behind distinction. The princeps , a s
suggested b y the original meaning of the w ord , c omes in the
first row, and is followed by all the others , who are in fact
called 'followers' o r the ' retinue ' . From the Leninis t view
point , which is literally a princely concept of politic s (as in
Gramsci's ' Mo dern Prince ' ) , the party is the vanguard of
the proletariat , and 'vanguard' necessarily implies the ex
istence of a rearguard. The distinction which concerns the
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visibility of power and the way in which c ollective decisions
are taken is between open and closed : the most relev ant
his torical example is the contrast between the visible gov
ernment of democratic states and the invisible government
of a sovereign ' s secret cabinet which a dmitted only a few
trusted friends , since the affairs of state had to be completely
closed and inacces sible to the great mas s of subj ects . The
most common metaphor in relation to the difference be
tween p r ogrammes and positions held in any given political
battle b e tween parties and movements is the near/far dis
tinction , whereby the centre-right is close to the right , the
centre-left close to the left , the left is further away from the
right tha n from the centre , and so o n . In an extremely
fragmented party system such as the Italian one has been up
till now , the level of p olitical affinity becomes particularly
important after an election , when shifts in voting patterns
are as sessed, because shifts between parties which are
closer to each other are eonsidered more probable .
S ome of these metaphors , such as the high/low distinction ,
reflect a vertical universe , and some , su�h as the in front/be
hind and near/far distinctions , a horiz � ntal universe .
4 The temporal metaphor , a s well a s the spatial one , holds

an important position in political terminology . It make s it
p o ssible to distinguish between innovators and conserva
tives , progressives and traditionalists , and between those
who look t o the rising sun of the future and those who are
guided by the inextinguishable light of the past. There is
nothing to prevent the spatial metaphor which gave ris e to
the left/right distinction from corresponding to the temporal
metaphor as far as one of its more frequent meanings is
concerne d .
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O f course , it has to b e s aid straight away , i n order t o avoid
pointless obj ections, that the prevailing use of the left/right
pair to designate the principal antithesis which governs all
the other political antitheses , does not mean that it is
univocal, or indeed that it remains unchanged through tim e .
Some conflicts become l e s s important , o r even dis appear,
while others emerge . As long as there are conflicts , there
will be polariz ation , although the principal antithesis may
become secondary , and vice vers a , as time p asses and
circumstances change . There is still polariz ation , even
though the great historic changes of recent times might quite
legitimately create the impression that much of the antagon
ism has gone . One has only to think of the great antithesis
between the North and the S outh which will increasingly
dominate the political scene for the foreseeable future ,
although it is a simplification , like all distinctions applied to
complex relations in human s ociety .
5 S o far I have limited myself to establishing the continued
use of the distinction . I now wish to demonstrate that 'left '
and ' right ' have a descriptive meaning a n d an evaluative
meaning, which , as with all other political term s , are n ot
very precise , because o n the whole they are taken from
everyday usage . The descriptive meaning , although vari
able , is never so variable as to take on two meanings which
are c ompletely contrary . Only under Big Brother do words
have the opposite meaning to that in their common usage,
but then the purpose of this distortion is to deceive the
receiver of the message and make communication im
possible. C onversely , words used in current political j argon
can be ambiguou s , giving rise to different p ossihle interpre
tations , and perhaps increasing the number of people who
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would find the mess age palatable , but never to the point of
reversing the accepted meaning.
As far a s the evaluative meaning is concerned, the positive
c onnotation of the one must imply the negative connotation
of the o ther , precisely because the two terms describe an
antithesis . But which is axiologically positive and which
axiologically negative depends not on the descriptive
meaning, but on the two opposing value-j udgements which
a re made of the things described. This h a s considerable
c onsequences for the use of 'left' and ' right ' in p olitical and
o ther terminologies , such as religious usage , where ' right '
always has a positive connotation and ' left ' a negative one .
Not all dyads are axiologically reversible . The left/right pair
clearly are not reversible in common usage , although they
a re in politics .
To be precise , a polarized view of a given universe implies
that , taken together the two parts describe the whole of that
universe , in the sense that every entity within that universe
must belon g to o ne of the two parts , leaving no room for a
third alternative ; but at the same time , the two parts are
axiological opposites , because if you attribute a p ositive
v alue to one of them , then the other necess a rily assumes a
negative v alue . On the basis of this descriptive either/or ,
every entity within the universe belongs to one o r other part
of the dya d . On the basis of the axiological either/o r , each
part has the opposite sign to the other, b ut there is no
obj ective reason why one should always represent good and
the other always bad. The fact remains , howeve r , that as
soon as one is raised up to represent good in a given contex t ,
the other necess arily comes to represent bad.
The neutral observer , s uch as the historian or the s ocio
logist , considers it his specific task to illustrate the descrip-
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tive meaning ; consequently , h e will demons trate which
groups are considered by themselves o r others to be on the
right or the left in a given situation. Activists , on the other
hand , tend to attribute a po sitive value to their own p olitical
programmes and a negative one to those of their opponents .
This difference between the neutral observer and the activ
ist means that repeated surveys of what is meant by left and
right are not always reliable , and their usefulness is there
fore somewhat doubtful . Precisely because the left/right
distinction has very strong axiological connotations , p eople
who belong to either side will tend to define their own side
with words that are axiologically positive , and the other side
with words that are axiologically negative . To give a
straightforward and immediately understandable example ,
equality , which is a traditional element in the ideology of the
left , is considered levelling down by s omeone on the righ t .
Inequality, which for someone on the left is a statement of
fact without ideological connotations , becomes hierarchical
order for someone on the right.
However , in spite of the caution with which we must treat
these two term s , surveys confirm that the left/right distinc
tion is still very much in use .

4

In S earch of the

C riterion which Governs
the Distinction

1 I f the distinction between left a n d right c ontinues to b e
u s e d i n spite o f repeated challenges , the problem shifts from
p roving its legitimacy �� an examination of the criteria
p roposed for that legitimacy . In oth;er words , what is the
reaso n , or what are the reasons , for .the distinction , given
that ' left ' and ' right' are used to designate differences in
thought and political activity? It should be remembered that
the left/right distinction was first attacked because it was
thought that the criteria that had been used until then were
not clearly defined, or had become misleading as time had
passed and circumstances change d . Luckily , there are not
only detractor s , but also many more exponents than in the
past , who have put forward their own answers to the
question of the possible criterion or c riteria ; and as there is
more consensus than dissent , the distinction is to some
extent reinforced .
Laponce , a professor at Toronto University , wrote the
principal work on this s ubj ect in 1 9 8 1 . The book , Left and
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Right. The Topography of Political Perceptions ,l s um
marizes previous analyses , and constitutes a basis for fur
ther researc h . He makes some general , thought-provoking
observations about the spatial metaphors used in political
language , mainly distinguishing between the vertical spatial
axis (higher/lower) and the horizontal one (left/right) . As I
pointed out in the previous chapter , there are others , but
for the moment we will limit ourselves to these two .
Laponce considers the vertical axis to be more dominant
than the horizontal one , which originated with the French
Revolution , when the horizontal was supposed to replace
the vertical . It should perhaps be observed that although in
reality the names 'left ' and ' right' were c oined during the
French Revolution , this was certainly not the o rigin of the
horizontal concept of politics , if by this expression we mean
the conflict between two opposing sides which is the essen
tial and therefore persistent aspect of political strife or
politics as strife . The vertical and horizontal dimensions of
politics are separate , as they represent two different, inde
pendent relationships in the political universe . Normally
both dimensions coexis t , but either one can dis appear in
extreme situations : the first can disappear in a civil war ,
and the second in a despotic system in which there is a s ingle
power at the top and divisions are not permitted at the b as e .
Laponce s tates only that the horizontal metaphor has never
completely eliminated the vertical one . It should be added
that it has never eliminated it for the simple rea son that it
could never eliminate it . The two metaphors have different
descriptive functions , and the total sphere of political rela
tions is only represented by both together.
Another curious and arguable notion is that the leftl
right distinction is particularly important in a democracy ,
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because elections divide t h e competing groups into two
opposing camps . Leaving aside the consideration that it is
only a p articular type of electoral system , rather than
electoral systems in general , which fos ters the division into
two opposing camp s , it is a much more universal principle
than the electoral sys tem which produces dualism in a
democrac y : it is the principle of maj ority rul e , whereby
every kind of collective decision necess arily involves a
maj ority and a minority .
Besides , there is duality in politics far beyond this par
ticular kind of regime. C arl S chmitt , who defined politics
s o aptly as the realm of the friend/enemy relationship that
I have already mentioned , compared this relationship with
others , such as true/false and beautiful/ugly , although this
involves a certain misrepresentation or contamination be
tween different level s . But we must make a distinction ,
which Laponce apparently failed t o make , between
the friend/enemy and other comparable dualities , in which
one term is always positive and the other always negative ,
and the left/right pair in which both terms can have either
'
a positive or a negative connotation , according to the ideo
logies and movements they represent , and hence the persons
and groups which appropri ate them. If you state that false
is the opposite of true , or ugly the opposite of beautiful , you
are conferring negative connotations on ' false ' and ' ugly ' ;
but i f y o u state that left i s the opposite of right, or vice
versa , this does not involve any negative value-j udgement of
either the left or the right , because a negative axiological
j udgement of an opposite depends exclusively on a positive
axiological j udgement of the thing opposed .
It is true that before becoming a political metaphor , the
o riginal meanings of left and right were univoc al , because
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right always had a positive connotatio n , and left always a
negative one . This single polarity can still be found in
the maj ority of metaphors using this pair , a s , for
example , in religion , where the good sit on the right of the
Father and the evil on the left . But political terminology is
not univocal , because both left and right can repres ent the
positive side o r , conversely , the negative side of the distinc
tio n , depending on which side makes the j u dgement . The
positive and negative value-j udgements of the left and right
are integral features of the political struggle , where the
spatial metaphor has completely lost its original meaning,
which represents areas without axiological connotations ,
because sitting on the right or on the left no longer refers to
a common father , but only to the speaker, a neutral institu
tion.
Lapo nce even argues, without, in my opinion, any factual
basis , that , unlike in traditional and especially religious
terminology , where left represents the b ad side , in political
terminology the left is always associated with highly positive
attributes such as the future , creativity and j ustic e . 'W hile
the maj ority of non-political cultures are dominated by the
right wing , at least in the Wes t , contemporary political
culture is , according to LapoIice, dominated by the left wing
(but most of his examples refer to French elections between
1 8 8 0 and 1 9 7 0 ) . The observation that the right does not
have any publications corresponding to magazines like New
Left and Keep Left has been disproved by the growth in
recent decades of a militant and ambitious no uvelle droite .
The fact that Laponce considers this domination of the left
to be a negative feature of our time demonstrates the
ideological o rientation of his study , although this i s not
explicit .
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Nowadays ideological trends are analysed very accurately ,
and well-documented surveys are carried out at different
times and in different c ountrie s . These studies are domi
nated by the division between religion and p olitics , religion
being considered the positive element in history and politics
the negative one . The dominance of the left is supposed to
be proof of the negative nature of politic s . If one were to
take this theory , which is implied rather than fully ex
pounde d , to its logical conclusion , there would clearly be a
perverse correlation between the p ositiveness of the left
and the negativeness of politics . Laponce skilfully manipu
lates the different proposed distinctions which emerge
from the various surveys , and uses the contrast between
religion and politics to give particular emphasis to the fact
that the distinction between left and right ultimately turns
out to be a distinction between the sacred and the profane ,
in which other dis tinctions find their place: the distinction
between hierarchical order and egillitarian order, and the
distinction between a traditionalist outlook fav ourable to
continuity and a progressive outloo k favourable to the new
and to a break with the past. Lapon c e ' s book continually
asserts that religion is right-wing and atheism left-wing . In
reality , the distinction he proposes ends u p as the distinc
tion between the vertical dimension and the horizontal
dimension , which initially appeared to be a distinction quite
different from the one between left and right , as left/right
was defined by contrast with the high/low distinction . At the
end of the book , the superimposition of the limited ques
tion of the left/right distinction on the more general and
demanding distinction reaches the point of representing
the struggle between religion and politics almost as the
struggle between good and evil, in which the final triumph
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will belong t o religion , in spite o f any battles lost along the
way .
When you com p are the results of Laponce ' s study and his
insistence on the contrast between the s acred and the pro
fane , with the variety and complexity of ideologies and
movements defined as either left or right and the way
these are interwoven , you immediately realize how partial
and inadequate they are , especially as far as defining the
right is concerned . In Euro p e , there is a reactionary, right
wing tradition which is religious , which includes De Maistre ,
Donoso Cortes and C arl Schmitt , but the re is also an
irreligious and p agan right , which uses religion to its own
advantage as an instrumentum regni. All the nouvelle droite
which has appeared in recent decades is irreligious , and
does not draw on any of the religious s ources o f the t r a di
tional right . If you then take into account t he distinction
between extremists and moderates discus sed in the p revious
chapte r , you have to consider a moderate right which has a
completely secular view of p olitics . I am thinking of people
like Vilfredo Pa reto , whose affinity for the established right
took him in later years to t � e threshold of Fascis m , but
whose ridicule of religious beliefs has caused him to be
compared with Voltaire , and with good reaso n .
The attribution o f a n irreligious , even atheis tic view o f life
and society to the entire left is als o unsound . Precisely the
consideration of egalitarian ideology , which Laponce be
lieves to be one of the principal features of the left , compels
us to recognize that egalitarianism inspired by religion has
had an extensive role in revolutionary movement s , from the
English levellers and the followers of Winstanley to libera
tion theology . C onversely , there has been a tra dition of
inegalitarian thought , of which Nietzsche was the ultimate
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expression, which considers egalitarianism and its political
products , democracy and s ocialis m , as the harmful effects
of C hristian teaching.

5

Other C riteria

1 Dino C ofrancesco i s the Italian scholar who has dealt
mo st frequently with this subject, and who merits particular
attention for his shrewd analysis . He believes that the
Manichaean interpretation of the left/right distinction
ended with the desecration of the Marxist-Leninist faith ;
but this does not mean that it has lost all meaning: ' O n
careful reflection , the liberation of mankind from unj ust
and oppressive power . . . is s till the nucleus of the left a s a
"political category " , which is capable of resis ting. any at
tempt at demystification . ' On the other hand , even the right
' represents something typically human ' , becaus e it ex
presses ' one ' s roots in the s oil of tradition and history ' . 1
According to this new interpretation , tradition takes on the
primary role in defining the right wing, and not the sacred ,
as Laponce claim s ; while the left is characterize d b y the
concept of emancipation , which is also a value (and, like
'tradition' , a positive value). The reference to tradition in
its various meanings is therefore a constant feature of the
left/right dichotomy .
Cofrancesco defends the legitimacy of the left/right dis
tinction against all its detractors , old and new , quite rightly
in my opinion . In a historic context in which the right is
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m o r e challenged than the left , he pays more attention to
defining the right . He believes that a definition which is not
contingent , incidental o r subj ect to the variety of histori
cally determined positions must aim at identifying the men
tal a ttitude and inspirational idea : in a word , the ' soul' of
th o s e who profess to be right-wing (this is of course also
valid for those who profess to be left-wing) . The soul of the
right can be expressed succinctly in the " motto 'Nothing
outside or against tradition , everything within and for the
s ake of tradition ' . If, then , it can be said that there are
different ways of being on the right, this depends on the
different meanings of ' tra dition' . C ofrancesco p oints out six
of them : tradition as an archetype , as the ideal of a crucial
or decisive era in the his tory of mankind, as loyalty to one ' s
nation , a s historical memory , as a common destiny , and
finally as an awareness of the complexity of reality. Various
movements , or even personal political positions , can emerge
from these different interpretations of the term ; but the
common soul can explain the historical transition from one
to another at different times - for example , the transition
'by quite a few activists of the conser�a tive right from a
traditionalist to a totalitarian position during the inter-war
years ' .2
Cofrancesc o is not so much interested in c ompiling a
collection of opinions from persons o r groups who profess
to be either left- or right-wing, since such opinions would be
mostly partial, emotive and influenced by ideology ; rather,
he wanted to develop a critical distinction between the two
concepts . By ' critical' , he means an evaluative or merely
descriptive analysis which avoids loading the terms 'left'
and ' right' with mutually exclusive v alue-j udgements , but
which takes into account that they are not absolute con-
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cepts , but historically relative . I n other words , they are
' only two ways of cataloguing different political ide als ' , and
therefore 'not the only terms and not always the most
significant' .3 According to Cofrancesco , 'critical use' of the
two concepts is possible only if one fo rgoes conceiving them
as indicators of concrete historical totalities , and ins tead
interprets them as underlying attitudes or intentions ac
cording to the definition of Karl Mannheim. Thus one can
only explain the confusion or overlaps which lead one to
suspect that the distinction was incorrect from the very
beginning, o r has become useless in a given historical con
text in which right-wingers and left-wingers find themselves
in the same camp , if the two terms are interpreted as
referring to a profound intention , an attitude which re
mains constant , independent of the system of government
adopted . I would call this attitude a ' mentality ' , and al
though the word is not used by C ofrancesco , it h a s become
much used by a certain school of historians .
Acco rding to this approach, ' the right-winger is primarily
concerned with safeguarding tradition , and the left-winger
on the other hand wishes , above everything else , to liberate
his fellow human beings from the chains imposed on them
by the privileges of race , clas s , rank , etc . '4 ' Tradition ' and
'emancipation' can be interpreted as final or fundamental
aims , and as such cannot be renounced by either side ; but
they can be achieved by different means in different times
and situations . As the same means can be adopted from time
to time b y the left and the right , they can consequently
coincide or even change sides , without however cea sing to
be what they are . Yet it is precisely this possible use of
common means which gives rise to confusion and hence
motives for challenging the distinction .
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Using appropriate historical examples , C ofrancesco exam
ines a few themes which , in spite of superficial and
prej udiced opinio n , are not in themselves either left- or
right-wing, because they belong to b oth sides , although the
common theme does not cancel out the underlying distinc
tio n . E xamples of such themes are militarism , secularism ,
anti-communism , individualism , technical progress and the
use of violence . As everyone can see, this is a differentiation
between an essential difference which concerns the ideal
ins piration , the profound intention or mentality , and a
series o f non-essential o r only assumed differences , often
used p olemically in short-term political struggles . If these
non-ess ential differences are taken to be es sential , they can
be used for inco rrect assessments of the nature of the
left/right distinction , and then to rej ect the dis tinction when
it temporarily fails to fit a given situation . The fact that the
relatlonship between the essential difference and the non
essential d.ifferences is one between constant final values
and vari able instrumental values which are therefore inter
changeable can be understood from the assertion that ' lib
'
erty and authority , affluence and aus t erity , individualism
and anti-individualism , technical p rogre s s and the craft
ideal are considered in both cases to be instrumental
values , which are to be promoted or rej ected according to
the support that they can give either to tradition or to the
emancipation from some privilege ' . 5
C o francesco adds a cognitive distinction to the evaluative
one based on mentality , without s uggesting any conflict
between them . This is a distinction between what he calls a
classical o r realist attitude and a romantic or spiritualist
attitude . The former attitude belongs to the critical ob
s erver , the latter to those who treat p olitics as an emotional
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experience . Of the six great ideologies which c ame into
existence in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries , three
are classical and three romantic . The clas sical ideolo gie s are
conservatism , liberalism and s cientific s ocialis m , and the
romantic ideologies are anarcho-libertarianism , F ascism
(right-wing radicalism) and traditionalism .
Having asserted that these six ideologies cover the entire
field , at least in terms of ideal categories , C ofrancesco goes
on to show that the distinction between left and right does
not c oincide with the distinction between classical and ro
mantic types . He considers the pos sible combinations , and
concludes that two romantic ideologies , traditionalism and
Fascism, are right-wing, and one classical ideology , c o nser
v atis m , is also right-wing, and that one romantic i deology ,
anarcho-libertarianism , and one classical ideology , scien
tific s ocialism , are left-wing , while the remaining clas sical
ideology , liberalism , can be left- or right-wing according to
the circumstances .
Although Cofrancesco does not take a position on the
left/right distinction , and appears to judge it impartially , he
does not hide his preference , as a historian and a p o litical
analyst, for the classic al rather than the romantic approach
to the left/right distinction . He almost s eems to be s aying
that it does not matter whether one is left or right , as long
as one appro aches political p roblems in a clas sical rather
than a romantic manner . This appears to be particularly
the case when it comes to j oining in the concrete political
debate in Italy and choosing which side or sides s hould be
supported by the intellectual .
Even a writer who rej ects ideological argument in favour
of critical and analytical a rgument touches on an ideal
proposal , and I would add that he could hardly avoid doing
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so with such a dispute d , politically exacting, yet pervasive
distinction : ' Italian political culture mus t recover its sense
of discrimina tion , analytical zeal and an appetite for classi
fica tion, and it must los e its p reference for signing declara
tions and j oining the fray even when there is confusion o ver
wha t is being disputed and the available information is
uncertain and controversial. ' 6 This amounts to the asser
tion that if one approaches the left/right distinction with an
analytical method and an impartial spirit , then this is
already an indication of a political orientation which is a
s e p arate distinction from the left/right one , but is of itself a
political positio n , implying a choice between one side or the
other.
B ut it has to be asked whether this definition of the
distinction (tradition on one side , and emancipation on the
other) is really a pair of opposite s , as it needs to be if it is
to represent the antagonistic world of politics . The opposite
of tradition should he innovation , not emancipatio n .
Equally , the opposite of emancipation s hould be order
imposed from above or paternalistic government , not tradi
tion or conservatism. B oth p airs of opposites , tradition/in
novation and conservatism/emancipation ultimately reflect
the common and not very original distinction between con
servatives and progres sives , which is considered , at least
ideally , as typical of the parliamentary system and as the
principal division between opposing parliamentary groups .
But the use o f a noble term like ' tradition ' for the right
wing, ins tead of conservatism or hierarchical o rder , and the
use of an equally noble term for the left like em ancipatio n ,
rather than innovation , can perhaps be considered the k e y
to this critical, intentionally non-ideological attitude which
Cofrancesco imposed on his studies from the very hegin-
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ning. His use of two axiologically positive terms , instead of
one po sitive and one negative , led him to ris k weakening the
contrast between the two sides , turning the two terms into
two separate entities , rather than opposite s . ;
2 Whereas Cofrancesco starts by distinguishing t h e essen

tial element in the left/right distinction from the non
es sential ones , Elisabetta Galeotti starts by distinguishing
the contexts in which the distinction is use d , which are
supposed to be the following four: everyday language ,
ideological language , historical and sociological analysis ,
and the s tudy of social imagery (she includes Laponce ' s
work i n the last category and comments o n it in depth) .8
Galeotti' s new interpretation of the distinction is based on
ideological analysis , and again the purpose is to identify the
more comprehensive and universal concepts which wo uld
make it pos sible to classify with m aximu m simplicity and
thoroughness the ideologies which have dominated the last
two centurie s . Her conclusions are in p art the same as
Laponce' s , and the chosen terms are ' hierarchy " for the
right and ' equality ' for the left . Here again the oppo sites
are not what one would expect. Why hierarch y , not in
equality ?
Galeotti i s worried that the use o f the weaker term 'in
equality ' , rather than ' hierarchy ' , would shift liberal ideo
logy too far to the right, because although liberalism does
not share the egalitarian ideas which typify the left , and
therefore is in s ome ways anti-egalitarian , it should not he
confused with ideologies for which inequality between
human beings is natural . intrinsic and unavoidable , which
should be termed ' hierarchical' , :O ot ' anti-egalitarian' . This is
like saying that there are two forms of ' anti-egalitarianism' ,
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depending on the kind of inequality which is acceptabl e .
The social inequalities which liberalism c a n tolerate are
s upposed to be quite different from the inequality referred
to in hierarchical system s . Liberal society , whose inequal
ities are generated by the free marke t , is not a rigidly
hierarchical s ociety .
There is a clear distinction between liberal inequality and
authoritarian inequality , and it is useful to emphasize this ;
but whether this distinction has anything to do with the
distinction between left and right is, in my opinion, more
arguable . Perhaps one should say, not s o much arguable a s
a matter o f opinion . Political terminology i s inherently
imprecise , because it is drawn mainly from everyday lan
guage ; and not only is it imprecise in description , but it
contains many words which are ambiguous or even ambival
en t in the values they express . Take , for instance , the word
' communism' , according to whether it is pronounced by a
communist or an anti�communist . In every p olitical dis
agreement , an opinion - b y which I mean the expression of
a conviction whether private, public�·, individual or belong
ing to a group - has its roots in a ch � ritable or uncharitable
frame of mind, an attraction or an aversion to a person o r
an even t . This partiality is unavoidable , and permeates
everything; but it is not always recognized, because it a t
tempts to hide itself, even on occasion from the person who
expresses it . The opinion that one is doing an inj ustice to
liberalism if one places it too far to the right is the opinion
of someone who makes a positive axiological use of ' lib
eralism' and a negative axiological use of ' right-wing' .
The study of left and right that I am discussing at the
moment concerned the new radical right, for which the
author has a profound aversion ( quite rightly , in my opi-
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nion) ; yet she does not hide her symp athies for liberal
thought . While the context of the study is such as to accen
tuate the negative a spects of the right , the writer' s attitude
implies that liberalism is a p ositive ideology. O n e suspects
that the shift in the criterion from the right to the left and
from 'inequality' to 'hierarchy ' is an expedient , albeit
unconscious , to keep liberalism from becoming tainted with
the dis approval widely as sociated with the right in a certain
historical climate .
One cannot argue over opinions . One can only observe in
historical terms that since s ocialist parties have appeared in
Europe , liberal ideologies and p arties have been considered
either right-wing , as in Italy and Franc e , or in the centre ,
as in England or Germany (American liberals are again a
different case) . I am therefore tempted to cast doubt on the
usefulness of replacing a criterion based on a simple and
clear contrast b etween equality and inequality with a les s
comprehensive and therefore less convincing criterion
based on equality and hierarchy , merely to p rotect one ' s
favourite ideology from disparagemen t . I t seems t o m e that
this is another interesting and fairly significant example of
an analytical and an ideological attitude being combine d , a s
previously dis cussed . I t demonstrates yet again , if there
were any need , the intrinsic difficulties of the problem and
the many reason s for the elusiveness of the left/right distinc
tion which were discussed in the first chapter .
It would perhaps be more u seful to try to understand the
reasons for an opinion rather than the opinion itself. The
main reason for this correlation, in my view , is the wish to
confine the right wing to the subversive righ t ; but there is
another device for what you might call saving libera l ideo
logy , which is to distinguish between the subversive right
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and the moderate right , corresponding to the s ubversive left
and the moderate left . This solution h a s the twin advantages
of u s ing a balanced criterion and not abusing everyday
langu age .
Galeotti d eals with another extremely interesting question
which has caused considerable confusion , because of the
usual lack of an analytical approac h to political problems .
This problem concerns difference . It is argued that the
discovery of difference , the essential theme of feminist
movements , has subverted the left/right distinctio n . Galeotti
rightly points out that this is not the case : difference i s
compatible with right-wing ideology , as would be expecte d ,
b u t is equally compatible with left-wing ideology , given that
egalitarianism - that is , the levelling out of all differences is only the left ' s ultimate design , more ideal than real. For
the left , equality is never absolute , and always secundum
q uid that is , according to one' s work and one ' s needs .
It is incredible how difficult it is to explain that the
discovery of a difference has no relevance to the principle
of j ustice , which requires that the eq � al should be treated
equall y and the unequal unequally , and therefore recog
nizes that aside from those who are equal there are tho se
who are considered unequal or different . The question of
who is equal and who unequal is a historical question which
cannot be answered once and fo r all , because the criteria
used for uniting the equal and dividing the unequal are
constantly changing. The discovery of a difference is irrele
vant to the question of j ustice when it can be demonstrated
that this difference justifies a different treatment . The
greatest egalita rian revolution of our times has achieved
equal rights for women in the mo re a dvanced s ocieties in
many field s , starting with politics , then the family , and
-
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finally the work-place , but the confusion has been such that
it has been carried out by movements which emphas ized in
an extremely polemical manner the different identity of
women .
The category of difference cannot stand on its own in
relation to the question of j ustice , for the simple reason that
not only are women different from men , but all men and
women are different from one another. Difference only
becomes important when it is the basis for unj ust discrimi
nation . However, the inj ustice of discrimina tion depends
not on the difference, but on the recognition of the lack of
good reasons for the unequal treatment.
3 As in the case of Elisabetta Galeotti , Marco Revelli ' s
v arious historical and critical reflections on the left/right
distinction were occasioned by the dehate o v e r the 'new
right ' .9 No previous work can match the hreadth of Revel
li ' s historical horizon and the extensive development of his
a rguments . As I have s aid on many occasions , one of the
reasons for the critical situation in which the lelt/right
distinction finds itself is its refutation by thos e wishing to
re-estahlish the right at a time when it appeared to he in
difficulty following the fall of Fascism. The hirth of a new
right was in fact confirmation that the old di stinction still
exists , as the term ' right ' designates one of a p air , the other
being 'left' . As I have repeated many times , there cannot be
right without left , and vice vers a .
Revelli also investigates the v arious arguments used t o
refute the distinction , these arguments being historical ,
political , conceptual and s o on. 1 0 Convinced of the prob
lem ' s complexity , he examines the various ways in which the
distinction can he observed , and distinguishes between the
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different c riteri a used , and when they were a dopted in
history . l l Revelli ' s wide knowledge of the complexities of
the debate allows him to examine and put forward a c o m
plete phenomenology . It is worth commenting on a p oint
which Revelli makes in relation to the initial question of the
nature of the distinction , als o referred to by the authors
previously discussed .
The two concepts 'left ' and ' right ' a re relative , not abso
lute . They are not substantive or ontological concepts . They
are not intrinsic qualities of the political univers e , but are
situated in 'political space ' . They represent a given political
topology , which has nothing to do with politic al ontology :
' One is not "left-wing" or "right-wing" in the same way a s
o n e is "communist" , "liberal" or "C atholic " . ' 1 2 I n other
words , ' left' and ' right' are not words which designate
immutable meanings , but can signify different things in
different times and situations . Revelli uses the example of
the s hift in the nineteenth-century left from a liberal move
ment to a democratic one , and again Jo a s ocialist one . The
content of the left is defined in terms, of the content of the
right . The fact that left and right are opposites simply
means that one cannot be on both the left and the right at
the same time ; but it says nothing about the content of the
opposing sides . The opposition rem ains , although the two
opposites c an c hange .
' Left ' and ' right' developed as political terms during the
nineteenth century and through to our own times in order
to represent the polarization of conflict in the political
world. Howeve r , the p olitical world can be - and indeed has
been - represented b y other pairs of opposites , some of
which have a descriptive value , such as 'progressives ' and
' conserv atives ' , and o thers of which have little descriptive
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value , such a s 'whites ' and ' blacks . ' 1 3 The white/black
pair onl y indicates a polarity , in so far as one cannot be
white and black at the s ame time, but it gives u s no idea of
either' s political orientation . The relativity of the two con
cepts can be shown by observing that the indeterminate
nature of the two and their subsequent ability to shift
around mean that a given movement which i s left-wing in
relation to the right can , by shifting to the centre , become a
right-wing movement in relation to the left , which has
stayed put , and conversely , a right-wing movement can, by
shifting to the centre , become a left-wing movement in
relation to the right , which has not moved . In political
science , i t is well known that in times of particularly high
social tension the leftward trend and the s ymmetrical right
ward trend cause the formation of a left which is more
radical than the official left and a right which is more
radical than the official right. Left-wing extremism pushes
the left to the right, and right-wing extremism pushes the
right to the left .
Another observation is warranted by the entirely' appro
priate spa tial image suggested by the use of ' left ' and
' right ' : when it is stated that the two terms c ons titute an
antithesis , the metaphor which comes to mind is the two
sides of a coin , without specifying which of left and right is
heads and which tails . The familiar expressions which are
used to describe their positions are ' on this side ' , ' on that
side ' , ' on the one hand ' , ' on the other hand ' , ' in one way '
and 'in another way ' . However , the above examples of shifts
between left and right do not polarize the left and the right ,
but place them on a continuous line , and they change from
one to the other by degrees . The only image w hich cannot
be used for a dyad is a sphere , as Revelli observes, or a
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circle . If one draws a circle from left to right , every point is
on the right of thc one before it and on the left of the one
that comes afte r , and conversely drawing from right to left .
The difference between the coin metaphor and the circle
metaphor is that the former perceives the political world as
divided in two , or dual , whereas the latter allows for a m ore
pluralistic image , made up of several segments along the
same line. Revelli correctly points out that any political
force which occupied the entire political space would c ancel
out any distinction between left and right , as occurs in a
totalitarian regime which does not allow any internal divi
sions . Such a regime can be considered left or right only , if
at all , in relation to other totalitarian regimes .
Once it has been established that left and right are not
ontological concepts , but are ins tead two spatial concepts
without a specific and constant- content , it has then to be
asked whether they are th e refore empty vessels which can
be filled with anything at" all .
If we examine the previous inter p retations , we cannot
avoid noting that, in spite of the differences in the premisses
and the methodologies used , there is a certain family resem
blance between them , so they often appear to be variations
on a single theme . The theme that recurs in all the vari
ations is the distinction between a horizontal or egalitarian
perception of s ociety and a vertical or inegalitarian percep
tion of society . Of the two , it is the former which maintains
the more constant value . One could almost say that the left!
right distinction revolves around the concept of the left , and
that the variations are based upon the different possible
opposites to the principle of equality , which can be various 
ly the inegalitarian principle , the hierarchical principle or
the authoritarian principle . Revelli himself appears to
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attribute particular importance to the criterion of e q u ality
versus inequality on which all the others a re ' founde d ' ,
after having listed fiv e criteria for the left/right dis tinctio n :
i n relation t o time (progress-conservatism) , in relation t o
space ( equality-inequality) , i n relation to t h e agents in
volved (autonomy-heterono my) , in relation to function
( upper clas ses-lower classes) , and in relation to epis temo
logy (rationalism-irrationalism) . He also observed that
these elements rarely coincide . As the founding principle ,
equality is the only criterion that withstands the test of
time , and resists the steady breakdown to which the other
criteria have b een subj ected . This breakdown has reached
the point where the very distinction between left and right
has been questioned . The only way to reaffirm the dis tinc
tion is to 'reorganiz e ' the c riteria , ' s tarting fro m the secure
v alue of equality ' or b ased on the ' critical importance of
equality as a value' .

6

E q u ality and
Ine q u ality

1 On the basis of my reflections so far , which , if nothing
else , are , I believe , pertinent to our times , and a scrutiny of
the papcrs over the last few years , I believe that the criterion
most frequently used to distinguish between the left and the
right is the attitude of �.eal people in society to the ideal of
equality . Together with liberty and peace , equality is one of
the ultimate goals which people are willing to fight for . l My
analytical approach to this argument completely precludes
any value-judgement on the relative merits of equality and
inequality , becausc such abstract concepts can be , and are ,
interprete d in very different ways , and their relative merits
depend on these interpretations . The concept of equality is
relative , not absolute. It is relative to at least three variables
which have to be taken into account every time the desira
bility of equality or its practicability are discussed: (a) the
individuals between whom benefits and obligations should be
shared ; (b) the benefits or obligations to be shared ; (c) the
criteria by which they should be shared.
In other words , once the principle of equality has been
accepted , no proposal for redistribution can fail to respond
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to the following three questions : Between whom? , Of what ? ,
O n the basis o f which criteria?2
As can be easily imagined , an enormous number of egali
tarian permutations can be obtained by combining these
three variables . The subj ects can be everyone , many , few or
even j ust one. The criteria can be merit , need, rank , work
and many o thers , including the absence of any criterion at
all , which characterizes the maximalist egalitarian prin
ciple , which I would call egalitarianis t : 'To everyone the
same amount' . 3
None of these criteria a re exclusive : there are situations
in which two can be considered together. However , one
cannot escape the fact that there are also situations in which
one must be applied to the exclusion of the other. In
families , the prevailing criterion for the distribution of
resources is nee d , rather than merit; but merit is not
excluded , and nor in authoritarian families is rank . Accord
ing to Marx , the final stage of communism s hould be gov
erned by the principle 'To each according to his needs ' , on
the basis of the belief that it is in their needs that human
beings are most naturally equal. In school , whose purp o s e
i s to be selectiv e , t h e criterion o f merit i s exclusive , as i t i s
in entrance exams for the civil service o r private o rganiza
tions. In public limited companies , dividends are dis
tributed on the b a sis of the number of shares held by each
shareholder , just as in politics , seats in parliament are
assigned according to the number of votes obtained b y each
of the political forces , although the c alculations vary ac
cording to the electoral laws . The criterion of rank is used
in allocating places in a ceremony or an official dinner.
Occasionally , the criterion of age prev�ils over that of rank ,
or is adopted where the c andidates are of equal merit . The
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maxim 'To each his own ' , which by itself is meaningless ,
requires specification of not only the s ubj ects it refers to
and the benefits to be distributed , but also the exclusive or
principal criterion which must be applied in relation to
those subj ects and those benefits.4
Doctrines can be assessed a s more or less egalitarian
according to the greater or lesser number of persons in
volved, the greater or lesser quantity and worth of the
benefits to be distributed , and the criteria used in distribut
ing these benefits to certain groups of persons .
In relation t o the number o f person s , universal male and
female suffrage is more egalitarian than only universal
manhood suffrage . Univers al manhood suffrage is more
egalitarian than suffrage limited to literate males or by a
property qualification. In relation to benefits , social demo
cracy , which gives all its citizens social rights as well as
libertarian rights , is more egalitarian than liberal demo
cracy . In relation to th-e criterion , the maxim ' T o each
according to his needs ' is , as I have already said , more
egalitarian than ' T o each according ) o his rank ' , which
characterizes the hierarchical state to which the liberal
state is opposed .
2 These introductory arguments were necessary because

when we say that the left is egalitarian and the right i s
inegalitarian , w e certainly d o not want t o s ay that t o be
left-wing one needs to proclaim that every single person i s
equal i n all things irrespective of any discriminating factor,
because this would not only be a utopian vision , to which ,
admittedly , the left is more inclined than the right , or
perhaps to which only the left is inclined , but, what is
worse , it would be a propos al which could not possibly have
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any rational meaning. In o ther words , the assertion that the
left is egalitarian does not mean that it is egalitarianis t . The
distinction must be made clear , because it too often happens
that those who consider equality to be the distinguishing
characteristic of the left are accused of being egalitarianis t s ,
due to insufficient understanding of the ABC of egalitarian
theo ry.
An egalitarian doctrine or movement which tends to re
duce social inequality and make natural inequalities le s s
painful is completely different from egalitari anism , under
stood as 'equality for everyone in everything' . On a nother
occasion I quoted a pass age from Dostoevsky' s The Dev ils :
' Sigalev was a clever man , of a cleverness similar to Fou
rier ' s , but bolder than Fourier and stronger than F ouri e r .
H e invented equality . ' I commented that as the ideal society
desired by Sigalev was governed by the principle ' Only the
neces i;lary is necessary ' , he had invented not equality hut
dogmatic egalitarianism . 5 Of course , such egalitarianism is
related to equality , but what political ideology isn ' t related
to equality to some extent?
Equality in its more radical formulation is a c ommon
feature in utopias , j ust as a merciless inequality is the
admonitory and premonitory sign of ' anti-utopia s ' ( 'All
men are equal, but some are more equal than others ' ) . 6
Egalitarianist utopias include the one by the founding
father of utopias , Thomas More , in which it is stated that
' s o long as there ' s private property the worst sort of
people will have the best living conditions , and the much
greater and better part of the humanity will s uffer the
inevitable and dis tressing burden of poverty and misfor
tune ' , and C ampanella's utopia , the City of the S un in
habited by philosophers 'who res olved to live communally
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in accordance with philosophy ' . Egalitarianism inspired the
millenarist views of heretical sects which fought for the
advent of the kingdom of God and the peasant revolts led
by Thomas Miinzer , who , according to Melanchthon , taught
that all property should be held in common , thus making
'the populace so wicked that they no longer wanted to
work' . In his invectives fired with revolutionary passion,
Winstanley preached that the rule of kings was 'a govern
ment of scribes and pharisees who never consider them
selves free unless they are lords of the earth and all their
brothers ' , and he contrasted it with republican government ,
which was ' the government of justice and peace , which
makes no distinction between one person and another' . This
extreme egalitarianism is the core of utopian socialism, from
Morelly ' s Code de la Nature to Fourier's 'natural har
mony' . It is to be found in Babew' s declaration 'Are we not
all equal? T his principle is irrefutable because, unless we
are affected by madnes s , we cannot say it is night when it i s
day. Well then , w e wish to live and die equal just as we were
born : we want real equality or d e ath . ' Although B abeuf
considers anyone who rej ects extre � e egalitarianism to be
'mad" , those who reason on the basis of popular opinion
have argued repeatedly throughout history th at egalitarians
are mad people who believe in doctrines which are abhor:
rent in theory and (fortunately) unfeasible in practice .
However , the persistence of the utopian ideal in the history
of mankind (we could hardly forget that Marx too desired
and foretold the transition from the realm of need to the
realm of liberty) is incontrovertible proof of the fas cination
that the egalitarian ideal exercises on all people in all
countries and in all times , along with the ideals of liberty ,
peace and affluence (the Land of Plenty) .
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3 Natural inequalities exis t , and while some of them can be

redres sed , the maj o rity cannot be eliminat e d . Social in
equalities also exis t , and while some can be redressed or
even eliminated , many , particularly those for which the
individuals are themselves responsible , can only be discour
age d . Although it is difficult to distinguish which actions an
individual is responsible for , as every j udge knows from
having to decide questions of innocence and guilt , it must at
least be admitted that the status of a natural inequality or
a social inequality which depends on birth into one particu 
lar family rather than another , o r o n e part of the world
rather than another , is different from an inequality which
depends on different abilities , different aims , and differing
degrees of effort to achieve them . The different status
cannot help but influence the way they are treated by public
authorities .
It therefore follows that when w e say the left has a greater
tendency to reduce inequalities , we do not mean that it
intends to eliminate all inequalities , o r that the right wishes
to preserve them all, but simply that the former- is m ore
egalitarian , and the latter more inegalitarian .
I believe that this different attitude to equality and in
equality has its roots , and therefore its pos sible explana
tion , in a reality which we all understand , although it i s
difficult to dispute and equally difficult to verify . I a m not
referring to this o r that basis for sharing , the application of
a criterion to one group of people rather than another , o r a
preference for distribution of one particular benefit rather
than another ; what I am referring to is a general attitude
which is essentially emotive, but liable to be r ationalized , an
inclination whose roots can Me found in the family , society
or culture. This attitude or inclination is inescapably
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countered by another equally general , emotionally inspired
inclina tion .
The factor which I am taking as a starting-point for my
argument is the following : human beings a re both equal and
unequaI.7 They are equal in some respects and unequal in
others . The most obvious example is that they are equal
before death , because they are all mortal , but unequal in
relation to the manner of their death, because everyone dies
in a different way . Everyone speaks , but they speak thou
sands of different language s . If not everyone , then millions
and millions of people engage in a relationship with an
unknown hereafter ; each o ne worships his own God or gods
in his own way .
This incontrovertible fact can be analysed b y asserting
that human beings are equal when considered as a genus
and compared as a genus with another genus such as an
animal or another living being, from which they are distin
guished by a specific and particularly significant charac
teristic , such a s the long tradition by which man is defined
as a rational animal. They are un�qual if considered as
individuals , one by one . The equalities and inequalities
between human beings are factually true , because they
correspond to irrefutable empirical observations . The ap
parent contradiction between the two postulates 'All men
are equal ' and 'All men are unequal ' depends exclusively on
the fact that in the manner in which they are observed and
assessed , and in the conclusions which are drawn , we put
the accent on either what they have in common or what
makes them different. We can then correctly define as
egalitarians those who , while not ignoring the fact that
people are both equal and unequal, believe that what they
have in common has greater value in the formation of a good
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community . Conversely , those who are not egalitarian ,
while starting from the s ame premiss, believe that their
diversity has greater value in the formation of a good
community .8
It is very difficult to know the complex origin of this
fundament al choice . But it is precisely this conflict between
fundamental choices which , in my opinio n , characterizes so
well the opposing camps which for a long time we have been
in the habit of calling left and right : on the one hand , people
who believe that human beings are more equal than un
equal , and on the other, people who believe that we are
more unequal than equal.
This distinction between fundamental choices als o relates
to a different assessment of the relationship between natu
ral equality/inequality and s ocial equality/inequality. An
egalitarian b ases his beliefs on the conviction that the
maj ority of the inequalities which most outrage him and
which he wo uld like to see removed are social. and a s such
can be eradicated . The anti-egalitarian , on the other hand ,
bases his beliefs on the conviction that they are natural and
cannot be eradicate d . The feminist movement is an egalita
rian movement , and , leaving aside the veracity of its posi
tion, its strength derives from the fact that it has
consistently argued that the inequalities between men and
women , although not without natural origin s , are the pro
duct of customs , laws and coercion by the stronger, and are
therefore socially modifiable. The latter demonstrates what
is considered another feature of the left : its " artificiality ' .
The right is more willing to accept the natural and that
second nature c onstituted by custom , tradition and force of
the pas t . The artificiality of th e left does not yield to
obvious natural inequalities which cannot be attributed to

I
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society , as in the case of the release of mental p atients fro m
p sychiatric hospitals . The harshne s s o f nature i s matched
by the harshness of society , but on the left there is a general
tendency to believe that man is capable of correcting both.
4 This dis tinction between the different evaluations of

natural and social equalities can be demonstrated by refer
ring to two writers who best represent the egalitarian
ideal and the anti-egalitarian ideal : Rousseau and the anti
Rous s e a u , Nietzsche .
The contrast between Rousseau and Nietzsche is reflected
in the attitude they adopt to the naturalness and artificiality
of equality and inequality . In his Discourse on the Origin of
the Ine q uality among Men, Rousseau argues from the prem
iss that men are born equal but are made unequal by civil
society , that it is the society which slowly imposes itself on
the state of nature through the development of the division
of labour. C onversely , Nietzsche works on the premiss that
men are by nature born unequal (and this is a good thing
becaus e , among o ther things , a society founded on slavery
as in ancient Greece was a highly dev eloped society precisely
because it had slaves) , and that only a society with a herd
morality and a religion based on compassion and s ubmis
siveness could make them equal. The same degeneration
which created inequality for Rousseau created equality for
Nietzsche. Just as Rousseau saw inequality as artificial , and
therefore to be condemned and abolished for contradicting
the fundamental equality of nature , so Nietzsche s aw
equality as artificial, and therefore to be abhorred for
contradicting the beneficent inequality which nature
desired for humanity. The contrast could not be starker :
the egalitarian condemns social ineq uality in the name of
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natural equality , and the anti-egalitarian condemns social
equality in the name of n atural inequality. Let the following
quotation s uffice: n atural equality is 'a nice piece of mental
reservation in which vulgar hostility towards everything
privileged and autocrati c , as :well as a second and more
subtle atheism , lie once more disguised' .9
5 I have developed the theory in this book that the distinc
tion between left and right co rresponds to the difference
between egalitarianism and inegalitarianism , and ultimately
comes down to a different perception of wha t makes human
beings equal and what makes them unequal . However , the
idea is so abstract that it can only be used to dis tinguish two
ideal types .
If we come a little more down to earth , we see the dif
ference between the two ideal types translated in practice
into a different assessment of what is relevant to the j ustifi
cation or repudiation of discrimination . In o rder not to
remain an empty formula , the golden rule of j u s tice , 'Treat
like as like , and unlike as unlike ' , requires an answe r to the
question , Who is alike and who is not? The dispute between
egalitarians and inegalitarians consists in arguments put
forward by the two sides for and against the proposal that
characteristics belonging to individuals within the group
under consideration constitute grounds for equal treatment .
The right o f women t o v ote w a s not recognized when there
were thought to be differences between men and women that
j ustified a different treatment in the attribution of political
rights : such differences as a more emotional nature , the lack
of a specific desire to take part in political life , dependence
on men , etc . To take an extremely topical example , in
a period of increased migration between rich and poor
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c o untrie s , and therefore of meetings and clas hes between
p eoples of different custom s , language s , religions and cul
tures , the difference between egalitarians and inegalitarians
is manifested in the degree of importance assigned to these
differences in the recognition of certain fundamental human
rights . Again , the degree of discrimination is bas e d on the
degree of importance attributed to certain forms of diver
sity , which some consider grounds fo r different treatment
and others do not . One hardly needs to add that this
difference of opinion over a specific situation has its roots
in the previously mentioned differing tendencies to identify
either with that which unites humanity or that which divides
it . The egalitarian tends to play down the differences , the
inegalitarian to overstate them.
Article 3 of the Italian C onstitution is a typical example of
the principle of relevance . This article is a kind of summary
of the achievements from centuries of struggle inspired by
the egalitarian ideal, achievements attained by the gradual
elimination of discrimination based on differences which
were once considered relevant and W·ere slowly eradic ated
for various historical reasons , achievements which were
championed by egalitarian movements and doctrines . 1 o
If, then , today we cannot distinguish between left and
right when considering constitutional achievements , this
does not mean that left and right have not contributed to
attaining them , or that once a certain kind of discrimination
is made illegal , both left and right consent to this with the
s ame convictio n .
O n e o f the most significant achievements of the sociali s t
movements , which for a century h a v e been a n d a r e still, for
the moment at least , identified with the left , is the recogni
tion of s ocial rights alongside libertarian rights , although
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they are beginning to be challenged . These were new rights
which first appeared in constitutions after the Firs t World
War, and were enshrined in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and other international charters which fol
lowed. The reason for s ocial rights such as the right to
education , the right to work and the right to health care is
egalitarian . All three aim at reducing the inequalities be
tween the haves and the have-not s , or making it pos sible for
an increasing number of individuals to be less unequal in
relation to other individuals who are more fortunate by
birth and social condition .
I repeat again that I a m not s aying that greater equality is
a goo d thing, and greater inequality a bad thing. I am not
even saying that greater equality is always and in all cases
to be preferred to other benefits , like liberty , affluence and
peace . I simply want to empha size through these historical
examples that there is an element which typifies the doc
trines and movements which are called and are u nivers ally
recognized as left-wing, and that this element is egalitarian
ism , by which we mean a tendency to praise that" which
makes people more equal rather than that which makes
people less equal . At a m ore practical level , this would mean
encouraging policies which aim to make those who are
unequal m ore equal, rather than a utopian s ociety in which
all individuals are equal in every single thing.

7

Freedom and

Authoritarianism

1 Equality , a s the highest, or even ultimate , ideal o f an
ordered , j ust and h appy community , and therefore both an
enduring s ocial ideal and a recurring theme in political
theories and ideologies , is often coupled with the ideal of
to be supreme and ulti
freedo m , which is
mate .
Both terms are highly emotive when they are used, as is
usually the case , as loosely descriptive terms, as in the
famous trinomial slogan 'Liberte , Egalite , Fraternite' ( the
third one being the most indeterminate) . It has been said
that the popular expression 'All men are equal' has a purely
suggestive meaning , given that no question concerning
equality can be properly considered without first posing the
three questions: Between whom? In what? On what b asis? In
the s ame manner , the exho rtation 'Ev eryone must be free'
is purely emotive , unless you first respond to the question ,
' Everyone , truly everyone? ' , a n d then j ustify the excep
tions , such as infants , the insane or even slaves by nature ,
as Aristotle argued. Secondly , one needs to establish what is
meant by 'freedom ' , as on the one hand , there is freedom of
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the will in relation t o the dispute between free will and
determinism , and on the other, there is freedom of action ,
the particular concern of p olitical philo sophy , which distin
guishes between various forms of freedom , such as negative
freedom, freedom of action proper , and freedom as auto
nomy or obedience to one ' s own inner principle .
2 Only by answering all these questions is it possible to

understand why there are situations in which freedom (but
which freedom ? ) and equality (but which equality?) are
compatible and complementary in the conception of a n ideal
society, others in which they are incompatible and mutu ally
exclusive , and yet others in which they can , and should , be
b alanced one against the other. Recent history has provided
us with the dramatic example of a social system which
sought equality formally and in many ways substantially
(yet only partially , and falling far short of its p romises) to
the detriment of freedom in all its senses (except perhaps
freedom from need) . At the same time , we continue to see
before us a society which exalts all freedom s , economic
freedom above all others , without worrying , or worrying
only slightly , about the inequalities which arise from it in
this part of the world , and even more visibly in more distant
p arts .
But there i s n o need t o refer to this great his t orical divide
which has separated the followers of the two dominant
ideologies for more than a century , socialism and liberalism ,
in order to realize that neither of the two great ideals can
be t a ken to its ultimate conclusions without implementation
of the one restricting the other . The clearest example is the
contrast between the ideal of liberty and that of order. It
has to be admitted that order is of common benefit in every
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society ; hence the opposite term is ' disorder' , which has
negative c o nnotation s , like ' oppression ' , the oppo site of
'liberty' , and 'inequality' , the opposite of ' equality ' . Yet,
hist orical and everyday experience teach us that they are
both beneficial , though in conflict with each othe r ; thus a
goo d society must inevitably be founded on a compromise
between the two , in order to avoid their extremes , either the
totalitarian society or anarchy .
There i s no need , I repeat, to refer back to the ° great
historic c onflict between communism and capitalism, be
cause there are infinite examples of minor cases of egalita
rian measures which restrict liberties and of libertarian
measures which have increased inequalities .
A n egalitarian law which required all citizens to use only
public transport in order to reduce traffic would be det
rimental to the right to choose the means of transport of
one ' s own choice . The single secondary school system1
which was established in Italy for all (:hildren after leaving
primary school, in order to meet the demand for equality of
opportunity , has restricted the freedo� to choose between
the various types of school that previously existed , at least
for some people . Even more restrictive to freedom of choice
would be the implementation of the egalitarian demand ,
which the left should not abandon if it is to be coherent ,
that all y oung people from whatever family be required to
do manual as well as intellectual work in their early years .
An egalitarian regime which obliged all its citizens to wear
the s ame clothes would prevent each person from choosing
his or her p referred clothes . Generally speaking, because it
has to be imposed, every extension of the public sphere for
egalitarian purposes restricts freedom of choice in the pri
vate sphere , which is intrinsically inegalitarian , because the
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private freedom of the rich is immeasurably greater than
that of the poor. Loss of freedom naturally affects the ric h
more than t h e poor , whose freedom t o choose a means of
transport , a type of school or a way of dressing is n ormally
restricted not by public decree , but by their economic
situation within the private sphere .
E quality , it is true , has the effect of restricting the free
dom of both rich and poor, but with this difference : the rich
lose a freedom which they actually enj oyed , whereas the
poor lose only a potential freedom. One could give endless
examples . E veryone can observe in their own home how
greater equality between husband and wife in the care of
their children restricts a husband ' s freedom compared with
the past , at least within the family , although this i s due to
changing patterns of behaviour, rather than legal c ompul
sion , and for the moment the obligations are purely moral .
The fundamental principle of the form of minimal egalita
rianism expressed by liberal doctrine , whereby all human
beings have equal right to equal liberty , with some j us tified
exceptions , implies that everyone must restrict their own
liberty in order to m ake it compatible with the liberty of
o thers , and to allow others to enj oy the same liberty . The
state of liberty in the wild , which could be define d as a state
in which one ' s freedom increases , the greater o ne ' s power ,
i s the state o f nature described b y Hobbes and rationalized
by Spinoz a , and is a state of permanent war between
everyone for their own survival . The only way to escape
from this reality is to suppress natural liberty or, according
to liberal doctrine , to regulate it .
3 The meaning of the expression ' equal liberty ' has also to

be determined , because it is used as if it were cle a r , while it
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is in fact v ague and ambiguou s . It is vague , because, as has
often been observed , there is no liberty in general, but only
individual liberties , such as the freedoms of thought , of the
press , of e c onomic activity , of meeting and of a s s ociation ,
and in e a c h case you have to specify which one you are
referring to. It is ambiguous , because having equal freedom
to everyone else could j ust mean having all the s ame free
doms as everyone else , o r having the same liberties with the
s ame possibility of enj oying them a s everyone els e . It is one
thing to p ossess the s ame freedoms a s everyone else in an
ab stract sense, and quite another to enj oy each freedom to
the same degree as everyone else. This difference has to be
considere d , because liberal doctrine asserts the former in
principle , b ut liberal practice cannot ensure the latter un
les s it intervenes with restrictive egalitarian measures and
therefore alters the general principle .
I do not mean by this that an egalitarian mea s ure always
restricts freedom . The extension of vQting rights to include
women did not restrict the freedom to vote for men . It may
have restricted their power in the sen�e that sup port for a
government no longer depended only on them , but the right
to vote was not restricted. Equally , recognition of pers onal
rights for immigrants does not restrict citizens ' personal
rights . The cases involving the form of equality referred to
earlier require a law which imposes an obligation, and
therefore restricts liberty . In other cases , all that is re
quired i s the attribution of rights to those who previously
did not have them .
Finally , there is a simple observation which needs to b e
made , altho ugh it usually isn ' t : the two concepts o f liberty
and equality are not symmetrical. Whereas liberty is a
personal condition , equality is a relationship between two
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or more entities . T he p roof i s that the statement ' X i s free '
i s meaningful , while ' X i s equal' i s not . Hence the unfailingly
comic effect of Orwell ' s famous maxim : • All men are
equal, but some are more equal than others ' ; yet the state
ment that everyone is free , but some are freer than others
is not in the least humorou s , indeed it is entirely under
standable . Thus while we can understand Hegel ' s a ssertion
that despotism is a type of regime in which only o n e m a n is
free and everyone else is a slave , it would be senseles s to say
that there was a society in which j ust one person w a s equal .
This explains why freedom can be considered a personal
good , unlike equality , which can only be a so cial goo d . It
also explains why equality of freedom does not p reclude the
desirability of other forms of equality , such as equality of
opportunity or income , which require forms of levelling o u t ,
a n d c a n therefore come into conflict with t h e equality of
freedom.
4 These b rief reflections on the two extremely important

values of equality and freedom , and the rela tionship he
tween them , represent a further step which I felt was
necessary in o rder to define more clearly left and right in
terms of the proposed c riterion of equality and inequality. 2
As well as the distinction between equality a n d inequality
which has given rise to egalitarian and inegalit arian doc
trines and movements , and which has been the s uhj ect of my
argument so far , there is another distinction whi c h is no less
important historically : the distinction between freedom and
authoritarianism which gives rise to libertarian a nd author
itarian doctrines and movements . As far as the definitions
of left and right are concerned , the difference between the
two distinctions is particularly important , because one of
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the most common ways of describing the right in relation to
the left is to contrast the egalitarian left with the libertarian
right . I have no difficulty in accepting the existence of more
egalitarian doctrines and movements and of more libertarian
doctrines and movements , but I would have some difficulty
in accepting that this division can be used to distinguish
between left and right . There are libertarian movements and
doctrines on both the left and the right . The greater or lesser
regard for the ideal of liberty , which is implemented through
the fundamental rules and principles of democratic govern
ments , and the recognition and protection of personal, civil
and political rights , makes it possible to distinguish , within
the context of the left or the right , between moderate and
extremist wings , as discussed in chapter 2 . Although revol
utionaries and c ounter-revolutionaries do not share the
same overall proj ect for the radical transformation of s o
ciety , they do share the conviction that ' their proj ect c an
only be implemented through the est�blishment of an a uth
oritarian regime , and in the final analysis this is the result of
the radical nature of their plan s ' .3
If it is a ccepted that the different attitude to the ideal of
equality is the criterion for distinguishing left and right , and
that the different attitude to freedom is the relevant c rite
rion for distinguishing the moderate wing from the extremist
wing of both the left and the right , then one could s um
marize the political spectrum of doctrines and movements in
the following four parts :
(a) On the extreme left , there are movements which are
both egalitarian and authoritarian , and of these J acobinism
is the most important historical example , such that it has
become an abstract c ategory which can b e , and indeed is ,
applied to different historical periods and situation s .
.
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( b ) O n the centre-left , there are doctrines and move
ments which are both egalitarian and libertarian , which we
could now term ' liberal socialism' , and cover all the social
democratic partie s with their various political practices .
(c) On the centre-right , there are doctrines and move
ments which are both libertarian and inegalitarian , which
include all the c onservative parties . These differ from the
reactiona ry right in that they remain loyal to the democratic
method, but as far as the ideal of equality is concerned, they
go only as far as equality before the law , which means that
a j udge must apply the law impartially .
(d) On the extreme right there are anti-liberal and anti
egalitarian doctrines and movements , for which it hardly
seems neces sary to point out the well-known historical
examples of Fascism and Nazism.
Clearly , reality is more complex than this schema founded
on j ust two criteria , but they are two fundamental criteria
which, together, constitute a model that can rescue the
much-challenged distinction between left and right. This
model responds to simplistic obj ections that the distinction
puts together dissimilar doctrines and movements , such as
communism and democratic s ocialism on the left and fas
cism and conservatism on the right ; it also explains why
s uch movements , although dis similar , can become p otential
allies in exceptional and critic al circumstances .

8

The Pole S t ar

1 An egalitarian policy is typified b y the tendency to
remove the obstacles which make men and women less equal
(to use the expression used in Article 3 of the Italian
Constitution , which has already been referred to) . One of
the most convincing historical proofs of my argument that
the distinctive character of the left is egalitarianism is that
a p rincipal them e , possibly the principal theme , of the
traditional parties and m �vements of � he left , whether com
munist or socialist , has been the rem()val of that ' terrible
right' , ! private property , which has been considered, not
only in the last century but since antiquity , as one of the
maj or obstacles to equality between men. Whether this
theory is right or wrong, it is widely known that utopian
descriptions of an ideal society inspired by egalitarianism
prescribe a collectivist society ; that when Jean-Jacques
Rousseau investigated the origins of the inequality of men ,
he came out with his famous invective against the first man
who , having fenced in his land, cried ' T his is mine ! ' ; that
Rousseau inspired the movement called the ' Conspiracy of
the Equals ' , which was a merciless opponent of all forms of
private property ; that all the egalitarian societies formed in
the last century, which were often appropriated by the left ,
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considered p riv ate property to be a n iniquitous institution
which had to be destroyed ; that all parties ba sed on
Marxism are egalitarian and collectivist ; that the first
measure taken by the triumph ant revolution in the land of
the Tsar was the abolition of private ownership of land and
business enterprises ; and that the two princip al histories
and critiques of socialism , Vilfredo Pareto' s Les Systemes
socialistes and Ludwig von Mises ' s Socialism a re respectively
a critic al review and an economic critique and analysis of
various forms of collectivism . For the left , the struggle for
the abolition of private property and for collectivization has
also been a struggle for equality and the removal of the
main obstacle to the creation of a society of equals . Even the
policy of nationalization , which for a long time was a typical
element of the economic policy practised by sociali st p ar
ties , was carried out in the name of an egalita rian ideal, but
in the negative sense of reducing a source of ineq u ality .
The conviction that the principal c ause of inequality is the
discrimination between rich and poor, introduce d and per
petuated by a persistent belief in an inalienable right of
private ownership , does not p reclude recognition of other
causes of discrimination , such as those between men and
women , manual and intellectual work , or different peoples .
2 I have no difficulty admitting to the many and varied

perversion s which have accompanied attempts to put this
ideal into practic e . Not very long ago , I spoke of this as a
' utopia turned on its head' ,2 in relation to the complete
transformation of the grand egalitarian ideal , the commun
ist ideal sought after for centuries , into its opposite , o n the
first attempt in history to turn it into reality. None of the
utopias described by philosophers was ever proposed as a
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practical model . Plato knew that the ideal republic , which
he discussed with his friends and disciples , was not destined
to become a reality , but was real only ' in our deb ate ' , a s
Glaucon s aid to Socrate s . However , when the egalitarian
utopia entered history for the firs t time, leaving the realm
of debate for the realm of real things , it turned into its
opposite .
But I also added that the great problem of inequality
between people and between the peoples of this world is s till
a serious and intolerable one . I see no reason why I should
not also state that it is a dangerous threat to thos e who are
s atis fied with the situation . Indeed, as we become increas
ingly aware every day of conditions in the Third and Fourth
world s , of what Latouche h a s defined as the 'planet of
c astaway s ' , so the enormity of the problem becomes increas
ingly dramatic . Traditional communism has failed , but its
challenge remain s . Even if we console ourselves b y s aying
that in this part of the world we have created affluence for
two-thirds , we cannot close our eyes Oto the fact that in the
maj ority of countries two-thirds , o r even four-fifths or
nine-tenth s , are experiencing the opposite .
Faced with this reality , there i s a very clear distinction
between the right and the left , for which the ideal of
equality h a s always been the pole star that guides it. One
h a s only to s hift one ' s attention from the social questions
within individual s tates which gave rise to socialism in the
last century to the international social question in order to
realize that the left has not only not completed its task , it
h a s hardly commenced it . 3
3 Let me conclude my arguments b y gIvmg a pers onal

account . I have always considered myself a man of the left ,
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and therefore , for me , the term 'left ' has always had a
positive connotation , even n ow when it is under such attack ,
and the term ' right' , which is now being widely reassess ed ,
a negative connotation . During my life I have o n occasion
shown some interest in politics ; in o ther words , 1 have felt
the need (I will not say that 1 felt it my duty , because that
is too grand a word) to get involved in politics , and more
rarely , to engage in some political activity . The fundamental
reason for this has always been an uneasiness o ver the
spectacle of enormous, disproportionate , unj ustified in
equalities between rich and poor, between tho se at the top
and those at the bottom of the social ladder , and between
those with power - that is to say , the ability to determine
the behaviour of others in the economic , p olitical and
ideological spheres - and those without power . These highly
visible inequalities are experienced with incre asing aware
ness a s the moral conscience is gradually strengthened with
the passing years and the development of tragic events ,
especially by someone like me , who was born and brought
"
up in a bourgeois family , where class differences a re very
pronounced. These differences were particularly evident
during summer holidays in the countryside , where we city
lads played with the sons of peasants . To tell the truth , our
friendship was based on a perfect understanding, and the
class differences were completely irrelevant ; but we could
not help noticing the contrast between our houses and
theirs , our foo d and theirs , and our clothes and theirs (in
the summer they went barefoot) . Every year when we
started our holidays , we learnt that one of our playmates
had died the previous winter from tuberculosis . 1 do not
remember a single death among my school-friends in the
city .
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Those were the years of Fascism , whose official political
j ournal , founded by Mussolini himself, was entitled Gerar
chia (Hierarchy ) . Populist but not popular , Fascism
regimented the country , and suffocated all fo rms of free
politic al struggle ; a people of citizen s , which had already
achieved the right to p articipate in free election s , was
reduced to a cheering crowd , a collection of subj ects all
e qual in their identical uniforms , but also equal (and con
tent?) in their common servitude . With the sudden and
unexpected p assing of the race laws , our generation had to
face, as it c ame of age , the scandal of that shameful dis
crimination which had a lasting effect on me and many
others . It was then that the illusion of an egalitarian society
favoured the conversion to communism among many moral
and serious-minded young people . I know very well that
today , after so many years , our j udgement of Fascism must
be made with a historian ' s detachment . Here , however , I do
not speak as a historian , but solely as. an individual, giving
a personal account of his political education , which , in
reaction to the regime , was greatly a {(ected by the French
Revolution ' s ideals of liberty , as well as equality and frater
nity - the ' empty rhetoric ' , as they were contemptuously
referred to at the time .4
4 As I have said from the beginning, I shall avoid all

value-j udgements . My purpose is not to take a position , but
to acknowledge a debate which is still very much alive , in
spite of constant references to its demise. Besides , if
equality can be interpreted negatively as levelling out , in
equality can be interpreted p ositively as the recognition of
the irreducible individuality of every person .5 All ideals are
fired by a great passion . Reason - or rather, the reasoning
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that presents arguments for and against, in order to j ustify
one ' s decisions to others and especially to oneself - comes
later. That is why the great ideals can withstand time and
changing circumstances , and cannot be reconciled, in spite
of the good offices of conciliatory reaso n .
These ideals are irreconcilable , but n o t absolute ; o r at
least , this should be the opinion of a good democrat (I a m
again stressing the difference between moderate a n d e x 
tremist) . 1 have never wanted to hold up my personal
preferences as general criteria for right and wrong, al
though 1 do not believe 1 could ever renounce them . 1 have
never forgotten one of the last lectures given b y Luigi
Einaudi , one of the great teachers of my generation . The
superb essay ' Discorso element are sulle somiglianze e dis so
miglian z e fra liberalismo e socialismo ' (Elementary Lecture
on the Similarities and Dissimilarities between Liberalism
and Socialism) ha s been my constant guide . After having
outlined the essential characteristics of the socialist and the
liberal with admirable skill (and there is no need to s t ate on
which side he stood6 ) , he wrote that 'both currents are
respectable ' , and ' the liberal and the socialist , alth o ugh
advers aries , are not enemies , bec a use both respect the
other's opinion , and know that there is a limit to the
implementation of their own principle ' . He concluded that
' the optimum is not achieved through the enforced peace of
to talitarian tyranny; it is reached through the continual
struggle between the two ideals , and the suppres sion of
either would be to the detriment of all' . 7
The trend towards increasing equaJ ity between people is
irresistible , as Tocqueville observed in the last century .
Every eradication of a specific d i scrimination which divides
human beings into superiors and inferiors , dominators and
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dominated , rich and poor , and owners and slaves represents
a pos sible , although not inevitable , stage in the civilizing
process . T he three principal sources of discrimination ,
class , r a ce and sex , have never before been challenged as
they are in our own time s . The gradual recognition of
equality between men and women , first within the limited
confines of the family and then in the wider political and
civil s ociety, is one of the clearest signs of humanity ' s
inexorable progress towards equality . 8
And what can be s aid about the new attitude to animals?
There are increasingly frequent and lengthy debates over
the legitimacy of hunting, restrictions on vivisection , the
protection of endangered species , and vegetarianism . These
can only be the first signs of a p o ssible extension of the
principle of equality beyond the confines of the human
species , founded on the awareness that a nimals are equal to
human beings at least in their ability to s uffer.
Clearly , in order to ,comprehend the overall sweep of
history . you have to raise your hea d and look beyond the
day-to-day dispute s . 9

A Reply

to

the C ritic s

(1 9 9 5 )

I was the first to be s urprised by the succes s of this little
book. It was not expected even by the publisher , who had
j ust 1 0 ,0 0 0 copies of the first edition printed . It is still on
the non-fiction bestseller list at the time o f writing this
preface to the new edition , although it is slipping each
week . l It is no secret that professors usually sell only a few
thousand copies of their books, unless they are official
texts .
There can be little doubt that sales were a ssisted by the
book's title and the timing of its publication during an
election c ampaign which appe ared to contrast the two p oles
more starkly than any previous election . S ome booksellers ,
when asked why the b o ok was in demand , replied that a few
of the purchasers were looking for suggestions and insights ,
if not a clear indication , on which way they ' should vote.
They would have been disappointed , but it appears that
their dis appointment was not contagious , since sales conti
nued, at more or less the same rate , for several months after
closure of the polling stations and after everyone had made
up their mind.
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Why have s o many people been continuing t o buy the
book? C an it only be because they have been deceived by its
elegant , attractive cover, its compactness , its brevity and its
low price? I suspect that some people simply wanted to find
out what i t was all about.
As its author , I would suggest, albeit tentatively , that the
reason for its success was the subj ect-matter . I 'lay this
tentatively , but also with a certain satisfactio n , because I
could not have hoped for a better a rgumen t against those
people who for some time have been asserting that there is
no longer any interest in the left/right distinction , a n asser
tion which they repeat with untiring and unshakeable con
victio n .
I have to admit that success with readers w a s accompanied
by a more mixed reception fro m the criti c s . There were
quite a few reviews , not all of which were favo urable , and
some of which were downright hostile .2 There has not,
however , been a full a nd renewed debate over the left/
right distinction and the theories I put forward. 3 This is
partly due to the haste imposed upou. us by the voracious
way in which the press deals �ith newly published
books , and partly , I have to admit , because these theories
have not always appeared convincing - perhaps due to
intrinsic weaknesses , documentary deficiencies or insuffi
cient argumentatio n . I also received many letters from
friends and readers of the newspaper I currently write
for , often containing a stute observations and useful sugges
tions.
Leaving aside superficial j udgements and personal at
tacks , which are not worth discussing, and obvious , if
unintentional, misunderstandings , my critics can be divided
into three groups : ( 1 ) those who continue to claim that ' left '
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and ' right' d o not now correspond t o any rea lity , and that
it is not worth striving to keep the terms alive by giving them
a significance which they no longer have , if they ever had
one , and my work can thus be considered an attempt a t
political archaeology ; (2 ) those who believe that t h e distinc
tion is still valid , but do not accept the criterion on which I
base it , and s uggest others ; (3 ) those who accept the distinc
tion and also accept the criterion , but do not consider it to
be sufficient.
As far as the first group is concerned , the maj ority do not
deny that the distinction once had a meaning , but they
believe that the single division between left and right ends
up as an over-simplification in an increasingly complicated
society in which there are many bases for confli c t , which
cannot share a single division between two pole s .4 Then
there are those who believe that it was a catastrophic
historical event , lik e the fall of the Berlin Wall , w hich made
the distinction no longer relevant .5 While for others , the
sterile persistence in keeping the distinction alive is due to
a methodological erro r , the desire to encapsulate' the rich
and ever-changing substance of history within two concep
tual abstractions . 6
The best way to refute this argument is by the fact that ,
even after the Wall came down , the distinction continues to
be at the centre of political debate . This is truer now than
when I first began to address the question , primarily in
order to find an explanation for myself. It is c o mpletely
irrelevant that the Wall suddenly and famously c ollapsed ,
exploding all the contradictions within international com
munism, as well as all the contradictions within the no
less international c apitalist system (allow me to insist upon
an observation which is not welcome to the momentary
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victors ) . The c ommunist left was not the only left ; there was
- and s till is - another left within the capitalist horizon . The
distinction has a long history which goes back long before
the contra st between capitalism and communism . 7 The dis
tinction still exists , and not , as someone jested , simply on
road sign s . 8 It pervades newspapers , radio , television, pub
lic deb ates and specialized magazines on economi c s , politics
and sociology , in a manner which i s almost grotesque . If you
look through the papers to s ee how many times the words
'left' and 'right ' appear, even just in the headlines , you will
come up with a good crop ; and this is partly due to the fact
that these two words of common , and even popular, us age
are now not only widely used in political debate , but also
figure in relation to all kinds of human behaviour, often in
parody.9 The republic ation of a well-known work on the
Jewish question recently caused a learned debate over
whether the publisher concerned was right-wing. 1 o I read
that s omeone raised the question , albeit hesitantly, ' Pasoli
ni on the righ t , and D' Annunzio on th � left? ' l l At a some
what lower level, the same question was posed for other
people : ' Fiorello a destra , J ovanotti di ' sinistra? ' 1 2 Then it
has been reformulated as ' I s television on the right , and
street activity on the left? ' 1 3 When I rather incautiously
stated in an interv iew that television is, by its very nature ,
right-wing, people obj ectt-d that it is not the instrument
itself which is either left- or right-wing , but the content ,
thus showing that these words still h ave meaning . Agai n , at
a slightly less serious level , this year, pos sibly for the first
tim e , holidays were divided into left-wing and right-wing
holiday s . 1 4
Clearly there i s a humorous side t o these questions , but
are we to believe that these words can be s hifted from one
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context to another , without attributing some meaning t o
them , o r , i f y o u like , an aura o f meaning t h a t has n o t been
perceived , distinctly , but is sufficient to make these ques
tions appear comprehensible?
Leaving aside such abuses of language , so typical of inva
sive journalism of both the well- and ill-mannered types ,
these two vexing words of ours continue to be used seriously
in relation to politicians , parties , movements , alliances ,
newspapers , political programmes and legislation . I s it not
the case that the first question we ask when discus sing a
politician is whether the person in question is on the left or
the right? Meaningless question s ? Of course , one of t he
possible answers is that he or she is neither on the left nor
the right . But how can one not realize that the reply
'Neither one nor the other' is only possible if 'left ' and
' right ' have meaning, and questioner and respondent un
derstand what it is , however vaguely ? You canno t say that
an object is neither white nor black if you do not h a ve the
slightest idea about the difference between thes e two col
ours . You cannot say that a certain government measure is
neither left-wing nor right-wing, if you have no idea of the
meaning of these two words , or you believe tha t they once
meant something , but do so no longer. You cannot say that
the two words have lost their meaning becaus e a p a rty
which was on the right is now following a policy of the left
if you do not s till believe that these words mean s omething.
No sensible person would ever argue that team X, which
until recently had been using method a , now use s method b
used by team Y in order to deny the difference between two
ways of playing football . I pose these questions and make
these assertions because the m aj o rity of arguments used by
the distinction' s detractors are of this nature . However,
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these arguments only show a c onfusion between abstract
ideas and the compromises adopted in their pra ctical appli
c ation . E qually , one could hardly forget that thi s largely
good-humoured debate has occurred at a time in our
country ' s history when on one side they are sho uting ' The
right has won' and on the other they are muttering under
their breath ' The left has been defeated' . How do those who
claim that there are no longer any parties of the left and the
right explain the fact that one of the parties on the winning
side in the recent election , which is now called the National
Alliance , was until recently the National Right (not only
does it not hide the fa ct that it is a party of the right , but it
is proud of it) and that the larges t party on the losing side
is called the Democratic Party of the Left . I 5 The notorious
distinction is supposed to have lost all meaning precisely at
a time when the traditional terminology is being used to
designate the two opposing partie s . I 6
Hopefully , n o one wil counter with the argument that
the persistence of a distinction which has lost its raison
d 'etre is j ust another sign of Italian backwardness . Let us
take a look at how Marcel Gauchet fini shes his book on the
history of this distinction , even though his historical ac
count is restricted to Franc e : ' Irrespective of future
event s , left and right now have an exis tence which is inde
pendent of the framework in which they originally de
veloped . They have conquered the planet. They have
become universal political categories . They are part of the
basic notions which generally inform the way contemporary
societies wor k . ' 1 7
As far a s the criticisms over method, rather than sub
s tance , are concerned , I have no difficulty admitting that
the conceptual method of analysis with which I am famili ar
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may appear irksome to those who have remained loyal to
the historic al method and believe that the flow of history ,
the river in whose waters we can never bathe twic e , cannot
be checked by artificial banks or dykes without losing its
power and its own natural characteris tics . In my eclecti
cis m , I have never considered the two methods incompatible
(I h ave no hesitation in using the word 'eclecticism ' , which
means ' looking at a problem from all sides ' , and it is an
approach which is reflected at a practical l evel in my
political ' moderation' , another word which I am not
ashamed of using, as long as it is interpreted positively a s
the ·opposite of extremism and not negatively as · the opposite
of radicalism 1 8 ) ; quite the opposite , I believe them to be
mutually beneficial . Those who adopt an analytical ap
pro ach should never forget that reality is riche r than ab
stract categories , and should continually review them in
order to take account of new data or new interpretations of
old data ; equally the historian must be aware that , in order
to understan d , describe and order the factual realities that
documents reveal , he cannot do without the abstract c o n 
cepts , which , whether he realizes it or not , are provided by
the advocates of analytical judgements . I cannot think of a
better demonstration of this mutual collaboration than the
recent debate between historians , philosophers and political
scientists over whether the war of liberation in Italy was a
civil war . The debate seems sterile and inconclusive until
you define the essential attributes which distinguish a civil
war from an international war . 1 9 The only way to invalidate
my attempt to redefine the left/right distinction is to demon
strate its insufficiency and replace it with another . I cannot
see how this can be done without employing, once again , the
analytical metho d .
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A s I said , the second group of critics includes those for
whom the distinction still has a meaning, but who are not
sure that the criterion which I adopt is wholly adequate . Let
me first make it clear that it was not my own idea that the
fundamental rationale of left-wing movements is the aspira
tio n for equality . I took it as the expression of common
o pinion , and developed it in two of the chapters and notes .
I limited myself to the pursuit of a simple explanation for
the origin of this distinction , in order to demonstrate not
only its v alidity, but also its continuing existence through
changing historical circumstances that , on the basis of
changing views of what is relevant and what irrelevant ,
c hange the criteria by which we consider people to be equal
or unequal. It is rather the
criterion have ab andoned the traditional viewpoint without
providing any arguments to j u stify their preference or
refute their opponents ' arguments .
It has been argued thai non-violence is the main charac
teristic of the left . 2 0 But the renunciation of the use of
violence in order to achieve and exercise power is a charac
teristic of the democratic method , whos e constituent rules
lay down v arious procedures for taking collective decisions
through free deb ate leading to negotiated or maj ority settle
ment . This is demonstrated by the fact that government can
legitimately alternate between left and rightin a democratic
s ystem . Moreover , if the left is defined by non-violence ,
then the right i s necessarily defined as the rule o f violence ,
which, according to the other great dichotomy that I believe
runs across the left/right distinction , typifies the extreme
right , not the right in general. Nor do I find any m ore
convincing the portrayal of the left as tending to create a
more open society , a s against closed societies which expel
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anyone who i s different .2 1 Open societies als o exist and
expand within the institutional framework of democratic
regimes . There is hardly any need to underscore the impo rt
ance of work on the ' open society ' by Karl Popper, one of
the best-known and most influential theoreticians of democ
racy . On the other hand , it is true that a right-wing govern
ment , while accepting the rules of democracy , does allow
and promote less egalitarian policies, as S avater himself
admits in telling the story of the new Popular Party mayor
of Madrid , who commented in relation to a misfortune
affecting a group of immigrants that ' T hey c o uld have
stayed in their own country ' .
I would also like to mention Isaiah Berlin , another great
contemporary figure , who considers liberalism to be left
exceS SIve p ower
wing, as against
on
tradition , which he sees as the principal characteristic of
the right.2 2 He argues at the same time that the authorita
rian regime in the Soviet Union has rendered the distinction
between left and right useless , by usurping the name of the
left . My observation is that such a statement demonstrates
that ' left-wing' has a positive axiological meaning for the
person who made it , but like all political terms , which in any
case do not constitute a precise terminology , it can have
either positive or negative emotional connotations , accord
ing to who is s aying it and in what context . This explains
why Berlin c alls 'left-wing' the liberal doctrine which he
prefers above all others , and to whose reformulation he
dedicated his most famous and deservedly praised work s . In
reality , the liberalism about which he is talking , with its
favourable opinions on Roosevelt ' s New Deal and Attlee ' s
Labour Party , is social liberalism, which differentiates itself
from the classical liberalism of laissez-faire liberal parties
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b y its egalitarian element , and c a n thus be counted among
the doctrines of the left without any contradiction .2 3
Not equality, not liberalism , but liberty is the fundamen
tal characteristic of the left , according to my oid friend
Vittorio Foa , who has taught me many things . In his conver
s ation with his s on Renzo entitled Del disordine e della
libertii, which has j ust been published by Donzelli , he
recalls his experience as a protagonist in the war agai nst
Fascism , and states that it is ' liberty which constitutes the
s trongest motivating element for the left in this century ' ,
while he considers it ' ungenerous ' of me to argue that ' the
right-wing represents inequality ' . 24 Let' s not play about
with words , especially slippery words like 'liberty' and
' equality' . All the same , I think I can s afely say that a
liberation movement becomes a movement of the left be
cause of the end result it pursues : the destruction of a
despotic regime founded on inequality between those at the
top and those at the bottom of the social s cale , perceived as
unj ust p recisely because it is inegalit � rian and constituted
hierarchically . It is the struggle again;�J a society in which
there are privileged classes, and therefore for the estab
lishment and defence of a s ociety of equals in legal , political
and social terms , and against the most common forms of
discrimination as listed in Article 3 of the Italian C on s titu
tion , which is quite correctly cOllsidered to be the greatest
contribution by the parties of the left to the constitutional
charter. Not all liberation struggles are inherently left-wing
or wholly left-wing , including the Resistanc e , which in
volved people and movements not of the left (one only has
t o think of De Gaulle in France) . Besides , Foa himself
interprets the Resistance in a typically left-wing manner almost unwittingly , because it is so natural to him - when he
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s tates that ' it appeared quite clear t o u s young anti-Fascists
that you cannot be free unless you get rid of the fundamen
tal social , cultural and moral features of inequality ' . Ac
cording to this interpretation , the Resistance wa s a struggle
not j ust for liberty , but also for equality . S urely his inter
pretation was typical of the communists and to s ome extent
the Partito d'Azione ,2 5 precisely because he sees this popu
lar uprising as egalitarian , as well as libertarian . A s far as
the relationship between the right and inequality is con
cerned , I have said , and repeated several time s that the
right is not inegalitarian out of wickedness , and that there
fore I am not m aking a m oral j udgement when I claim that
inegalitarianism typifies movements of the right . Given that
Vittorio Foa believes that the inequalities between men
cannot be eliminated , or , if they can be eliminate d , that this
can only be done by suffocating freedoms , and also that
inequalities are useful in that they promote the incessant
struggle for a better society , it is difficult to see what is
' ungenerous ' about such an opinio n .
.
I return again to my arguments distinguishing the emo
tional and descriptive meanings of a word. I return to it
because it is a fundamental point, which appears not to
have been taken up by any o f my critics . Anyone who
considers him or herself to be on the left o r the right will
associate positive values with one of the two w o r d s . This is
the reason why neither side is willing to ren o unce the
inclusion of liberty. As I have attempted to show , with
better argumentation in the new edition , the c ontrast be
tween libertarians and authoritarians corresponds to an
other distinction , which does not coincide with the left/right
dis tinction, but cuts across it. My purpos e , from the analy
tical viewpoint which I have adopted , is to infer the descrip-
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tive meaning of the terms from normal political practice and
from current learned and p opular opinion , irrespective of
the emotional meaning. My analysis is completely free of
value-j udgements , even though , emotionally , I do c onsider
myself to be on the left , as I affirmed in the last chapter
which , contrary to my intentions , finished up by making my
little book appear like an electoral manifesto . At the time
the book was launched , someone wrote that ' B obbio has
been striving for some time to restore the term "left" and
especially the term "right" to full political and moral
citizenship ' . 2 6 The most common a rgument used by my
critics , according to which the S oviet system is s upposed to
have disq ualified the left and consequently demonstrated
the uselessness of the distinction, is completely irrelevant
from an analytical point of view . The egalitaria n ideal c an
have very different res ults in practice. The fact that some
implementations of this ideal have performed well and some
have not, or that some might be to your liking and others
not , is undoubtedly a question whose .practical importance
I would not challenge , but it is a . completely different
question . 2 7
Apart from those who criticize the distinction and those
who do not accept the criterion , there are the doubters who
accept the distinction and do not rej ect the criterion I have
chosen and explained, b ut believe that it is now no longer
sufficient. I am referring particularly to those who , al
though acknowledging that ' the ideological crisis , varying
criteria of moral judgement , the technical and increasingly
complex n a ture of political problems, pluralism and the
segmentation of social affiliations turn each citizen into a
political constituent which cuts across the left/right axis ' , a
view I would certainly share , also believe tha t , in addition
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t o the traditional question of equality , a redefinition o f the
left/right distinction must take into account other criteria ,
s uch as ' autonomy , personal identity , cultural pluralism ,
diversity of origins , radical contextualism of moral values ,
and the dispersal of the "public sphere" in societies where
info rmation technology has affected the means of communi
c ation' .2 8 It is undeniable that the current lack of direction
on the left is due to the fact that in the modern worl d ,
problems have emerged which the traditional movements of
the left never had to face , and some of the assumptions on
which they b ased their strength and their plans for the
transformation of society have not materialized. I have
myself discussed the question many times .2 9 N o left-winger
can deny that the left today is not what it used to b e . But as
long as there are people whose political commitment i s
motivated b y a profound sense of discontent a n d distres s
over the iniquities of contemporary societies , which are
possibly less offensive than in the p a s t , though certainly
more visible , then these people will keep alive th� ideals
which have characterized all left-wing movements for over
a century .
In conclusion , I would not be so bold as to s ay that the
debate on this much-disputed distinction which took place
after the publication of my book has progres sed very far . I
do not deny my own responsibility for this , in that I did not
succeed in following up the review of previo us alternative
theories and comments with a s ufficiently well-documented
and reasoned presentation of my theory .3o Mter seriou s
consideration o f criticisms b y p olitical commentators and
doubts expressed by readers , I have expanded the chapter
in which I put forward my central thesis for the new edition .
I have updated it with references to books which I did not
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know o f earlier o r which were published late r , and I have
divided i t in two , in order both to clarify further and to
j ustify the impo rtance I attribute to the supreme values of
equality and liberty in my interpretation of the ' great
division ' : great in the history of European p olitical struggle
o ver the last century and in my obstinate and strongly held
opinion , which is more alive than ever . I do not know if I
have succeeded , but I could not avoid replying to my critics .
The only way to take them seriously was to correct substan
tial errors , clarify obscure and ambiguous expressions , and
p olish up the no tes , while not renouncing my fundamental
theories , but rather seeking to make them at least more
worthy of argument , if not less arguable . 3 1
I have written these pages during months i n which a
debate h a s been raging, and becoming particularly fierce in
the last few days . The debate has been over the nature of
intel1ectual s , and has been confused and irreverent , as is
always the case when int ellectuals argue among themselves .
The discussion has been over whether there i s a (naturally
perverse) hegemony of left-wing intellectuals and for what
reasons , and over how much righ t-wing culture , which has
been m arginalized until now, will be able to penetrate
society . In this period of transition , there is unprecedented
curiosity and interest in right-wing culture , even on the part
of people who are not right-wing. It would appear that all
the people who have taken p art in the debate - and there
are many of them - have no doubt that "left ' and " right ' are
not empty vessels . These cannot all be senseless discussions .
The a rgument with which I wish to end this renewed invita
tion to engage in debate is certainly not senseles s , and has
been put by someone who finds pessimistic enlightenment
(an expression I used myself many years ag03 2 ) an attitude
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which makes it pos sihle to heed the views express ed in
pes simistic writings, while not allowing oneself to be deaf
ened by them . ' Perhaps it is the democratic left which can
and must listen to those who teach us that man is evi l . but
at the same time must be helped in every possihle way , even
in the most prosaic ways , such as health care and a . pen
sion . ' 3 3
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Preface to the First Italian Edition.
1 The best study of the argument that I know was written by Marco Revelli
in 1 9 9 0 , but has not been published. 'Destra e sinistra : l 'identita
introvabile' commences by stating: 'The antithetical and complimentary
concepts of left and right have certainly met with a strange fate in the
closing years of this century . The two concepts have been transformed in
little more than a decade from the fundamental constituent eriterion of
political argument into ideological scrap suitable for the wax museum,
together with the old illusions of an earthly paradise following climactic
events and the other cast offs of political activists . Yet this description was
once not a description of reality , hut a prescription for action' (p. 1 ).
More recently , some people have even started to question whether we are
moving towards an ambidextrous society , 'a society in which , with the
elimination of left and right in politics, we are abandoned by the sacred
and the profane, high and low , and al the other usual companions ' (M.
Bettini, 'Le anime perse vanno a sinistra ' , La Repubfjlica , 3 1 July 1 9 9 3 ).
2 The realiz ation by those on the left that the p u rpo s e and meaning of
the left needed discussion can be dated back to a c onference held in
Rome in October 1 9 8 1 , whose main contributions were published in
II concetto di sinistra (Milan: Bompiani, 1 9 8 2 ) . In the first essay ,
'Sinisteritas' , Massimo Cacciari asks not only how the left can be
redefined, but also whether there is 'any sense in doing so' . Elvio
Fachinelli , Federico S tame, Paolo Flores d'Arcais , Gianni Vattimo,
Fernando Vianello , Giulio Giorello , Marco Mondadori, Micbele S al
vati , Salvatore Veca and Giacomo Marramao all respond to this
question. The recurring theme in this book is a c riticis m o f the left
for having identified itself with Marxism, offset by the need to
rediscover the just causes of one ' s beliefs beyond th e crisis of Mar
xism, although these were formulated in a variety of manners . Flores
d'Arcais , who, it comes as no surprise , was one of the founders of the
magazine MicroMega who se subtitle is Le ragioni della s inis tra (The
Justification fo r the Left) , wrote in his essay that ' a series of values ' ,
not j ust 'emotions ' , h a s traditionaUy been associated with the concept
of the left, and that it is easy to enumerate these values : ' liberty ,
equality , fraternity ' . He concludes : 'There is nothing arbitrary about
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4 On this s ubj ect, with particular reference to Italy , a second, enlarged,
upda ted edition of Marcello Veneziani' s La R ivoluzione conservatrice
in Italia ( Milan : S ugar C o . , 1 9 9 4 ) has recently been published. The
first e dition appeared in 1 9 8 7 .
5 Interview with Noam Chomsky by S tefano Del Re, ' Sfida capitale ' ,
Panorama , 3 January 1 9 9 3 , p . 1 3 3 . The challenges t o the leftlright
distincti on are now coming mainly from the left . Here I will only refer
to a b ook by C . Lasch, The True and Only Heaven , Progress and Its
Critics (New York and I"ondo n : Norton , 1 9 9 1 ) . The first chapter is
entitled ' The Obsolescence of the Concepts of Left and Right' , and in
it the author, who claims to have been on the left, argues that the
renewed vigour of the right has thrown the left into disorder, high
lighting the worthlessness of the old labels .
6 Cf. N. U rbinati , ' La sinistra vive se diventa un arcipelago ' , L 'Unita,
3 December 1 9 9 2 , written for the ' What is Left? ' conference .
7 I took this informa tion fro m the magazine ToD . The Working Paper
Series , in the internation al project 'The Transitions to Democracy in
a World Perspective' , whose December 1 9 9 2 issue contained an
article by Jan Vermeersch , ' The Left in Ea stern Europ e ' , pp . 1 2 0 .
8 I am referring particularly to two articles by Emesto Gal della Loggia,
'Se la sinistra fa la destra ' , Corriere della Sera , 1 5 December 1 9 9 3 , and
'La differenza necessaria' , Corriere della Sera , 24 December 1 9 9 3 . The
subject of the confusion between the left and the right was taken up in
Eric Rohmer's recent fIlm, L 'A rbre, le maire: et la mediatheque (France,
1 9 9 3 ) . In the fIlm , the mayor defends the ·rights of the media library
(progress), while the rights of the tree (nature) are defended by the
teacher. Which of the two positions is on the left, and which on the right?
The director appears to give his own reply : 'This "political" fUm is not
putting forward a theory . . . The politics of the left and right are now
very similar, only the right has become more violent, as the left was in
the seventies. The essential thing today is not to impose this or that
regime, as all regimes are imperfect; the most urgent thing is to save the
life of the planet , and avoid conflict between people at all costs ' (quota
tion taken from Scheda di Aiace, 1 9 9 3 4 , p. 1 4 ).
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Extremis ts and Moderates

1 When the Italian communist Party ch anged its name to Partito
Democralico della Sinistra (Democratic Part y of the left) , a minority
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of the more traditio nal ha rd line members broke away and estab
lished Rifondazione Comunista (Communist Re Foundation) trans
lator 's note .
L. Geymonat, Contro il rrwderatismo. lnterventi dal '4 5 al '78 , e d .
M . Quaranta (Milan : Feltrinelli, 1 9 7 8 ) . It w a s precisely with this
book in mind th at I replied to Loris Cam petti, in an interview for II
manifesto published on 28 May 1 9 9 1 , th at J considered myself a
moderate, because only the moderate wings of the two opposi ng sides
are compatible with democracy. It is no coincidence that the s a me
newsp aper p ublished an editorial on election day, 2 1 November
1 9 9 3 , entitled ' When, if not now? ' , which concluded : ' Extremism is
wiser and less dangerous than well intentioned centrism. We must not
underestimate the importance of today ' s challenge . E xtremism is the
wisdom of the present . '
O n 2 1 D ecember 1 9 9 4 , L 'ltalia settimanale published a n article b y
Filipp o Rossi entitled 'II ' 6 8 i n rosso e nero' (pp . 5 1 3 ) , which tells
the little known story of an attempt by a group of right wing students
to ally themselves with the extreme left 'in the name of anti capitalism
and anti Ame ricanism' . At the time , Giano Accame wrote in II
Borghese of his respect for the Chinese for having cut ' the umbilical
cord of the political parties ' . Daria Gorodisky referred to this episode
in Corriere della Sera , 1 6 December 1 9 9 4 , in a n article entitled
' S essantotto , Evola e Ma rcuse uniti nella lotta ? '
I refer here t o some ideas which were aired a few years ago i n an
article, ' L'ideologia del Fascismo' , in Il Fascismo . A n tologia di sc ritti
critici, ed . C. C asucci (B ologna: II Mulino , 1 9 8 2 ) , pp . 5 9 8 6 2 4 .
P . Gobetti, La rivoluzione liberale . Saggio s ulla Lo tta politica in
lt a lia (Turin : Einaudi , 1 9 8 3 ), p. 8 4 .
Z . Sternhell , N i droite ni gauche . L 'ideologie Fasc is te en France
(Paris: E ditions du Seuil, 1 9 8 3 ) . As suggested by the subtitle, this
notable work is a history of Fascist ideology in France , which
preceded and influenced Italian Fascism, and mainly consisted of a
merger between so cialism and nationalism
or, in other words,
between a typically left wing ideology and a typically right wing
ideology . It c ould equally well have called itself ' Both right and left ' ,
the sy nthesis o f two opposing ideologies , rather tha n their elimina
tion . The Italian extreme right often uses a fo rmula which removes
any remaining doub t about the possible dual choice between rej ection
and synthesi s : ' beyond both right and left ' . All three formulas repre
sent a third way which can b e interpreted as both inclusive and
exclusi.ve . The one thing tha t' all the various interpretatio ns of this
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'third position' h ave in common is what S ternhell calls 'la rupture de
l' ordre liberal' (p . 2 9 ) and the associated criticism of democracy.
One member of the movement affirms : 'Nous rej oignons (et depa ssons
quelquefois) la gauche par nos programmes et la droile par nos
methodes ' (pp . 2 4 0 1 ) , an example of the ideology of transcending
other ideologies . This 'third way ' , which rejects the traditional
left/right distinction or maintains a rather vague position by claiming
to have superseded the distinction , explains why some people con
sidered in the book changed sides from left to right (as has also
occurred in Italy) , and in some cases , as with the followers of So rel ,
from the extreme left to the ex treme righ t.
7 In the mental, rather than political, confusion of Russia today , you
can find characters like Alexander Dugin , who preaches the conser
vative revolution, and boasts that he has translated Evola and
Guenon into Russian . He claims to be the theoretician of national
Bolshevism (for an account of his recent visit to Italy , see N . Aspesi,
'Va dove ti porta il vento ' , La Repubblica, 2 6 J une 1 9 9 4 ) .
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The Left/Right Distinction Survives

Movimento So ciale Italiano'; the Italian p a.rty whose name and ideals
went b ack to the short lived Nazi puppet state which Mussolini
governed in northern Italy in the latter plirt of the war (Rep ubblica
Sociale Italiana) transla to r 's no te .
The Partito Liberale Italiano, which before the rise o f Fascism was a
maj or force on the righ t , h a s since the war been a tiny pa rty with just
a few per cent of the popular vote, although enjoying a degree of
power in the pentapartito , the five pa rty co alition which for many
years dominated Italian politics translato r 's note .
Partito Democratico della Sinistra is the n ew name for the Italian
communist Party translator 's note .
Forza Italia is a new grouping on the right launched by the media
mogul B erlusconi translator 's note .
I wrote this before the elections on 2 6 7 March 1 9 9 4 . The electoral
camp aign was fought principally between two alliances : Alleanza
Progressista and Polo della Liberta . However, in the language
used by the newspapers and by people in general, the former repre
sented the left , the l atter the right , an unprecedented simplification
for Italy .
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In Search of the Criterion which G overns the
Distinction

1 J . ;\ . Laponc e , Left and R igh t . The Topography of Political Percep
tions ( Tor o n to: University of Toronto Press , 1 9 8 1 ) .

Chapter
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O ther Criteria

1 D. Cofrancesc o , 'De s tra/Sinistra . Se cade 1 0 s p artia cque ' , II secolo
XIX, 1 4 August 1 9 9 0 .
2 D . Cofrancesco , Destra e s inistra (Genoa : Presso il B asilisco , 1 9 8 1 ) ,
p . 3 4 . S ee also the collection of sh o rt essays, Destra e sinis t ra, per
un uso critico di due termini chiave (Verona: Bertalli, 1 9 8 4 ) .
3 D . Cofrancesco, ' Per u n uso critico dei termini "destra" e "s in istra " ' ,
La Cultura , 3 4 ( 1 9 7 5 ) , p . 3 9 9 .
4 Ibid . , p . 4 0 3 .
5 Ibid .
6 Cofranc e sc o , Des tra e sinistra , p . 2 2 . Cofran c es c o has often returned
to this argument over the distinction with fu rther clarification s . I
refer to the entry 'Sinistra' in the G rande dizionario enciclopedico
(Turin: UTE T , 1 9 6 2 ), and 'Fascismo a sinistra? Quello z�ccolo duro
che rimanda a destra ' , Messagge ro Veneto , 1 2 February 1 9 9 1 . The
small volume Parole della politica ( Pisa: Libreria del Lungarno ,
1 9 9 3 ) , which was used b y Pisa University students i n the 1 9 9 2 3
academic yea r , contains two brief essays ' Destra e sinistra' (pp .
1 2 2 0 ) and ' Sinistra ' (pp . 5 7 6 3 ) . These essays p u t forward a new
criterion based on the different attitude to power on the left and the
right . For an explanation of this new criterion , see n . 7 .
7 Dino Cofrancesco takes up this argument in his last book , Pa role
della politica, (Pisa: La Libreria del Lungarno , 1 9 9 3 ), and a fter
re ferring dire ctly to my theory ( 'Bobbio de ser v e s the credit for
attempting to r el at e the centuries old distinction to the fa c t u al obser
vation that "men are equal and unequal in the s am e measure" ' ) . he
argues that the critical factor is p o we r , which can be considered
either cohesive or discriminatory. The right believes it to be the
former , the left the latter : 'Left wingers are obsessed with the a b us e
of power, and right wingers with its absen c e . The former fear an
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oliga rchy , the o rigin of all a(:ts of tyranny , and the latter fear
anarc h y , the end of civil society ' (p. 1 7 ) . According to C ofrancesco ,
analysis of the criterion can be further developed by distinguishing
between the three classical forms of power: political, economic and
cultural or symbolic . After explaining the adv antages of this new
c riterion, he argues that the great conflict of the future will prob ably
be between individualism an d holism (p . 1 8 ) . The same argument is
taken up later (pp . 6 1 3 ) . S ee also by the same autho r , 'Destra e
sinistra . D ue nemici invecchiati rna an cora in vita' , Quindicinale
culturale di conquiste del lavoro, 1 7 1 8 April 1 9 9 3 .
8 E . Galeo tti , 'L'opposizione destra sinis tra . Riflessioni analitiche ' , in
La destra radicale , ed . F. Ferraresi (Milan : Feltrinelli, 1 9 8 4 ) , p p .
2 5 3 7 5 . See also E . Galeotti and F . Ferraresi, 'Destra sinistra ' , in
Less ico della politica , ed. G . Zaccaria (Rome : Edizioni Lavoro ,
1 9 8 7 ) , pp . 1 7 1 8 3 .
9 Of all the authors who have discussed the left/right distinction ,
Revelli is the one who , to my knowledge , has most explored the vast
literature on the subject and examined the arguments for and against.
He is also the scholar who has mo st inspired my own reflection s and
studie s , through our j oint collaboration at the seminars held in recent
years at the Centro S tudi Piero Gobetti . Both Revelli's works on the
subj ect are unp uhlished: the first, ' Destra e sinistra: l'identita intro
vabile ' , a 6 5 page typesc �.j.pt , has heen completed; the second, with
the same title , ' Destra e sini stra: l'identi ia introvabile ' , provisional
edition (Turin , 1 9 9 0 ) , of 1 4 1 p ages , h a§ not been completed ; al
though its historical and critical section is ,m uch more thorough than
th at in the first text , it lacks a conclusion . My exposition of Revelli's
theories is essentially hased on the first tex t, with a few references in
the next two notes to the second. 1 hope that the two works will be
published soon.
10 In Revelli' s second work (see previous note), the reasons for the
breakdown of the left/right d istinction are presented as the following:
historical reasons , such as the much p roclaimed end angerment of
ideologies ; the depoliticization or ohsolescence of antinomic thought
which originated with Schmitt (S ta robinski) ; the opposite , ' catastro
phic ' argument of integral politicization or radicalization of the
conflict ; a spatial reason , a ccording to which politics has undergone
a transition from a linear axis to a sphere (Cacciari) , making it no
longer possible to distinguish hetween left and right , which have
hecome relative and interchangeable ; a temporal reason, hased on the
increasingly certain acceleration of time (J iinger and Koselleck) ; the
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organicist argument , according to which the organic nat u re of society
cannot tolerate explicit divisions or unstable distinc tions . These six
arguments are then grouped around two themati e pole s : on the one
hand, the b reakdown in traditional political groupings , and on the
other, the idea of society as an organic , monolithic whole , which dof's
not allow any distinctions .
1 1 In the second of Revelli's two works (see n . 9 ) , this argument i s
further developed . He lists a n d examines t h e following c riteri a : a
temporal criterion whereby the left/l'ight distinctio n refers to a dif
ferentiation between stability and change ; a spatial criterion whereby
it refers to the differentiation between the egalitarian p rinciple a nd
the hierarchical principle ; a decision making criterion whereby s elf
management and autonomy a re contrasted with heteronomy ; a s ocio
logical criterion whieh contrasts p ower elites and subordin ate classes ;
a gnosiological criterion which contrasts logos with mythos .
1 2 Revelli , 'Destra e sinistra ' , typescript, p . 3 0 .
1 3 Around 1 3 0 0 the Florentine Guelphs divided into White and B lack
Guelph s , and this split was made famous by Dante , a White G uelph
who was forced into exile translator 's note .

Chap ter

6

Equality and Inequality

1 This belief is widely held even by persons on the oppo si�lg sides . In
Massimo C acciari's recent 'Dialoghetto sulla "sinis teritas" ' , a dia
logue between Tychiades and Filopoli, who expres ses the author's
idea s , Tychiades asks what co uld convince the affluent to agree to a
redistribution of wealth , to which Filopoli replies : ' The existence of
the basic conditions for equality , and therefore a p olicy of protecting
the weaker and less protected classes is an essential part of my
quality of life . ' He goes on to specify that 'equality is a part of o u r
quality o f life. like revenue , the environment arid public services . . . .
Equality makes diversity possible , and makes it possible for everyone
to count a s a person, quite unlike that abstract totalitarian idea of
equality which means the elimination of those who are not the same '
(MicroMega, ( 1 9 9 3 ) , p . 1 5 ) . In an interview for L 'Unita on 2 7 April
1 9 9 3 , Domenico Fisichella, having forecast the right-wing allianc e ,
declared t h a t 'Bobbio i s righ t . w e cannot let the distinction b etween
left and right drop' . Although he admitted that ' cultural elements
have been transferred from one side to the other ' , when questioned
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as to whether there were any constant elements which distinguish left
and right, he replied : 'Of co urse . There are constants which define
right wing a nthropology . While the left is founded on the idea of
equality , the right is founded on non equality . ' Ernst Nolte, who
certainly c a nnot be regarded as a left wing historia n , talks of the
egalitarian left as ' an eternal left' which vies with the liberal left
according to the times and the historical circumstances . This eternal
left is now faced with the huge task of striving 'for the mixture of all
races and peoples ' . In a previous interview , again for L 'Unita ( 1 1
J u ly 1 9 9 2 ), Nolte had declared that the left continues to express the
demands fo r equality, but it must . lower its expectations , such as its
a s sumption that millions of immigrants to Europe can be integrated
overnight altho ugh I would question that the left ever put forward
such a deman d . Sartori replied to Nolte , in an interview with Gian
carlo Bose tti for L 'Unita (2 8 Novemher 1 9 9 3 ) , rej ecting the idea
that equality can embody the left, becaus e , since the Greeks , democ
racy has fulfilled this role .
2 I h ave discussed the concept of equality more fully in the entry for
'E guaglianz a ' which I wrote for the Enciclopedia del Novecento
(Rome: I stituto dell ' E nciclopedia Italiana , 1 9 7 7 ) , vol. 2 , pp. 3 5 5
65 .

3 In Ineq uality Re Examined (Oxford : Oxford University Press,
1 9 9 1 ), Amartya Sen starts with the assertions that the diversity
among people is what she calls pervasiv e ,: and that there are many
ways in which you can reply to the questio� 'E quality o f what? ' On
the basis of this twin assertion, she argues �at there are no theories
which are completely inegalitarian, because they all propose equality
in something in order to lead a good life. The judgement and ev alu
ation of equality depend on the variable income distribution , well
being, freedom , etc . which is adopted in each particular case. She
c alls these variables ' foc al' . E quality in rela tion to one variable does
not correspond to equality in relation to another (pp . 2 8 3 0 ) .
Consequently, it is as unrealistic to assert that all men must he equal
as it is to assert that all men are unequal . The only realistic argument
is that some form of equality is desirahle: 'Every normative theory of
social arrangement that has a t all stood the test of time seems to
demand equality of something' (p. 1 2 ).
4 On this s ubject, I wo uld like to draw attention to the works of C harles
Perelma n , which I have always greatly valued, although they are less
referred to now because of the increasing Anglo S axon influence in
the field since John Rawls. See particularly De La justice (Brussels :
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Institut de Sociologie Solvay , 1 9 4 5 ) , which I commented upon in
'Sulla nozione di giustizia ' , Archivio giuridico , 1 4 2 ( 1 9 5 2 ) , pp .
1 6 3 3 , and the Italian translation, La Giustizia (Turin : Giappichelli,
1 9 5 9 ) , for which I wrote a preface . It appeared wit h other writings
on justice in C harles Perelman, Justice et raison (B russel s : Presses
Universitaire de Bruxelles , 1 9 6 3 ) . I need hardly add that the subject
has recently been re explored in an excellent book by M. Waltzer ,
Spheres of Justice. A Defense of Pluralism and Equality (New York :
Basic Book s , 1 9 8 3 ).
N. Bobbio , ' E guaglianza ed egualitarismo ' , Rivista internaziona le di
filosofia del diritto , 5 3 ( 1 9 7 6 ) , pp. 3 2 1 3 0 .
Thomas Nagel warns against utopianism, while still rej ecting all forms
of sceptical abdication to reality , in Equality and Pa rtiality (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1 9 9 3 ) . Nagel's work is inspired by a
'healthy dissatisfaction towards the iniquitous world in which we
live' , and he searches for a solution to the problem of j ustice in a
balanced fusion of the irrepressible impersonal ideals and individual
motivation . He argues that utopianism sacrifices the former for the
lauer , and considers it d angerous , 'because it exercises excessive
pressure on individual motivations' (p. 2 1 ) . It should be p ointed out,
however, that even with utopian theorie s , you have to be very
cautious before applying the principle ' equality for all in everything' .
Baheuf's disciple Filippo B uonarotti w rote Congiura degli eguali, one
of the works which most exalts equality, calling it the ' sacred
equality ' . However , equality is only specifically applied to power and
wealth . Equ ality of power is understood to be submission to the laws
which are decided by all (here the influence of Rousseau is obvious ) ;
and b y equality o f wealth , he means that every one should have
enough and no one too much ( another of Roussea u ' s principles ) . As
fo r the answer to the lIuestion 'Equality between whom? ' , 'everyone'
does not even include women .
Here I am partly restating my lecture given at the Conference on
'Nuov a e cuitura reazionaria negli anni O Uanta ' , held at C uneo on
1 9 2 1 November 1 9 8 2 . It appeared under the title ' Per una defini
zione della destra reazionaria ' in the conference proceedings , which
were p ublished in Notiziario deU 'ls tituto storico delle Resistenza di
Cuneo e Provincia , 2 3 (June 1 9 8 3 ) , pp . 1 9 3 2 .
The importance of what human b eings have in common has been an
argument used by egalitarians for a long time . The sophis t Antiphon
challenged the ideas of the oligarchs by stating: 'We all have exactly
the same nature , w hether we are Greeks or barbarians . It is s ufficient
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to observe the natural needs of all men . . . . None of us can be
defined as a barbarian or a Greek . Indeed we all breathe in air
through our mouths and our nostrils' (quoted by L . Canfora , ' Studi
sull' Athen aion Politeia pseudo senofontea ' , Memorie dell ' Accade
mia delle Scienze di Torino, 5 th ser . , 4 ( 1 9 8 0 ) , p. 4 4 ) . M . Ostinelli
refers to Antiphon and Hippias in Destra e sinis tra: si puo dire
ancora ?, p . 2 7 6 .
9 F . Nietzsche, Beyond Good a nd Evil (Harmondsworth : Penguin ,
1 9 7 3 ) , § 2 2 , ' O n the Prej udices of Philosophers ' , p . 3 4 .
1 0 'All citizens are socially equ al and equal before the law, without
distinction on the basis of sex , race, langu age , religion , political
opinion, or social or personal conditions . ' The categories listed are
those that the Italian C onstitution considers irrelev ant as criteria for
discriminating between human beings , and they represent very wen
the stages in the development of equality in human history ; b ut they
are not necessarily the only ones . In an a rticle I wrote a few years
ago , I referred to two categorie s : unforeseen discriminations which
could become relevant in the near future , and discriminations which
continue to be relevant. As fa.· as the firs t category is concerned , I
put forward the fantastic hypothesis that some scientist claims to h ave
shown that extro verts are superior to introverts, and a politica l group
then proposes that extroverts should be authorized to ill treat intro
verts . This would provide It. good reason for legislating that psycho
logical differences , like those listed a�ove, are irrelevant to
discrimination between human beings . As fa r as the second category
is concerned, the distinction between chil4 ren and a dults remains
relev ant to the recognition of certain rights; see my ' Egua glianza e
dignita degli uomini' ( 1 9 6 3 ) , now in Il Terzo Assente (Turin: Sonda,
1 9 8 9 ) , pp . 7 1 8 3 .

Chapter

7

Freedom and Authoritarianism

1 Scuola media , for 1 1 to 1 4 year olds t ranslato r 's note .
2 I would like t o mention here a few attempts to redefine the left, such
as Peter Glotz ' s sensible and useful proposal in 'Vorrei una sinistra
col muso piii duro ' , L 'Unita , 30 November 1 9 9 2 . Referring to his
book Die Linke nach dem Sieg des Wes tens (Stuttgart : Deutsche
Verlag Anstalt, 1 9 9 2 ) , he wrote: ' I defined the left as the force which
strives for restrictions on the logic of the m arket, or more prudently,
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the purs uit of reason , compa tible with the market economy; a sensi
tivity to social q uestions , th a t is to say , support for the welfare s t a te
and speeific demoeratic institution s ; transposition of time into new
libertarian rights ; effective equality for women ; protection of life a n d
nature; and the s truggle a gainst nationali s m . '
Elias Diaz ( , Derechas y izquierdas ' , El Sol, 2 6 A p ril 1 9 9 1 ) c o n
siders signs of a left wing identity to he 'a greater pro pensity for
economic policies involving a redistribution of wealth and a prop or
tional levelling o u t , based more on work than capital ; a grea ter
consideration for the organization of that which is public and commu
nally owned , ra ther than th at whieh is private and individual; pre
valence of the values of e o operation and work in g together, rather
th an those of comparison and competition; more openness towards
new social movements and their pacifist , ecologist or feminist de
mands; eoncern for the effective implementation of human righ ts ,
especially in rela tion to marginalized groups , old people , children ,
etc . ; insistence on the priority of all the fundamental necessities such
as good health , schooling and housing; greater international concern
and frien dliness towards poor, dependent and depressed area s ; and
autonomy of free will and rational debate both in m ajority and
democratic decision making and in constructing an ethical system and
change not imposed by authoritarian arguments o r the dogmas of
religious organizations of a charismatic or tradition al n ature . '
I would also like t o draw attention t o the a rticle by Giorgio Ruffolo ,
'II fischio di Algarotti e la sinistra con gela ta , MicroMega, 1 ( 1 9 9 2 ) ,
pp. 1 1 9 4 5 . He correctly observes that once the part y of the left
abandoned its messianic message, it slipped into a political pragm at
ism lacking in principles . The left is frozen , but it is not dead as long
as it can acknowledge the still relevant ideals from which it was born.
In a later article , he explains that equality cannot be limited to
economic conditions alone , hut must include other henefits such as
access to culture . He asks for a left wing which would make us ' a little
les s unequal and a little more happy' ( , S inistra e bello ' , L 'Unitii , 2 4
Octoher 1 9 9 4 ) .
Finally Claus Offe takes his cue from the fall o f the Soviet system i n
order t o condemn the 'sudden shift t o the right in the political
spectrum ' . The end of socialism , which so many assume , could arise
fro m a lack of supply and corresponding demand ; he concludes that
the important challenges which Eu rope faces 'will ensure that in the
future the politically motivated will divide themselves into left and
right' (from the summary of a lecture given a t the seminar entitled
'
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'Marxism and Lib eralism on the Threshold of the Third Milennium' ,
which took place at the Goethe Institute of Turin in November 1 9 9 2 ,
and published in L 'Unita on 1 9 November 1 9 9 2 under the title
'Dopo 1 ' 8 9 sinistra tra miseria e speranza ' ) .
3 I n the first edition, I wrote that the criterion o f liberty 'serves to
divide the political world in terms of the means or the method to
reach certain end s , rather than the ends in themselves ' . I was
particularly referring to ' the acceptance or the rej ection of the
democratic methods' (p . 8 0 ) . E. Severino has observed ( ' La liberta e
un fiore. L' uguaglianza no ' , Corriere della Sera , 9 June 1 9 9 4 ) that
'the means is inevitably subordinated to the ends . If the end is
equality , liberty as the means is subordinate to equality . Generally,
means are perishable and replaceable . It is not so easy to demonstra te
th at liberty is a perishable and replaceable means . ' The observation
is pertinent . The difference between liberta rians and authoritarians
consists in the different appraisal of the democratic method, which in
turn is founded on a different appraisal of liberty as a valu e .

Chapter

8

The Pole Star

1 This expression is to be found'in Cesare Beccaria 's famous work Dei

delitti e delle pene , in the section dealing with theft (no. 2 2 ) , which is
defined as 'the crime of that unhappy parf 'of humanity which the
right of property (terrible , and perhap s unnecessary right) has re
duced to a b are exis tence' . II terribile diritto (The Terrible Right) is
the title of a wo rk by S. Rodota (Bologna : 11 Mulino , 1 9 9 0 ) .
2 I n a n article entitled ' L 'utopia capovolta ' , which appeared i n the
'Terza Pagin a ' section of La Stampa 9 June 1 9 8 9 , later published in
L 'utopia capovolta (Turin : La Stamp a , 1 9 9 0 ) , pp . 1 2 7 3 0 . There is
remarkable similarity between my views and those of Thomas Nagel,
who wrote : ' C ommunism may have been defeated in Europe . . . . At
this historic moment it is worth remembering that communism owed
its existence in part to an ideal of equality which remains appeali ng
however great the crimes and the economic disasters pro d uced in its
name. Democratic societies have not found a way to contend with that
ideal: it is a problem for the old democracies of the West' (Nagel,
Equality and Partiality (Oxford : Oxford Univ ersity Press , 1 9 9 1 ) ,
pp. 5 6 ) . This statement follows on from the argument: 'The prob
lems which generated the clash between democratic capitalism and
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authoritarian communism have certainly not been resolv ed by the
total collapse of the latter , either in the advanced countries or in the
world in general . '
The question o f the universalist task o f the left is posed in the same
terms by the distinction between inclusion and exclusio n . The left
tends towards inclusion , and the right towards exclu sio n . See G.
Zincone, 'L'estensione della cittadinanza ' , in Le idee della s inistra
(Ro m e : Editori Riuniti , 1 9 9 3 ) , pp . 7 5 84 , and idem, ' La sindrome
americana e la sinistra europea ' , Mic roMega , 3 ( 1 9 9 3 ) , pp . 1 5 6 6 8 .
An example o f the current , but also recurrent, aver sion to the
egalitarian ideal can be found in the right wing magazin e L 'ltalia
settimanale , 2 3 December 1 9 9 2 , pp . 3 6 �7 . R. Gervaso ' s main
argument, in his article 'Abasso l' uguaglianza' (Down with Equality)
is precisely the one I was previously referring to
th at is , giving
greater emphasis to that which divides human beings than to that
which unites them : 'Whether we like it or not, no one is equal to
anyone else, and w hat is worse, or better according to your point of
view, is that no one wants to be equal . '
I t does not surprise m e that a liberal can write with complete
conviction and without fear of embarrassment tha t liberalism is
against equality and is in fact quite tolerant of dispa rities in income
and wealth . H e points out that liberals have never considered in
equality in wealth as an evil in itself or an intolerable social evil,
because they consider it to be the collateral effect of a productive
economy ( S . Holmes , '11 liberalismo e utopismo ' , MicroJlfega, 1
( 1 9 9 1 ) , p . 4 1 ) . Holmes 's words in a long dissertation make it clear
th at there is at least one viewpoint which perceives inequalities as no t
only inevitable , but also advantageous , and sees any attempt to
eliminate them as therefore completely in v ain . On the other hand ,
there are those like Matthew Arnold who wrote : 'A system founded on
inequality is against nature , and in the long run , b reaks down '
(quoted b y R. H . Tawney , Equality (Londo n : George Allen & Unwin,
1 9 3 8 ), p. 2 1 ).
Luigi Einaudi ( 1 8 7 4 1 9 6 1 ) , economist, politician and liberal anti
Fascist. He was the first president of the Italian Republic ( 1 9 4 8 5 5 )
translator 's note.
L. Einaudi, Prediche inutili (Turin : Eina udi, 1 9 5 7 ) , pp. 2 1 8 , 2 3 7
and 2 4 l .
Two recent opini ons : ' One cannot help smiling at the grand distinc
tion between a proletariat which was supposed to he class conscious
and therefore an active agent in history , and a lumpen proletariat
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whit,h was only capable of peasant revolts, because , on the one hand ,
we do not know what has happened to the proletariat, but we do know
that an enormous international lumpen proletariat consisting of the
entire Third World is banging at the doors of history , and whether we
like it or not, it is becoming the conscious or unconscious agent of a
great biological force ' (U . Eco , ' L ' algoritmo della storia ' , L 'Unita, 2 2
September 1 9 9 2 ) ; 'Being on the left means being part o f the sub ter
ranean metropolis. There is something inside me that recognizes social
inj ustice, the balance between the North and the South in the world.
Events in Somalia , Yugoslavia and Amazonia are my concern . Being
on the left means that it is not a local problem . It is not a question of
good administration . It is a global and ecological problem which
concerns the survival of the entire planet. To deal with this problem ,
the left needs a leadership capable of this kind of action ' ( E . Benciven
ga , ' S to con gli altri ' , L 'Unita, 1 6 November 1 9 9 2 ) .
9 I have maintained these a rguments for some time . If I live on , it will
p robably not be the last time that I state them, for old men repeat
themselves . The reader might be curious to know a couple of exam
ples of the many rej ections which prove my obstinacy . Both these
staunch opp onents of the left/right distinction are from different
b ackgrounds . In an article with the p aradoxical title ' La sinistra e a
sinistra?' (A sinistra . Laboratorio per l 'alternativa sociale e politic a ,
1 (February 1 9 9 1 ) ) , Costan:w Preve compares the confu sion among
left wingers following the fall of communism t:o Kafka 's character who
wakes up to find that he has been transfo.rmed into a repugnant
in sect. He denies that the left/right distinctiQ)) has value at all , and
argues that the distinctions which I insist u pon are completely useless .
In an interview entitled 'L 'idea democratica dopo i sommovimenti
dell'Est' , in Nuova Antologia , 1 2 6 , fasciele 2 1 7 7 (January March
1 9 9 1 ) , Gianni Baget Bozzo replied to C. Torlontano's question on
the meaning of the left after the bringing down (If the Berlin Wall,
that 'it means nothing any more' , and added : ' 1 see that the commun
ists have clutched at Bobbio ' s words likc a lifebelt . . . 1 believe that
"left" is an ambiguous word , and at the very most, an area of political
agreement , but not a culture . If Bobbio and Dahrendorf, who can
not be considered as left wing , have been adopted as the theoreticians
of the left , then this is just another way of saying the left has
theoretically ceased to exis t . ' He concluded that ' right' and ' left'
might at the very most be used for ' tactical positions which occasion
ally occur , such a s the Christian Democratic Left, the liberal left,
etc . ' (p . 7 ) .
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A Reply to the Critics (1 9 9 5 )
1 Soon after its publication, Mauro Ansehno inquired into its success in
La Stampa: 'II filosofo best seller. Perclll� in Iibreria Bobbio batte
tutti? ' , 2 3 March 1 9 9 1 , p . 1 6 .
2 A. Socci, ' D ivieto di svolta a destra' , Il Giornale , 2 8 February 1 9 9 4 ;
M. Trachi, ' Niente di n uovo nella lezione del filosofo Norberto
Bobbio ' , L 'Indipendente , 6 March 1 9 9 4 .
3 One exception was M . Ostinelli, 'Destra e sinistra: si pub dire aneo
ra ' , Cenobio. Rivista di eultura della Svizzera itauana, 4 3 (July
September 1 9 9 4 ) , pp. 2 7 3 8 .
4 K . Adam , ' Den Aufruhr denken . Richtungskiimpfe sind Naehbutge
fechte' , Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 3 May 1 9 9 4 , and Interna
zionale, 1 33 (2 5 June 1 9 9 1 ) , pp. 4 0 1 , under the title ' C aro
Bobhio, ti sbagli , non ci sono destra e sinistra ' .
5 L. C olletti, ' Quale sinistra dopo il Muro ' , Corriere deUa Sera, 2 0
March 1 9 9 4 , p . 2 4 .
6 F . Tessitore , review of Left and Right in Nord e Sud, 4 ( 1 9 9 4 ) . Also
S. Roman o , who wrote : ' Le dernier livre de Norberto Bobbio reh a
billte les classifications traditionelles . Mais la realite politique est plus
nuancee' (Le Monde , 9 April 1 9 9 4 , p. 8 ) .
7 I will refer to j ust one book: M . Gauchet, L a Droite e t la gauche
(Paris : Gallimard, 1 9 9 2 ) .
8 E . Sterpa, ' Destra sinistra hanno senso solo nei cartelli stradali' , Il
Giornale , 6 March 1 9 9 4 .
9 A well known song by Gio rgio Gaber is entitled 'Destra/sinistra ' , and
it contains contrasts of the following kin d : 'Having a bath is right
wing I having a shower is left wing I a packet of Marlboro is right wing I
but if they ' re smuggles , they ' re left wing' ( G . G aber and S . Luporini,
E pensare ehe e 'era il pensiero (Milan: 1 9 9 4 ) , p . 4 8 ) .
1 0 The publisher Adelphi reprinted Ikon Bloy 's Le Salut par les luifs. S ee
R. Calasso , 'Uno scandolo al sole ' , La Repubblica, 2 August 1 9 9 4 , and
the conunent by F. Fabani, ' Sulle macerie della sinistra' , with the caption
'Is Adelphi right wing? No , j ust a little snobbish, say Bernardini and
Cases ' . See also the response of C. Segre , who started the debate, in ' Per
me Bloy e un miserabile' , Lu Repubblica, 6 August 1 9 9 4 .
I I P . Conti, 'D' Annunzio di sinistra , Pasolini di destra ? ' , Corriere della
Sera , 8 J une 1 9 9 4 .
1 2 E . Piervincenzi , ' S erenata alla sinistra perduta ' , Il venerdi della
Repubblica, 2 7 May 1 9 9 4 , p. 5 0 , which starts with 'Fiorello a
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destra, Jovanotti di sinistra? La piazza del karaoke contro la piazza
del Peter Pan progressista? ' .
G . Zincone , ' Tiv u di destra e piazza di sinistra? ' , Sette, 2 1 , supple
ment to Corriere della Sera , 2 6 May 1 9 9 1 , p. 2 0 .
A. Usai, ' 0 di q ua 0 di I ii. . Vacanze all 'italiana tra destra e sinistra ' ,
L a Repubblica, 2 7 J une 1 9 9 4 . When this book had j ust been
published, Panorama ( 1 1 March, pp . 1 0 1 1 ) published an article by
R. Rosati on the ' subject for the day ' , j okingly called ' S ei di destra 0
di sinistra ' , which started with the words : 'What is actually unfolding
is a great duel between the Left and the Right' . This was followed by
Nicola Matteucci ' s opinion to the contrary . ' Without wanting to
offend Bobbio , left and right are not values, but meaningless terms .
The real contest is between liberty and equality . ' Given that Matteuc
ci has often shown that he considers liberty to be right wing and
equality to be left wing, left and right cannot be meaningless terms for
him either . The difference between Matteucci and myself is that I
believe that liberty can be both left wing and right wing, and that the
real challenge between left and right is over whether to attribute
greater value to equality or diversity . The same magazin e returned to
the argument on 4 November, with an article on the ' subject for the
day' entitled ' Sei di sinistra , destra 0
? ' , which was presented as
'the hottest argument all summer. While waiting for new labels , the
Italians continue to be divided . '
I n January 1 9 9 5 the M ovimento Sociale Italiano dissolved into its
electoral grouping National Alliance, or Alleanza Nazionale , in an
attempt to distance itself from its Fascist p ast: The Italian communist
Party changed its name to Democratic Party of the Left , or Partito
Democratico della Sinistra in 1 9 8 9 translato r 's note .
A recent and severe criticism, which I will have to return to, c ame
from Ida Magli, who challenges not only my criterion for distinguish
ing between left and right , but, more generally, the use and abuse of
dichotomous thought perceived as 'a form of "primary" and "sav age"
social organization, as Levi Strauss made abundantly clear' , thus
demonstrating the 'obtuse refusal to understand' on the part of those
who still divide the world into left and right. See La bandiera
s trappata. I totem infranti della politica daLla Resistenza a Tangen
topoli e oLtre (Parma : Guanda, 1 9 9 4 ) , p. 8 7 .
Gauchet , La Droite et La gauche, p . 8 4 .
In Leone de Castris ' s review of my boo k , 'La sinistra secondo B obbio.
La sinistra secondo noi' , which a ppeared in Liberazione, 2 ( 1 9 2 5
March 1 9 9 4 ) , he perceived precisely my ' moderatism' as the rea son
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for disagreement: 'But the fact is that he [Bobbio ] is anxious to
demonstrate the prudent and beneficial ideas of gradual p rogress in
the time scale of moderatism . '
See N . Bobbio , ' Guerra civile?' Teoria Politic a , 8 / 1 2 ( 1 9 9 2 ) ,
2 9 7 3 0 7 , written in response to C laudio Pavone ' s book, Una guerra
Civile . Saggio storico sulla rno ralita della Resistenza (Turin: Bollati
Boringhieri , 1 9 9 1 ) .
G. Vattimo, ' Ermeneutica e democrazia ' , MicroMega , 3 ( 1 9 9 4 ) , p .
4 8 . Vattimo ' s polemic i s directed against fundamentalism , or, in
other words , against violence perceived 'as the uncondition al imposi
tion of an ultimate belief which , as the final cause of metaphysics (and
also the God of the philosophers) does not tolerate further question
ing of whys and wherefores , suspends all dialogue a n d imposes
silence' .
I refer to Jolanda Bufalini ' s interview of the Spanish philosopher
Fernando Sav ater, 'Farei cosi l'identikit del progressista' , L 'Unita ,
2 3 June 1 9 9 4 , p . 2 . The same author , in 'La liberta p olitica come
valore universale ' , MicroMega , 3 ( 1 9 9 4 ) , pp. 6 7 7 2 , rejects equality
as crippling, but admits ' mechanisms which a re designed to mitigate
excesses ' . He believes that the fundamental value in current p olitical
communities is liberty , perceived as autonomy , but that the freedom
to p rosper is accompanied by a freedom to wretchednes s ( ' liherta s a
coactione' and 'libertas a miseria ') He defines the left as (a) the
insistence on maximum transparency and participatio n , (b) the
universalization of the political establishment of both formal and
substantial liberty (by substantial liberty , he means 'libert as a
miseria ' ) . He draws attention to the consideration 'that humankind is
the most authentic group we belong to' (p. 7 1 ) . But it is p recisely our
eommon memhership of humankind which I consider to be the basis
for the ideal of equality .
I refer to the conversation between Isaiah Berlin and S teven Lukes
published in Italian as Tra filosofia e storia delle ide e . La societa
pluralistica e i suoi nernici (Florence : Ponte aUe Grazie , 1 9 9 4 ) , and
in particular the section entitled 'La sinistra, oggi ' , pp . 8 8 9 6 .
I would plaee in this group D . Cofrancesco , who in reviewing my
book , returned to the newly proposed distinction which I described
in the first edition (chapter V, section 1 ) . He reiterated that the best
criterion for distingnishing left and right is in the attitude to power :
the right emp hasizes that it is unavoidable , while the left condemns
its repressive and dehumanizing potential. I cannot accept C ofrancesco 's
propos al , as such a p erception of the left appears to identify it with
.
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anarchy, which has traditionally been considered j ust one of the
left wing movements . ·Words have a historical meaning which cannot
be completely ignored when it comes to redefining terms.
Conversely , the son , Renzo , appears to return to the traditional
values of the left ev ery time he questions his father on this subj ect.
By contrast with his father's theory , he speaks of 'justice and
solidarity ' , and argues that the function of the left has been fulfilled,
because some of its fundamental ideas have been implemented, such
as social equality and the co mbination of individual righ ts with social
rights that is to say , its egalitarian function .
The Partito d' Azione took over the mantle of the an ti Fascist move
ment Giustizia e Lib erta , and a leading member of the movement,
Ferruccio Parri , formed the first government after the Liberation .
However, the party ' s influence w a s t o prove short lived, and, lacking
any mass base, it disapp eared completely after the 1 9 4 8 elections
tra nslator 's note.
Rosati, ' Sei di destra 0 di sinistra ? ' , p . 2 4 . In my first interview after the
publication of the book, I talked with Nello Ajello about the changing
emotional meaning of the terms, according to the time and the speaker,
and said : 'It happens that calling oneself right wing is no longer some
thing to be ashamed of. Mter the Liberation, calling yourself right wing
was an act of courage , or even impertinence . Today one might almost say
that it is an act of courage to ,call oneself left wing. The left is challenged,
even from within. The surge to the left has been followed by a surge to
the right. Up till about ten y ears ago, the left was considered positive and
the right negative : today the opposite is true. rhe evaluative meaning of
the tenns has changed, but beyond the changing evaluations , they
continue to represent two relatively stable realities ' ( ' Gli estremi nemici' ,
La Repubblica, 6 March 1 9 9 4 ) .
Just a s the assertion that the left today is pursuing the egalitarian
ideal in w ords but not in deeds is not an argument against ident
ifying the left with the desire for equality , as A. J acono m aintains
in ' E guaglianza e differenza, i1 problema e qui' , II Manifesto, 2 2
May 1 9 9 4 , especially if you then imply that the left i s failing to
carry out its task by so doing . It is necessary to stress yet again
that there is no contradiction between the egalitaria n ideal and the
recognition of diversity . The difference between the left and the right
is in the different criteria used to j udge who is equal and who is
different.
D. Zolo , ' La sinistra di Bobbio ' , L 'Unita , 1 9 March 1 9 9 4 . Zolo dealt
with the question again in greater depth when he took part in the
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la unch o f the first edition in Florence, promoted b y F . Focardi,
chairma n of the club 'In Formazio ne ' . His speech wil shortly be
published in the magazine Eidos . H aving demonstrated its s trengths
and its weaknesses , he clarified the increa sing diffic ulty in distin
guishing h etween right and left in contemporary s o ciety , and con
cluded that the left should increasingly identify itself with the
defence of citizens ' rights , p articularly non acquired rights and
rights of autonomy . In relation to social rights , the historic triumph
of the left , he argues that any left winger worthy of the name has
the duty to resist any attempt hy free m arketeers t o dismantle the
welfare state . See also A. Bolaffi, 'L'ugu aglianza ci divid e ' , which had
the caption ' Uneomfortable truths and a few doubts ' , a nd appeared
in II Mess aggero , 1 March 1 9 9 4 . Mter introducing m y hook , which
had just heen puhlished, as the opening of the election campaign ,
and quoting Forattini's opinion tha t ' right and left are c ategories
used for convenience but u seless as ideological instruments ' , he then
appears to be quite unconvinced hy my theory , and expresses
the doubt that my reflections ' stop p recisely where one needs to
start' . Alright , but where should we start? It seems as if it should he
with the recognition of diversities which Bolaffi thinks are incom
p�tible with the right to equality . The important principle of j u stice
Suum patibile cuique t,.ibuere is founded on the need to recognize
diversity . The golden rule of justice , according to which like people
must he treated in like manner, implies that the unlike must be
treated in an unlike mann er. The criterion dividing leff and right
derives from the different manner in which like are distinguished
from unlike.
2 9 Most recently in S inistra punto zero (see p. 1 0 4 , n . 2 ) .
3 0 As G . Pas'luino showed in his review of my book in Reset , 5 April
1 9 9 4 , pp . 7 6 7 .
3 1 Other reviews which have come to my notice include A. Massa ren
ti , 'Bohhio e 10 spazio della sinistra' , II Sole 2 4 Ore , 6 March 1 9 9 4 ;
G . Paolini, ' Insieme a Norberto Bobhio a destra e a sinistra ' , II
Gazzettino , 2 1 March 1 9 9 4. ; R. Virgilio , ' Quale eguaglianza ? ' ,
Anemos , 3 (Ma rt:h April 1 9 9 4 ) , p . 3 ; M . Ostinelli , ' E guaglianza,
destra e sinistra ' , Co rriere del Tieino , 2 3 April 1 9 9 4 ; B. Vasari, ' Cio
che ci dis tingue . Destra e sinistra : una contrapp osizione che conserva
intatta la sua v alidita ' , Lettera ai compagni, magazine produced hy
FlAP , April 1 9 9 4 ; G. BoreUi , ' Bo b hio fra destra e sinistra' , Arena,
1 3 June 1 9 9 4 ; B. Lai , ' Destra e sin istra ' , L Uni o n e Sarda , 1 8 May
1 994.
'
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3 2 N . Bobbio , Politica e cultura (Turin: Einaudi , 1 9 5 5 ) , p . 2 0 2 .
3 3 C . Magris , ' C ultura: La destra e la sinistra. 11 pessimismo contro
l'illuminismo ' , Corriere della Sera , 2 6 June 1 9 9 4 .

